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This information in the online help format or as a document provides help on the use of the Regional Architecture Development for Intelligent Transportation (RAD-IT) software. RAD-IT is designed to integrate custom inputs with the database tools of ARC-IT so that users can develop custom regional ITS architectures in support of planning for ITS deployment.

Support Services
Our customer support team is standing by to offer friendly, responsive technical support to RAD-IT users. You can contact customer support via phone or email. To receive the best support, please have the following information ready before contacting us:

- The version of RAD-IT that you are using,
- The version and name of your operating system,
- A brief description of your problem or issue.

Telephone (U.S.): (800) 260-1001
Email: radit@iteris.com

What’s New
With this April 2018 release you can:

- **Use ARC-IT Version 8.1**: Convert your regional and project ITS architectures so they are compatible with ARC-IT Version 8.1.
- **Integrate with SET-IT**: RAD-IT Version 8.1 includes the capability to share project information with SET-IT Version 8.1. SET-IT can import projects defined in RAD-IT to facilitate the transition between planning/regional ITS architecture development and ITS project development. RAD-IT can import as-built projects from SET-IT to enhance the accuracy and utility of the regional ITS architecture.
- **Autoselect Need Areas and Needs**: a new feature allows you to select need areas based on service packages and then allow you to customize them for your region or project. RAD-IT can also autoselect the Needs for those new Need Areas.
- **Three New Architecture Summary Reports**: Stakeholder, Inventory, or Service Package tables can be generated showing how they are included in each architecture in your file.
- **New Architecture Review Report**: a new report called Service Package-Interface Inconsistencies helps you see places in your architecture where you may have missed assigning some elements to your service packages. The information is presented as a percentage of the information flows you have included in your service package compared to ARC-IT.
- **Define Needs in RAD-IT, Requirements in SET-IT**: RAD-IT includes the capability to identify needs for each service package based on the needs defined in ARC-IT. These high-level needs can then be used as a basis for functional requirements that are defined and managed in SET-IT. These changes better align the ARC-IT tools with the systems engineering process. Functional requirements that were defined in previous versions of Turbo and RAD-IT are still available as a table output, but requirements development is best performed later in the process, during project development, when enough information is available to fully define the project. In practice, this means that regional ITS architecture development can be a bit more streamlined as you only have...
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to identify needs and higher-level functional objects as part of the regional ITS architecture and defer more detailed requirements definition to project development.

- **Identify Agreements**: The Agreements Tab includes a new “Autoselect” button that identifies candidate stakeholder agreements based on the ARC-IT Enterprise View. Stakeholder agreements are identified to support the information exchanges identified on the Interfaces tab. Agreements can be identified for each stakeholder pair, for each service package, or for each project.

- **Define More than One Stakeholder Per Element**: RAD-IT allows you to define different stakeholders for the same element when different stakeholders own, operate, and maintain the element. This is an example of an enhancement that also supports better integration with SET-IT.

As with each version you can open and migrate architectures that were created in a previous version of Turbo or RAD-IT. The “Conversion” process as it is called will go through and update your architecture so that it works with the current features of RAD-IT. RAD-IT will produce a set of reports during conversion to tell you of objects that have been deprecated and replaced in the new version – usually due to an update to the ARC-IT reference databases. This report can be viewed / saved as a document or spreadsheet for analysis later on.

This version corrects a number of defects in the previous build including:

- Errors doing a build with a converted project
- Issues seen during conversion of older files where user selections/deselections of flows were being ignored.
- Interfaces between peer systems, including TMC to TMC, were not eligible to select a Communications Element on the Interfaces tab
- Missing items in the Sample project were added
- Performance issues for large, complex files – either RAD-IT, files imported from SET-IT, or older Turbo files being converted
- All issues identified in RAD-IT Version 8.0 have been addressed and many other minor enhancements have been implemented.
- Minor enhancements include the ability to assign communications elements per information flow and enhanced table outputs.

Be sure to upgrade to 8.1 for the latest features and better, more resilient performance.

**NOTE**: The development of RAD-IT is continuing with new features being added so an update is likely to be released every 8 weeks or so. At that time you will want to download and install the new version in order to get the most up-to-date features. Be sure you exit RAD-IT and save your files before trying to uninstall RAD-IT and install the update.

**What is RAD-IT?**
Formerly known as Turbo Architecture, The Regional Architecture Development Tool for Intelligent Transportation, or RAD-IT, is a high level, interactive software program that aids transportation planners and system integrators, both in the public and private sectors, in the development of a Regional and/or Project ITS Architecture. RAD-IT is a planning and integration aid designed to facilitate usage of the National ITS Architecture, now known as the Architecture for Cooperative and Intelligent Transportation or “ARC-IT”. The application will utilize user inputs and information from the ARC-IT databases to
provide users with tabular and graphical outputs comprising a high level representation of their Regional or Project Architecture. In order to more easily use the tool, it is highly recommended that the user of the RAD-IT application be familiar with ARC-IT. (This tool is not an introduction to or training aid for ARC-IT. Look to the ARC-IT website for training on the architecture.)

RAD-IT and its companion tool, the Systems Engineering Tool for Intelligent Transportation (SET-IT) are all based on the same ARC-IT databases. RAD-IT’s focus is on the development and maintenance of regional ITS architectures to support planning for ITS in a region and other long-range, region-wide activities. SET-IT’s focus is at the single project level – once a project is being scoped SET-IT can use the same ARC-IT reference architecture to define and build a customized project architecture. Now, both tools support the import of data from one tool to another. See the section on Importing a SET-IT Project.

In General Terms
RAD-IT:
- Guides users through the design of a Regional or Project Architecture, identifying and extracting the required portions of ARC-IT.
- Assists in local mapping and tailoring to a region's needs.
- Helps the user with potential conflict resolution between Regional and Project Architectures.
- Provides a “jumpstart” toward architecture development and consistency with the National Architecture.
- Is a standalone application.

RAD-IT is not a complete end-to-end solution to fully develop ITS architectures. User and stakeholder interaction, gathering local needs and systems, a “Concept of Operations” agreed to by consensus, and extension of the resulting architectures will be required beyond the data, diagrams, and output tables that the tool provides, in order to meet the needs of the local transportation community. The local region may require queries of the data or outputs that are not part of RAD-IT. The FHWA Rule 940 and FTA policy on Regional ITS Architectures and Standards requires various other documents and data. RAD-IT aids the user in gathering much of this additional information.

Feedback and consensus is required between the stakeholders during the creation of a Regional or Project ITS Architecture. The architecture is NOT complete simply by following the RAD-IT tabs, building the architecture, and printing the results. A great deal of customization may be required, including iteration of the steps in RAD-IT, selecting additional service packages, etc., in order for the interconnections and information flows between elements to be complete and correct. Stakeholders should be involved initially to attain consensus on the services (centers, data, equipment, and interfaces) that a project or region require. They should become involved in the process again as the Project or Regional Architecture is customized.

What Can RAD-IT Do for You?
This section discusses some basic topics about RAD-IT – users, their expectations, terminology, system overview, and a review of what makes a regional architecture.

Who are the Potential Users of RAD-IT?
Many types of agencies and personnel may find the RAD-IT tool useful. The following is an example of potential users of the tool:
1. Local and state transportation agencies such as:
   a. Traffic Management Centers
   b. Transit Management Centers
   c. Emergency Management services deploying ITS in a region
2. Metropolitan Planning Organizations -- transportation planners
3. ITS Architecture Deployment Workshop attendees
4. Consultants developing Regional and Project ITS Architectures

**User Expectations**
The RAD-IT application can be used to generate Regional and Project Architectures. Elements may exist within each region that have already been deployed or are planned for the future, or an entire project may be labeled as planned for the future. The output tables and diagrams produced by the tool are able to distinguish between existing and planned architecture elements within a region or project. Within a single database file generated by the tool, there may be at most one Regional Architecture and/or zero to many Project Architectures.

Architectures generated using the current release of the tool and ARC-IT databases are planned to be upward compatible with future releases of these databases and software. You need to be able to create an architecture today that represents the current transportation plan for a region, perhaps including certain elements that are known to be planned for the future (not budgeted or entirely defined today). You must then be able to return to this architecture in a year or two and move those planned elements to “existing”, flesh them out, and also create new (existing or planned) projects that will be added to the architecture for the region. The Regional and Project ITS Architectures are “living documents” for how communication is handled between various agencies and groups in the region. The database structure that has been implemented for the RAD-IT application makes this possible.

**Definitions and Terminology**

*Architecture, Uncustomized*
An uncustomized architecture is one which has been built via the “Build” button on the “Interfaces” tab in the RAD-IT tool, but no changes to element or information flow selections have been made, i.e., no tailoring of the architecture has been done yet on the “Interfaces” tab.

*Architecture, Customized*
A customized architecture is one in which element and information flow associations have been modified on the “Interfaces” tab in the RAD-IT tool. The flow status may be changed or the project association for a flow or interconnect may be deselected (i.e., in order not to display this flow or interconnect on the diagrams).

*Center*
Center elements are the primary Administration or Management “Element” in the region/project. This may often be a physical building (such as the Marinara County Freeway Management Center).

*Element*
This is the basic building block of a local regional or project ITS architecture. It is the name used by the stakeholders to describe an instance of one or more ITS entities. An element is defined by the name that is given to an instance of an ITS physical object (e.g., Caltrans/California Highway Patrol District 12
Traffic Management Center). An element is also assigned to a stakeholder. In addition to Transportation Elements like TMCs, RAD-IT supports Communications Elements (e.g., communications gateways and hubs).

**File**
The definition of an architecture is saved in a file. A file is also referred to as:
- A database file
- RAD-IT database file
- RAD-IT file

Within a single RAD-IT “file” (or database), you may define zero or one Regional Architecture and/or zero to many Project Architectures.

**Interfaces, Interconnect**
Communications paths that carry information between physical objects (subsystems and terminators) of ARC-IT and between elements of a Regional or Project ITS Architecture. Interconnects are directionless and contain one or more information flows.

**Interfaces, Information Flows**
Information flows define direction-specific information flow between ARC-IT physical objects and between elements of a Regional or Project ITS Architecture - such as “road network conditions” from a traffic management center to an emergency center. Forms the basis for the standardization of ITS interfaces.

**Physical Object**
A physical object, or “PObject” represents a system or device defined in the ARC-IT physical view, or a user defined (locally defined) object. In RAD-IT, each element is associated with a physical object. Physical objects are grouped into five classes: Center, Field, Support, Vehicle, and Traveler. Examples include the Traffic Management Center (TMC), the Vehicle Onboard Equipment (VOBE), and the ITS Roadway Equipment, corresponding to traffic operations centers, automobiles, and legacy ITS field equipment. Physical Objects were formerly known as Entities.

**Project**
A project is a set of ITS deployment activities grouped together (usually within a single procurement) for planning, deployment, and/or operational purposes. A project has defined boundaries within the context of a region.

**Project Architecture**
This term defines the elements and information exchanges of a single ITS project.

**Region**
A region is a geographical area spanning one or more jurisdictions. A region is a local decision. It is not necessarily bounded politically. It could be a state or multiple states, a metropolitan area or multiple metropolitan areas, one MPO or multiple MPO's, a corridor (e.g., I-95 corridor), counties, rural towns or areas.

**Regional Architecture**
This term defines the elements and information exchanges of the many ITS projects existing or planned within a region. It should be a comprehensive organization of the region's ITS.
Stakeholder
A stakeholder defines an organization or an institutional enterprise that owns, operates, or interfaces with the ITS elements in a region.

Subsystem
There are 42 subsystems – physical objects with defined functionality – that make up ARC-IT’s physical view and encompass all the functionality of ITS and are grouped into five classes: Centers, Support, Field, Vehicles, and Travelers. Examples include the Traffic Management Center (TMC), the Vehicle Onboard Equipment (OBE), and the ITS Roadway Equipment, corresponding to traffic operations centers, automobiles, and roadside signal controllers.

System
A system is a collection of hardware, software, data, processes, and people that work together to achieve a common goal (definition from the NHI System Engineering Course). NOTE that “system” is a relative term since many different types of systems fit this definition. To a sign manufacturer, a dynamic message sign is a “system”. To a state DOT, the same sign is only a component of a larger Freeway Management System. In ARC-IT, a Freeway Management System is a part of the overall surface transportation system for the region.

Terminator
Terminators are physical objects that define the boundary of an architecture. In ARC-IT terminators represent the people, systems, and general environment that interface to ITS. The interfaces between terminators and the subsystems and processes within ARC-IT are defined, but no functionality is allocated to terminators.

To continue the terminology discussion, a user begins by creating a database file to contain architectures. An architecture is composed of elements (centers, systems, vehicles, personnel, and roadside equipment, etc.) and information flows that connect the elements together. The elements are associated with physical objects (ARC-IT’s subsystems and terminators, and user defined PObjects), projects (the current project or other projects in the region), and service packages.

System Overview

RAD-IT Features
RAD-IT is a Microsoft Windows based software product that uses the ARC-IT databases to aid in the development of a Regional and/or Project ITS Architecture. RAD-IT can convert existing RAD-IT databases of Regional and Project Architectures so they are consistent with the latest version of ARC-IT. RAD-IT includes a user’s manual, an installation guide, and this on-line help.

The computer system requirements to use RAD-IT are fairly straightforward:
- PC-Compatible
- Operating Systems: Windows 7, 8.1, and Windows 10
- 200MB Free on Hard Drive
- Minimum 1280X1064 Monitor Resolution

As with any software product these minimal specifications may work but you’ll want more memory and processing speed to develop and maintain large, complex architectures.
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RAD-IT Capabilities
The tool can be used to create a Regional Architecture, create a Project Architecture, modify a Regional Architecture, modify a Project Architecture, or update one based upon the other. The basic uses of the tool are to:

1. Create a new Regional Architecture
2. Create a Project Architecture when no Regional Architecture exists
3. Create a Project Architecture when a Regional Architecture does exist
4. Update an existing Regional Architecture with a Project Architecture definition
5. Importing a project to SET-IT

User Scenarios
Using the four basic capabilities of the tool, there are several additional scenarios that the tool will support. Included below are some of these (this list is by no means all-inclusive):

1. Create a Regional Architecture composed of many projects, some that exist in the plan for the current year, and some which may occur in the near or distant future for the region.
2. Import a project from SET-IT
3. Bring multiple disjoint project definitions together in order to define a Regional Architecture.
4. Create a multi-phase project, where part of a project is being developed currently, but other phases may occur in subsequent years.
5. Create a two-tier or three-tier architecture. For example, several Regional Architectures are combined into a corridor or statewide architecture.
6. Determine the ITS standards that may correspond to portions of a Project.

What is a Regional Architecture?
Regional Architectures may be built as a standalone architecture, or can be built around Project Architectures. As the name implies, a Regional Architecture is a description of a region that may be used for planning ITS projects and facilitating integration. It lists the functions, interconnections, services, stakeholders, how they communicate, and how they are all connected. Many diagrams and tables can be generated for later use by RAD-IT for the Regional and Project Architectures.

If transportation services are represented by service packages and functions in ARC-IT and the Regional Architecture, then the functions plus interfaces indicate how the services are implemented. When a Service Package or ARC-IT physical object (subsystem or terminator) is associated with an inventory element or center in RAD-IT, many information flows are selected by the system and provide connections to and from the element in the Regional or Project Architecture. These indicate the interconnections for this element to the rest of the architecture.

Regional ITS Architectures are becoming the link between planning and ITS standards, enabling project implementations to consider the standards based on the Regional ITS Architectures.
**Approaches to Creating a Regional Architecture**

*Architecture Definition Approaches*

There are two main approaches that may be used to define architectures using RAD-IT: *Top-down*, where a Regional Architecture is developed and used as the basis for defining Project Architectures or *Bottom-up*, where a set of Project Architectures is defined and then merged together into a Regional Architecture. There is a third approach where a Regional Architecture is built as a complete standalone entity. It does not include any Project Architectures.

RAD-IT supports all of these approaches. In support of the *top-down* approach, a user may develop a Regional Architecture, then use portions of this architecture to define a single or multiple Project Architectures. The tool also supports the *bottom-up* approach by providing the capability to update a previously defined Regional Architecture with a Project Architecture. If no Regional Architecture exists, then this update capability can be used to create one from the projects defined in the database.

Within a single RAD-IT “file”, the user may define at most one Regional Architecture and/or zero to many Project Architectures. Within a single database file, each Project Architecture corresponds to a single, unique project. The user may also create separate files to represent different regions, or different collections of projects (or phases of a project) within a single region.

*Architecture Creation*

The basic steps involved in creating a Regional or Project Architecture are:

1. Gather the Initial Data
2. Input Data (Inventory)
3. Build an Uncustomized Architecture
4. Customize the Architecture
5. Generate Outputs

**Getting Started**

This section describes the data you need to collect before starting to develop a regional architecture and some tips for success.

**Gathering the Data You Need**

The following steps will help you to gather the data required to begin design of a Regional or Project Architecture:

1. Interact with the stakeholders. Learn their issues and needs.
2. Review the “Early Deployment Plan” for your region, if you have one. This will include the User Service needs and an inventory of required centers, elements, systems, etc.
3. Review the Transportation Improvement Programs (TIP), Statewide TIP (STIP), State Implementation Plan (SIP), Capital Improvement Programs, Long Range Plans, Congestion Management Plans, the Commercial Vehicle Safety Plan (CVSP) for project scope and timing, and other plans and studies to identify regional transportation priorities and implementation time frames.
4. Review the Regional ITS Architecture Guidance document which describes a process for creating Regional ITS Architectures with supporting examples for each architecture product and discusses mainstreaming ITS into the planning and project development processes.

5. If you have identified User Service needs for your region, use the SP Search function found on the Planning Tab and Service Packages tab to identify and include service packages in RAD-IT that correspond to your needs.

In general, to effectively use RAD-IT, you will need a fairly complete understanding of the stakeholders, centers, elements, and services that are involved in the architecture you wish to develop.

**Suggestions for Success**

The following suggestions may help you get the most from designing an architecture:

1. Gather the data for creation of your architecture(s).
2. Install the RAD-IT software.
3. Save intermediate backup versions of your architecture in files with different names, in case you need to return to them. RAD-IT includes a “Save As” feature that may be used to create checkpoints of an architecture in development.
4. Keep all paperwork together for each Regional or Project Architecture.
5. Organize the activity and personnel in a way that makes sense for your region. If you have multiple people involved in developing Project Architectures (which you later plan on merging into a single Regional Architecture), then it is best to develop a common set of terms for the element and stakeholder names. This will greatly facilitate the merge part of the process. (For example, do you call an element “City Transportation Management Center” or “City TMC” -- the tool will interpret these as two different elements when you perform the operation to merge the projects into the Regional Architecture.) The timing of the updates should be reviewed and a process put in place.
6. Keep communications open with the stakeholders. Review the architecture with them periodically during the development and at the end of the development cycle. Keep them involved.

The following walks through a set of steps that illustrates simple usage of the tool. After installing the tool, the user starts the tool by double clicking on the “RAD-IT” icon on your Desktop, double clicking on the RAD-IT executable file in the directory where it was placed, or by selecting Start->Programs->ITS Architecture -> RAD-IT to run the tool.

To create a new RAD-IT database file or open an existing file before opening an architecture, from the menubar pulldown, select “File => New” to create a database file, or “File => Open” to open an existing file. The first time into a new release of RAD-IT, the default directory is “My Documents”. If opening an existing database file, this directory must be changed to the directory that holds your architecture(s).

The next thing the user needs to do is to create or open an architecture in this file. To create a new Regional ITS Architecture, select the “New” button in the “Regional” area on the Start tab. In the same manner, to create a new project ITS architecture, select the “New” button in the “Project” area on the Start tab. To open an existing architecture, select a name from the existing Regional ITS Architecture or the list of Project ITS Architectures on this window.
RAD-IT Help

**RAD-IT File Extension**

RAD-IT is a stand-alone application. It does not require any other applications, or databases in order to be used. RAD-IT generates Microsoft Access-compatible databases, but it is not necessary to have the Microsoft Access software resident on the machine in order to run RAD-IT. Nor does RAD-IT require any ARC-IT databases from ARC-IT web site. After bringing up the application, the “File => About RAD-IT” option on the main menubar displays the version number for the RAD-IT application, and for all portions of the ARC-IT that are used with that version of RAD-IT.

RAD-IT includes support for the file extension, “radit” or “.tbo”, for legacy Turbo architectures. RAD-IT also accepts the older “.mdb” extension when opening or converting older Turbo files. The “radit” or “.tbo” file may also be double clicked from a Windows Explorer window and the RAD-IT application is launched. Although the “.radit” or “.tbo” extension does not completely prevent a user from opening a RAD-IT database using MS Access, *which non-expert Access developers should never do*, it is less likely that the user will want to do this and damage his RAD-IT file.

**NOTE:** If a user tries to open an older turbo file created prior to 2000 when the older.mdb extensions were used they will get an error saying, "Failed to open workspace." This is a pre-2000 mdb format file that is no longer supported by Microsoft. You will have to convert it to a newer format before you can open it with RAD-IT. Contact the help desk for more information.

To work around this issue, use a pre-Access 2013 version of Access to save the Access 97 database as an .accdb file:

2. On the Tools menu, click Database Utilities, click Convert Database, and then click to Access 2002-2003 file format.
3. Enter a name for the database, and then click Save.
5. Open the database in Access 2013 or later version of Access.
6. On the File tab, click Save As, select Access Database (*.accdb), and then click Save As.
7. In the Save As dialog box, click Save.

When you use the tool to create an architecture, there will be a single RAD-IT database file created by the tool. This database will contain data tables, relationships, and elements for a single Regional Architecture and multiple Project Architectures. If a second Regional Architecture is to be defined, this must be done in another RAD-IT database file. Instructions for creating and maintaining the database files and architectures generated by the tool are discussed in Sections 3 and 4.

Save your work often. Data is only saved when you choose the “Save” or “Save As…” options (or when you exit the file and save). All work you do between saves is put into a temporary file called “turwork<time/date stamp>.mdb”. As you work this temporary file grows in size. If you wait too long to exit and save, this file can grow so large you may not be able to save it. If the tool should fail with unsaved data, you may be able to partially recover. Look for the temporary file in the Windows “temp” directory (e.g., C:\Users\<logon id>\AppData\Local\Temp). Rename this file to end in “.radit” and then try opening it with RAD-IT. See the release notes for more hints on how to correct this problem if it happens.

In order to actually shrink the size of the temporary file while working with large architectures, you must **exit** periodically from the file, or from RAD-IT. Saving the architecture places new work in the original user file in compressed format, but the temporary file remains at the same size and keeps growing. To shrink the temporary file, the database file must be closed.
Managing Database Files
This section provides some technical information about the files and file structures used by RAD-IT and how to work with older files.

Creating a New RAD-IT Database File
To create a new database file in which new architecture definitions will be stored:

1. On the menubar, select: File => New
2. If you already have an architecture database file open and have made changes, you will be asked if you would like to save the changes.
3. A new blank architecture file will then open. The title bar of the main RAD-IT window will indicate that the file is “new”.

Opening an Existing RAD-IT Database File
To open an existing RAD-IT database file:

1. On the menubar, select: File => Open
2. If you already have an architecture database file open and have made changes, you will be asked if you would like to save the changes.
3. You will then be asked to select the name of an existing RAD-IT database file you wish to open.
   a. If the database file selected was created using the current version of RAD-IT, then the database will open.
   b. If the database file selected was created in an earlier version of RAD-IT, then you will be asked to convert the database or to open it without conversion.

RAD-IT locks the files (sets them to Read-Only) so you can’t have a conflict where one application writes data that the other application is also editing. If you try open a file that is already open you will get a warning message that the file is in use by another program and to close the other program and try again.

Opening a Prior Release RAD-IT Database File
You may open an architecture database file created in an earlier version. When doing this, the software automatically detects that the architecture was created in a prior release. You will be asked if you would like to convert the database to the current version of RAD-IT.

If you choose to simply open the database without conversion many of the current capabilities, including new services, interconnects and information flows will not be available. See “General Information Concerning the Conversion Process” for some reasons why you may not want to convert the database.
The “Conversion” process migrates existing Regional or Project Architectures and database files created with prior releases of RAD-IT up to the current release of the software. Selecting to convert begins the automated conversion process. A series of screens is displayed checking off the steps of the process, and asking certain questions about how the process should proceed.

**Saving a RAD-IT Database File**

1. To save an open file, on the menubar, select: File => Save. This will overwrite the previous version of the database in the same directory where it was opened.

2. If “what-if” scenarios are being tested and several versions (checkpoints) of a database and its architectures are to be saved (for “what-if” testing or archival purposes), on the menubar, select: File => Save As…

A window will appear asking you to select a name of the new RAD-IT database file. You may select an existing file and will be warned that the file will be overwritten.

**Exiting from a RAD-IT Database File**

1. To exit from the RAD-IT tool, select: File => Exit or click the X in the upper right corner of the RAD-IT window.

2. If changes made to Regional or Project Architectures in the database file have been saved this command will simply exit from the tool.

3. If changes have not been saved a window will appear asking if you wish to save the changes.
Open a Sample Project
Use the Sample Project as a way to learn how to use RAD-IT’s features and to see a sample project file that includes a basic set of objects and interfaces that are likely to be common in many ITS architectures.

Opening and Saving the Sample Project
Clicking on the Sample Project option from the File menu, brings opens the sample database called Marinara.radit. All the tabs will have information populated for a region and 4 projects.

You can save your own copy of this file for later by clicking Save. Since the copy of the sample project was stored in a read-only area you will see a window that is like the Save As window and allows you to save this sample as your own project into your own file folder. Use this window to choose the file folder and the name for the project.

Now you can edit the file, add to it, change the names to match your own, or just review or print out portions of the sample project to better understand how RAD-IT works and how to build a regional ITS architecture.

More on the Sample Project
The sample project’s file name is “Marinara” and once it is open the longer name for the project appears as the “Marinara County”.

This sample architecture originated as an exercise in the National ITS Architecture Public Sector Training Course. It illustrates many of the Regional Architecture Development for Intelligent Transportation (RAD-IT), features. It can be used to highlight features of the tool as well as part of the Architecture Reference for Cooperative & Intelligent Transportation (ARC-IT) that merges traditional ITS concepts with connected vehicle technologies and supporting services. To this end, several minor extensions have been made to the basic Marinara County scenario so that features like user defined Physical Objects, Flows, and connected vehicle service packages can also be illustrated.

Use this sample as a starting point for your own project architecture or simply to refer to how these support concepts are shown. Each tab is populated to show how they can be used.
Marinara includes the following features:

- Connected Vehicle as well as traditional ITS services
- Use of Element Instances in the project architectures
- Use of Communications elements – Data Distribution and Wide Area Information Dissemination
- User Defined Physical Objects and User Defined Flows

The current version of RAD-IT now includes all of the service packages, physical objects, and information flows as part of the Architecture Reference for Cooperative & Intelligent Transportation (ARC-IT) which is the new name for the National ITS Architecture. ARC-IT v8 and higher includes merged content from both version 7.1 of the National ITS Architecture and the Connected Vehicle Reference Implementation Architecture (CVRIA) so they can be included in your own project just like other ITS or connected vehicle applications defined in the Architecture.

**Accessibility Features of RAD-IT**

This section describes some features of RAD-IT that make it easier to use by all users.

**General Information about RAD-IT**

In RAD-IT, Accessibility features are supported for compatibility with Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Standards for Electronic and Information Technology section. These features include the following:

1. Keyboard Shortcuts for all menu, toolbar, and form commands.
2. Accessibility Information in this Help resource (all figures include alternative text).

**Keyboard Shortcuts**

There are several ways in which to access RAD-IT options and pulldown menus for accessibility without using a mouse. Many options include a “CTRL + <letter>” shortcut to perform a RAD-IT option. These are listed on the pulldown menus. For example, “CTRL+S” to save a file, appears next to the “File => Save” option on the pulldown menu. The “ESC” key acts as a cancel button.

Another shortcut method that may also be used in, is by using the “ALT” key. After pressing the “ALT” key, the menubar appears with the first character (in some cases it is another character) of each pulldown menu underlined. You may then type the underlined character for the menu and option that you are looking for, such as, “ALT” key, “F” for the “File” pulldown, then “O” to open an existing architecture. Case is not important and the “ALT” key does not have to be held down while pressing these other keys.

You may also press the “ALT” key and the underlined letter (press at the same time) for each of the tabs across the top of the RAD-IT main menu, or press “ALT > s” (“Start” tab) then the right and left arrows to move between the tabs. For example, “ALT > i” will display the “Inventory” tab. Then it is a matter of pressing the right, left, up, and down arrows, as well as the tab right and left (“Shift > Tab”) keys to move between the list of Inventory items and the options and tabs on the right of this screen.

On several tabs throughout RAD-IT, clicking the Right Mouse button will expand a list of objects. For instance, on the Inventory tab, right-click over the list of Physical Objects and the list will expand. It will also show the description field for the object you highlight. To go back to the original size list just do another Right-Click. This works on several places including the Stakeholders list for groups of stakeholders, projects on the Inventory and Services tab, and agreements on the Agreements tab.
The “Interfaces” tab works a little differently. The tab and arrow keys will move down the list of information flows and to the options at the bottom of the window, but they do not move to the options at the top of the window (“Connects”, “Flows”, etc.). This is a known problem with the third party tool that is used to generate this screen. Hence, all of RAD-IT and the documentation is compliant with Section 508 except for the toolbar on the “Interfaces” tab.

**Toggle between Open Applications without Using a Mouse**

When using an application such as RAD-IT, you may toggle between open applications in Windows that appear across the task bar (generally at the bottom of the screen) without using a mouse. There are two ways to navigate between open applications:

1. **Use the “ALT > TAB” keys:**
   a. Enter any window, tab, or option in RAD-IT. If you have selected a menubar option and see the pulldown menu, you must select an option on this menu. The pulldown menu itself will not remain visible when the “ALT > TAB” keys are pressed.
   b. Press the “ALT > TAB” keys at the same time.
   c. A small navigation window pops up. This window includes an icon representative for each open application.
   d. While holding the “ALT” key down, use the right “Tab” and “Shift > Tab” keys to move between the open applications. One of these applications is an icon for RAD-IT. If selected, RAD-IT remains active. If another application is selected, such as a Windows Explorer window, this screen pops in front of the RAD-IT window.

2. **Use the “ALT > ESC” keys:**
   a. Enter RAD-IT.
   b. Press the “ALT > ESC” keys at the same time.
   c. While holding down the “ALT” key, keep pressing the “ESC” key. This will toggle between the open applications without reliance on the “ALT > TAB” navigation window.
   d. The main difference is that with “ALT > ESC”, the application windows must actually be active (click on each window to maximize it). If “ALT > ESC” is attempted when an application window is minimized, it will not come up.

**Display Settings**

**NOTE:** sometimes you may notice differences in the way the text on some buttons looks or labels for different columns. This may be caused by a Display Setting that some Windows users do called Font Scaling. SET-IT attempts to scale the appearance of text as well as other Windows programs but when users select 125% scale or greater then they may occasionally see some differences, e.g. some button labels may be truncated or letters will run together. If this happens try adjusting the Display Settings to 100%.

**Converting from Prior Releases**

RAD-IT Version 8.1 was developed specifically to support version 8.1 of the National ITS Architecture, now referred to as ARC-IT. An important facet of this support is the “Conversion” tool that allows users to quickly and easily upgrade their existing architectures to use ARC-IT Version 8.1. This utility does
much of the “heavy lifting” that is required to convert a regional or project ITS architecture so that it is uses Version 8.1 of ARC-IT.

**General Information Concerning the Conversion Process**

The following are several items of general interest concerning the “Conversion” process.

1. Some of the features of the latest version of the RAD-IT software are not available to previous version databases unless the database has been converted.
2. If a customer site has not yet upgraded the RAD-IT tool from previous versions, RAD-IT will automatically upgrade an older version database to make it compatible with the latest version. You will notice an additional dialog box that will be displayed showing that the earlier version “database compatibility upgrade” is in progress.
3. All user-defined extensions will be carried forward into the current version of RAD-IT. In special circumstances, where a user defined PObject or flow happens to exactly match a new ARC-IT physical object (subsystem, terminator) or information flow, the user-defined extension will automatically be converted to the equivalent ARC-IT PObject or flow. These are duly noted in the conversion output tables. In every case, the interfaces defined will be carried forward into the new database.
4. During the conversion from a prior release RAD-IT database file, all system tables and configuration information are maintained. The conversion software copies all user data from source to destination and also copies any old system data that is referenced in your architecture.
5. Sometimes one information flow is replaced with another automatically during the conversion.
6. RAD-IT can open and use architectures that are based on current and previous versions of ARC-IT. It will detect when a previous version architecture is opened and ask if you would like to convert the architecture. If you choose to open the architecture and not convert it, RAD-IT will work with the older architecture. You may return to the older version architecture at any time. RAD-IT automatically preserves the original file. For clarification:
   a. Turbo V1.0 and V1.1 were based on V3.0 of the National ITS Architecture.
   b. Turbo V2.0 was based on V4.0 of the National ITS Architecture.
   c. Turbo V3.0 was based on V5.0 of the National ITS Architecture.
   d. Turbo V3.1 was based on V5.1 of the National ITS Architecture.
   e. Turbo V4.0 was based on V6.0 of the National ITS Architecture.
   f. Turbo V4.1 and V5.0 was based on V6.1 of the National ITS Architecture.
   g. Turbo V7.1 is based on V7.1 of the National ITS Architecture.
   h. RAD-IT V8.0 is based on V8.0 of the National ITS Architecture, now known as “ARC-IT”.
   i. RAD-IT V8.1 is based on V8.1 of ARC-IT.

**NOTE:** Opening an older pre-2000 mdb format file may yield an error because it is no longer supported by Microsoft. You will have to convert it to a newer format before you can open it with RAD-IT. Contact the help desk for more information.

7. If upgrading the tool to the latest version of RAD-IT, then the question arises of whether to migrate architectures developed with prior releases.
   a. It is recommended if you are actively working on a particular architecture coordinate the decision to upgrade to avoid incompatibility issues. The upgrade should be done at the same time for all architectures and database files within the project, and should be timed so as not to interfere with the development schedule.
b. If the new features of ARC-IT are not necessary for the current project, perhaps the upgrade can wait until after the project is completed. However, if the new architecture features are required in the architectures under development, the upgrade should be coordinated sooner rather than later.

c. If you are in the middle of developing a Regional Architecture, the decision to upgrade depends on the situation. Here are a few pointers. RAD-IT provides a conversion feature that makes the conversion to support the latest ARC-IT version quick and easy - a basic conversion can be done in a few minutes, even for a large architecture. What must be considered is where you are in the process, how the conversion will impact work products that have already been delivered, and how the conversion will impact stakeholder reviews and consensus work that has already been performed.

d. If the Regional Architecture has not yet been developed to the point that interfaces have been reviewed with stakeholders, then it is probably best to upgrade RAD-IT and convert to the latest version of ARC-IT so the stakeholders invest their time in reviewing the latest interface options. If the stakeholders have already invested time in reviewing interfaces, and the architecture is close to “final” publication, then it is probably best to wait and address conversion as part of future architecture maintenance activities.

8. As for the new version of the ARC-IT, the “What’s New” section of the ARC-IT web site (http://www.iteris.com/arc-it) is the best source of information. This web site provides a list of the changes and a list of all physical objects (PObjets), service packages, and information flows that were impacted. RAD-IT also provides special conversion tables that identify all impacts to subsystems, terminators, service packages, needs, functions, information flows, and standards mapping. As part of the conversion process, other tables are available that list the differences between the older RAD-IT and the converted architecture.

The Conversion Process from a Previous Version of RAD-IT

The following details the conversion process of a prior release architecture file to the current version of the software:

1. Begin the conversion process by selecting “File => Open” for a database file from a previous release of RAD-IT.

2. Select the file and click “Open” to open the file and begin the conversion process, or “Cancel” to cancel the conversion.

3. The RAD-IT software will detect that the selected file is from a prior release of RAD-IT and that conversion is an option. The next window will ask if you would simply like to open this file and view it as is, maintaining all previous version elements, entities, and information flows, or if you would like to convert the file so that it uses the latest version of ARC-IT. “Convert” is selected by default.

4. Select “Open File” and “OK” to simply open the file using RAD-IT without converting.

5. If you wish to convert the file, select “Convert File” and “OK” to begin the conversion.

6. The next window asks you to select a destination file. The existing file is NOT replaced. It still exists in the original format at the end of the conversion process. Click “Save” to begin the
conversion process, or “Cancel” to exit from the process. The software will warn you if an existing file name is selected.

7. The conversion will have to run to completion although you will be allowed to cancel out at different points during the process. You will be kept apprised of the progress and will be given the option to display, export, and print conversion tables during the conversion. The next screen reports the conversion progress. As each step in the conversion task list is completed, it is checked off and the pointer moves to the next step.

8. At the “View Tables” Step, you may display tables about the conversion, detailing both the differences in the two files, as well as the differences between the ARC-IT Versions. You may review the changes that have been made during the conversion and save a record of these changes for future reference. This is the only opportunity to view the conversion tables. If these tables are needed later, do not delete the original file. You may need to run the conversion again in order to see the tables a second time. The tables may also be printed or saved. As with the standard RAD-IT tables, the conversion tables can be customized to include or order by different fields and allows you to save the file or open it in Word or Excel.

NOTE: Physical Objects and flows that have been “discontinued” in the current version will appear with an asterisk (*) after the flow name in the output tables.

NOTE: Service Package instances may be renamed if they still had the default name created by previous versions of Turbo, e.g. “ATMS01 Network Surveillance (Instance 1)” to use the new name and number “TM01 Infrastructure-Based Traffic Surveillance (Instance 1)”. If you have customized the names then those will be retained.

9. The final conversion window asks if you wish to delete “discontinued” entities and flows from the original architecture. These are subsystems, terminators, and information flows that have been deleted (perhaps completely deleted, or split into other entities and flows) in current version of ARC-IT. Select “Yes” or “No”.

a. If discontinued flows are not deleted during the conversion, they will remain in the converted architecture, and will be marked with an asterisk (*) in the database and in tables as discontinued.
b. These flows may be viewed on the conversion report titled “Discontinued Flows”. This report can be displayed during the conversion, or with the other standard RAD-IT tables available on the “Output => Tables” pulldown menu.

c. Discontinued flows can later be changed to user defined flows under the “Tools => Add Flows” option.

10. The “RAD-IT File Conversion” process step window remains displayed after you have selected to keep or discard discontinued flows, saying that the conversion has completed successfully and tells you that you should now do a “Build” on the Interfaces tab to add the latest flows to your architecture. Click “OK” to complete and exit from the conversion. The converted database is now open and available for editing.

11. Go to the Interfaces tab and do a “Build” to add flows to the tab and/or to your architecture.

12. Save the newly converted file.

List of Conversion Tables

![List of Conversion Tables](image)
Conversion Results:

The Output Tables that may be displayed during the conversion process include the following:

Conversion Summary: This report illustrates information about the source and destination RAD-IT files, including version information, source and destination file names, and a list of the architectures that were converted.

Element Mapping Conversion Details: This report identifies the changes that were made to the mapping between elements and entities in the converted architectures. All mappings between architecture elements and the ARC-IT PObjects (subsystems and terminators) are listed by the change represented - new, modified, replaced, discontinued, including the old and new PObject names where applicable. This report identifies the entities that were added, deleted, and renamed, along with the elements that are impacted by the changes. This report might be a couple of pages in length for a large architecture. The report shows new element mappings that were created, existing element mappings that were replaced, and any user defined entities that happened to match and were converted to ARC-IT PObjects during the conversion.

Flow Conversion Details: This report identifies specific information flow level changes that were made to the converted Regional and Project Architectures. This report lists the new information flows between elements, as well as the flows that changed names due to updates in ARC-IT. This report identifies all the information flows that were added, deleted, and renamed by the conversion. This will be a long (10s of pages) report for a large architecture. Similar to the previous conversion details report, it shows new flows that were added, existing flows that were replaced by new flows, and any user defined flows that happened to match new ARC-IT information flows and were converted.

Discontinued Flows: This report shows the discontinued information flows that are still included in the converted Regional and Project Architectures. This simple report shows all discontinued flows that remain in the architectures after conversion. If you choose to keep these flows, they can be edited individually on the "Interfaces" tab. This report also appears in the list of standard RAD-IT output tables. The "Interfaces" tab lists discontinued flows, user defined flows, and ARC-IT information flows, and distinguishes between them by using an asterisk for discontinued and National ITS Information flows if the database has been converted. The "Info" form (under "Interfaces" flows view) also distinguishes between the three types of flows.

User Defined Physical Objects and Flows: This report identifies all user defined physical objects and flows in the converted Regional and Project Architectures. This report allows you to review user defined entities and flows since some of these could be converted into new ARC-IT PObjects or flows. Note the last column, where the conversion may actually convert user defined physical objects and flows into equivalent ARC-IT PObjects and flows, yielding a "user defined" flow that actually consists only of ARC-IT PObjects, but not in a way defined by ARC-IT. During the conversion, if the software determines that there is a name conflict between user defined and ARC-IT flows and PObjects, you will be notified and the ARC-IT flow or PObject always takes precedence. These are also noted in the conversion output tables.

ARC-IT Changes:

Version 8.1 Physical Object Changes: This report identifies all subsystem and terminator changes. All entities are listed by the change represented - new, modified, replaced, discontinued, including the old and new name where applicable. This report is based only on ARC-IT and thus will generally be the same for
each user who runs it during the conversion. The report may be longer if the original architecture was based on an older version of the National ITS Architecture.

**Version 8.1 Service Package Changes:** This report identifies all Service Package changes. All Service Packages are listed by the change represented - new, modified, replaced, discontinued, including the old and new name and Service Package number where applicable. This report is based only on ARC-IT and thus will be the same for each user who runs it during the conversion unless their architecture is several levels back.

**Version 8.1 Information Flow Changes:** This report identifies all information flow changes. All information flows are listed by the change represented - new, modified, replaced, discontinued, including the old and new flow name where applicable. Also included is the source and destination PObject name for each flow. This report will identify all information flows that were created, substantially modified, or discontinued.

**Version 8.1 Functional Object Changes:** This report identifies all functional object changes. All functional objects are listed by the change represented - new, edited, or discontinued including the old and new text where applicable. They are grouped by the physical object involved.

**Version 8.1 Standards Changes:** This report identifies all changes in the Mapping between ARC-IT and the ITS Standards Activities. All standards are listed by the change represented - new, modified, or discontinued, including the old and new text where applicable. They are also grouped by the Standards Development Organization (SDO) involved. An asterisk indicates that the row is a Group of standards rather than an individual standard.

### Convert vs Open

When you click on an older Turbo or RAD-IT file you get a screen that asks if you want to Convert it or Open it. What’s the difference and which should I choose?
Convert, as has already been described, changes your old file and converts the information so that it uses the latest version of ARC-IT. This is the preferred method to make sure your file has the latest mappings to the ARC-IT (National ITS Architecture) physical objects, information flows, etc.

Open is also useful in certain situations. The main scenario where this is useful is when you need to look up something in an older version of the architecture or someone has sent you a file that is older and you just need to look at it.

With Open, RAD-IT will still make changes to the file but only enough to make the data tables match the schema as the RAD-IT user interface so you can ‘see’ the information on the various tabs.

NOTE: only use OPEN to do just that – open an older file and look up something. Once you decide you need to make changes to that old architecture then go back to the original file and choose Convert.

It is not advisable to first OPEN and file and then choose CONVERT on the same file; not everything may line up as expected – go back to the original and convert it.

Data Input
This section describes the overall user interface for RAD-IT and some naming conventions.

General Information about Data Input
Notice that the appearance of the tabs across the top of the RAD-IT window is oriented towards the work flow of generating a Regional Architecture (see the Regional Architecture Guidance document). There is one tab for each major step in the architecture development work flow.

The tabular input windows consist of the following tabs where inventory elements and services may be entered and customized:

- **Start**: Create/modify/delete an architecture.
- **Planning**: Create/modify/delete planning objectives and strategies and relate these to the architecture
- **Stakeholders**: Create/modify/delete a stakeholder name or group, global to all architectures in the file
- **Inventory**: Create/modify/delete an element in the open architecture
- **Services**: Associate an ARC-IT service package with local inventory elements
- **Needs**: Select/create/modify/delete needs for a region or project based on the service packages
- **R&R**: Create/modify/delete Role and Responsibility (R&R) areas to the current architecture based on service package choices and write/edit roles and responsibilities for each participating stakeholder
- **Functions**: Associate functional objects with inventory elements based on the inventory and service package choices
- **Interfaces**: Build and customize the architecture
- **Standards**: Customize the list of applicable ITS standards based on inventory, service package, and interface choices
- **Agreements**: Create/modify/delete lists of agreements between stakeholders and agencies in the region; Associate agreements with the stakeholders based on the information flows.
There is a certain order to be followed while using the tabbed windows. Several of the menubar options or menu tabs will be grayed out if they cannot be used yet. For example, a user is not allowed to customize the inventory and information flow list if an architecture has not been created or opened.

All tab windows indicate the deployment status of an item (element, service package, information flow).

As an aside, the items on the inventory input and customization tabbed windows (the Inventory, Services, and Interfaces tabs) are directly related to ARC-IT. There are physical objects (subsystems and terminators) and service packages that when built into the Project or Regional Architecture (i.e., selected and assigned to a local element) generate information flows that are directly associated with ARC-IT physical objects assigned to the elements.

It is strongly recommended that the user be trained in the terminology, relationships, and usage of the ARC-IT. The USDOT offers classes across the country on the Architecture. There is also the ARC-IT web site that may be used as a reference. The Regional ITS Architecture Guidance Document is also an excellent resource to see how to apply ARC-IT to regions and project situations.

**Naming of RAD-IT Items**

**GUIDELINE:** It is recommended that a RAD-IT database file be named based on the region name.

**GUIDELINE:** A naming strategy for all user-entered names (element, stakeholder, user defined PObject/flow, project) should be established before designing the initial architecture in a RAD-IT database file.

**Remember** that when naming an element, stakeholder, architecture, etc., certain special characters (ampersand (&), apostrophe (‘), and quotes (”)) may not be used in the name. RAD-IT will give a warning message and not allow these names. Spaces, underscores (_), hyphens (-), are all acceptable in a named item in RAD-IT.

The following shows the Maximum Name Sizes in List Boxes by the number of characters:

- Element names: 255*
- Stakeholder names: 255
- Architecture names: 255
- Project names: 100
- User-defined physical objects: 100
- User-defined flows: 100
- User-defined standards: 255
- Service Package names: 255
- Role and Responsibility Area names: 255
- Functional object names: 255
- Agreement names: 255

**CAUTION:** While 200-255 characters may be the maximum length for some names it is not really practical to go over 80 characters.
Start Tab
Looking at the RAD-IT screen we will start working our way from left to right across the tabs at the top. This section discusses the first tab – the Start tab.

Beginning a New Architecture
Managing the architectures contained within a file is done from the Start tab. This tab allows the user to create a new architecture or select an existing architecture. The tab allows the user to define scope, timeframe, and other basic definition information for the new or selected architecture.

After opening an existing file all architectures contained in the file will be shown, and the architecture that was last opened in the prior use of the file will automatically be selected when the file is opened.

The left-hand side allows the user to create a new architecture, delete an architecture, or select an architecture. Selecting an architecture causes the right hand side of the window to be filled in and makes the selected architecture the current architecture shown in the banner and on other tabs. The following sections will explain in detail how to use these options.

A new architecture is created on the “Start” tab by selecting the “New” option under either the Regional or Project Architecture areas. This adds a new architecture to the file. The following process may be used to begin a new architecture:

1. Select the type of architecture:
   a. When creating a new Regional Architecture in an open database file, the name of the architecture must be entered. The other attributes of the architecture are optional. There is no “Status” field. There may only be a single Regional Architecture in a RAD-IT database file.
   b. When creating a new Project Architecture in an open database file, the name and status of the architecture must be entered. The other items are optional. The names of existing Project Architectures in this database file are displayed so you may see the existing names and enter a new name. The software prevents you from creating a project architecture with the same name as one previously defined.

2. Enter the attributes of the architecture. Items such as Geographic Scope, Service Scope, and Timeframe, are discussed in more detail in the “Regional ITS Architecture Guidance” document. All of these attributes may be changed later on the “Start” tab, and will be displayed for each architecture in the file, in the “Architecture Summary” report.
   a. Name: The name of the architecture. Required
   b. Description: Description of the architecture. Optional
   c. Timeframe: Define the planning timeframe that the Regional ITS Architecture will address. Should the architecture encompass systems and services that are implemented over the next five, ten, or twenty years? If this is a “planned” architecture for deployment in a future planning cycle (e.g., two years from now, or the five, ten, or 20 year planning horizon), this should be entered here. Optional
   d. Status: Status of the Project Architecture. If you have extended the list of status values, all will appear in this list. Required
   e. Geographic Scope: Where the architecture will be deployed (e.g., District 7, Southern California). Ideally, the geographic scope of a region should be established so that it encompasses all systems that should be integrated together. In practice, it is sometimes difficult to determine where to draw the line so that the architecture is inclusive without expanding to the point that the effort becomes unmanageable and consensus is difficult to
achieve. While this is frequently called a “geographic” area, it is usually a political map that is being partitioned, defining a region along existing institutional boundaries. The rule/policy states that metropolitan areas must consider the metropolitan planning area (MPA) as a minimum size for a region. The MPA is a good place to start since this boundary normally encompasses most integration opportunities and it coincides with the geographic region used for transportation planning. Optional

Service Scope: Determine the basic scope of the services that will be covered. For example, determine if the Regional ITS Architecture should define commercial vehicle related services. Optional

developer: Name of the person or team that has developed this architecture. Optional

Maintainer: Name of the person or team maintaining this architecture. Optional

Version: Enter a value for this field that makes sense for the region. Architecture version numbers or names should be agreed to by all affected parties, and should be consistent across all architectures in the region covered by this regional architecture. Optional

Date/Time: This field displays the current date and time when a new architecture is created. The field may be changed when the architecture attributes are modified. Optional

3. After selecting “apply” the architecture will be created.

**Continuing Development of an Existing Architecture**

The following process is used to continue development of an architecture in progress.

1. To open an existing architecture, Click on the “Start” tab in an open database file, select the Project or Regional Architecture name from the lists on the left, modify the attributes for the selected architecture on the right, and click “Apply” (available only if attributes were changed). The architecture name will appear in the title bar of the RAD-IT main window, along with the file name.

2. To save and close this architecture and open another architecture from the same database file in the same RAD-IT session, select the other architecture name on the “Start” tab, or select the “New” option under Project or Regional Architectures (if a Regional Architecture does not already exist) to create a new architecture in this file. The RAD-IT tool allows only one architecture to be opened at a time, so opening a second architecture will close the first. If changes have been made to the first architecture, you are asked to save them before the second architecture is opened. The new architecture is opened in the same RAD-IT session.

3. Because all of these architectures are stored as tables in the same database file, changes will not be saved to the database unless explicitly requested.

**Deleting an Architecture**

The following process may be used to delete a Regional or Project Architecture from the database file. To delete an existing architecture:

1. To delete a Regional or Project Architecture in an open database file, go to the “Start’ tab, select the architecture name to be deleted, then click the “Delete” option.

2. A verification window will appear where you may cancel the delete or continue.

**NOTE** that deleting the architecture from the database file does not actually delete all references to elements used in this architecture that may be connected to other elements, stakeholders, physical objects,
or information flows, in the rest of the Regional Architecture. This process is manual and must be done on the “Interfaces” tab after deleting the architecture.

**NOTE** again that the architectures are stored as tables in a database file. However, changes made to the file are not automatically saved to the database (this works differently from Microsoft Access). You must explicitly save changes periodically. This also compresses the database file and removes the temporary files.

### Modifying the Attributes of an Architecture

The following process may be used to modify the attributes of a Regional or Project Architecture in the currently open database file. These attributes include the architecture name, description, status, and many other items.

To modify a Regional or Project Architecture name, description, status, or other available attributes in an open database file, go to the “Start” tab, select the architecture name whose attributes are to be modified, and update the attributes on the right-hand portion of the screen. Click “Apply” to accept the changes, or “Cancel” to ignore changes to the attributes of the architecture.

As with element and stakeholder names, the architecture name is stored by identification number in RAD-IT, so changing the name of the architecture on the Start tab will change it everywhere in the database file.

### Change Log

Architectures are not static; they will undergo change. RAD-IT includes a Change Log that provides the ability to record the changes made to the RAD-IT file. This log includes a record of the changes made to the selected architecture as recorded by the user. The user can add/modify/delete entries in the change log. Each entry includes timestamp, name, version, and change description.

1. Select the “Change Log” option at the bottom of the “Start” tab for an existing architecture in an open database file. The change log window will appear.
2. The window title identifies the architecture by name.
3. The left-hand list box lists all maintenance records for the current architecture, ordered by Date/Time. Standard operation - picking an item on the left causes all information for the record to be displayed on the right.
4. This example displays a list of existing change log entries. The user is creating a new entry by selecting the “New” option. Today’s date/time has come up automatically, but this may be changed by the user. The user then enters the name of the person (50 characters max) updating the log (this could be a different person from the “maintainer” shown on the “Start” tab for this architecture), a new version number (default is the version on the Start tab, 50 characters max), and a description of the change. All fields are optional except for the date/time.
5. The “Delete” option can be used to delete maintenance records (change log entries).
6. Click “Apply” to accept the changes, or “Cancel” to ignore the changes, then “Close” to close this window. The “Close” option toggles to “Cancel” and “Apply” is active when the user is editing.
7. The “Date/Time” and “Version” fields have buttons to the right of them with the title “Apply to Start Tab”. Selecting these buttons will cause the date/time or version number that shows on the Start tab to be updated. **NOTE:** If the person making the change is the same as the “Maintainer’
on the Start tab, then the “Apply to Start” buttons will default to checked. If the person is not the same as the “Maintainer”, then the buttons will default to not checked.

Related Architectures
There are now more than 300 ITS architectures representing statewide areas, metropolitan regions, corridors, or districts within a state. There are also a small number of multi-state architectures. With so many architectures across the country there is bound to be some overlap, either in geographic scope or in the types of services that are represented. A regional ITS architecture can be developed to cover a metropolitan area but it could also be developed for an entire state. In many places, both exist - the cities have their architecture for their existing and future services and there are district or statewide architectures covering services planned by the state DOT for larger areas.

RAD-IT includes a couple of features to help document that there are other architectures involved and track the elements that may be included in another architecture. This can help the maintainers of an architecture coordinate their updates with the stakeholders of the other architectures.

On the Start tab, the Related box, shown in the figure above, lists other architectures that have been input. These other architectures are meant to be other regional/statewide architectures that are in other databases somewhere. It could also include a project architecture that is stored in another file.

To add a Related architecture, click the “New” button below the “Related” architecture box. The right side of the screen will change to allow for data entry of the new related architecture. The Name is the only required field but the Description, Timeframe, Status, Geographic Scope, Service Scope, Developer, Maintainer, Version, and Date/Time can also be edited.

The Description field of the Related Architecture should be complete enough to understand something about the other architecture and its relationship to the current architecture. Include the filename, the overall scope, and the main agency responsible for it. Other information to include might be the reason that this other architecture is related to the regional or project architectures in the current database.

Tip: An easy way to populate the Related Architecture information is to open that other architecture in another RAD-IT window (Yes, you can have 2 copies of RAD-IT running at once). Then copy the information from the Start tab of one screen and paste it into the Start tab of the other screen.

Once you hit “Apply” the information is stored and the name is added to the list on the bottom left side of the Start Tab. To edit the information of a Related architecture, simply click the name on the left side of the screen, change the attributes on the right as needed and click “Apply”. To remove a Related Architecture, click the name of the Related architecture and click “Delete”. Click “Yes” on the confirmation box and the name of the related architecture and its attributes will be removed from the database. This would be useful when, perhaps, a project that used to be in a separate file has been imported into this file.

The Related Architecture will be available on the Inventory tab to be able to identify an element as being “Shared” with elements in another architecture.
Additional Architecture Management Options on “Start” Tab
In addition to the options that add, modify, or delete an architecture on the “Start” tab, there are two additional options. They each contain a topic area of their own.

- The “Project to Region” option is used to merge a Project Architecture into an existing Regional Architecture, and may be used in various situations, one of which is after an “Import.” See the Merging section below.
- The “Region to Project” option may also be used in a variety of situations, and is handled as an “Advanced Topic” later. See the sections on Importing and Converting a Region to a Project below.

Maintaining Consistency between the Regional and Project Architectures
If changes are made on the “Inventory” and “Services” tabs while in a project, these changes will be reflected in the Regional Architecture, and vice versa. This applies ONLY to element inventory, PObject, project, and status changes on these windows. In order to regain consistency of information flows and interconnections between the Project Architectures and the Regional Architecture, such as customization done on the “Interfaces” tab in a project, the Project Architecture MUST be merged (or merged again, if previously done) into the Regional Architecture via the “Project to Region” option on the “Start” tab.

NOTE: If flows have been deleted from the Project Architecture, then “Project to Region” (to merge the project into the regional) and the “Build” button on the “Interfaces” tab (to build the architecture) are not necessary. They will not change the Regional Architecture. The flows must be deleted manually from the Regional Architecture. The “Build” button to build the architecture only adds new elements and flows to the “Interfaces” tab (for instance, if a new inventory element was created or a service package was selected), and “Project to Region” only makes the two architectures consistent if customization has been done to the project.

GUIDELINE: If an interconnect is selected in the Regional Architecture that is already in the project, only flows are selected that are in the Regional Architecture. If an interconnect is removed in the Regional Architecture, it does not affect the Project Architecture.

Import
In RAD-IT, the Import tools provide the ability to import project architecture information from another file.

There are essentially 2 types of import supported by RAD-IT:
- Importing a project architecture from another RAD-IT file (see “Importing an Existing RAD-IT Project Architecture” below)
- Importing project information from a SET-IT project (see “Importing a SET-IT Project” below)

NOTE: Either type of Import only applies to Projects and Import only applies to files of the same version. If you have an older file then convert that file to the latest version and then it can be imported into your RAD-IT file.
Importing an Existing RAD-IT Project Architecture

The following process may be used to import an existing Project Architecture from a second RAD-IT database file (source file) into the open database file (destination file).

1. It is a good safety measure to do a Save As… of the destination RAD-IT database file prior to importing. Once an architecture is imported into this file and saved, it is not possible to undo the import.
2. For a Project Architecture to be imported from the source database file, the project must already be fully defined in that database file. That is, the Project Architecture to be imported must be built, via the “Build” button on the “Interfaces” tab, so that all elements and information flows appear in the “Interfaces” tab and are present in the architecture.
3. To import the external Project Architecture into an open database file, on the menubar select: File => Import…
4. A window will appear asking you to select the name of the RAD-IT database file from which to import the Project Architecture. Select the desired path and file name. Click “Open” to open this file.
   
   **NOTE:** You cannot import from a file that is open in another session of RAD-IT. Close that copy of RAD-IT and then you can import the project from that file. If you forget then you may get an Error message from RAD-IT that says "Error accessing the import file." If you get that just close the other copy of RAD-IT and try again.
5. If you attempt to import a prior release architecture, you will be notified that the file must first be converted and the import process will exit. At that point, do the following:
   a. Close your destination file,
   b. Open the source file in RAD-IT and
   c. Let it convert to the current version and then
   d. Save the file as the new source file for your import.
   e. Close the source file and
   f. Reopen your Destination file.
   g. Start the Import over to get through step 4.
6. The next screen lists the Project Architectures included in that database. Select the Project Architecture to be imported (only one project at a time may be imported). The path name may also be changed without returning to the previous screen. Click “Import” (or double click on the project name) to begin the process.
7. If the project name already exists in the destination file, a window will appear stating that you must rename the existing project in either the source or the destination file.
8. The next screen lists elements that are defined in the project being imported, but not included in the Regional or Project Architectures in the destination database file. Select “Yes” to import these elements, or “No” to ignore them. Only the elements with unique names are listed in this window, although ALL elements from this project will appear in the imported project in the destination file. The elements that already exist in the destination file will continue to have those elements’ associations and attributes. If you intend to keep these as completely separate elements, they may be changed on the tabbed windows in the imported Project or Regional Architecture.
9. The next window asks if you wish to add user defined entities that are in the imported project but not in the destination file. Answer “Yes” or “No”. This window will not appear if there are no user defined entities in the architecture.
10. The next window asks if you wish to add stakeholders that are in the imported project but not in the destination file. Answer “Yes” or “No”.
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11. At this point, a window may appear asking if you wish to add user defined flows that are in the imported project but not in the destination file. Answer “Yes” or “No”. This window will not appear if there are no user defined flows in the architecture.

12. Then you are asked if you would like to add the information flows (with source and destination elements) from the project being imported into the “Interfaces” tab in the imported Project Architecture in the destination file. Select “Yes” or “No”. By selecting “Yes”, ALL flows in this window are imported.

13. The following window asks if you would like to do a “Conservative Build” now, at the end of the “Import”. If you wait to do this later and forget, all the “not applicable” flows from the source project will not show up on the “Interfaces” tab until the “Build” function is done on the interfaces tab. However, an “Aggressive Build” will add back in any deleted flows (those deselected on the “Interfaces” tab in the source project), so you must do a “Conservative Build” at some point before adding new elements or service packages to the project. Select “Yes” or “No”.

14. The import process is completed and the destination project is built. You must save the destination (currently open) database file in order to save the changes from the import. It is recommended that you do this here.

15. Finally, the original “Import” window appears allowing you to import another project from the source file into the destination file, or to “Close” (exit from Import).

**Importing an Existing Regional Architecture**

A Regional Architecture may be imported from a source file into a destination file, similar to importing a Project Architecture. This is a two-step process, as follows.

1. First, the Regional Architecture must be converted into a Project Architecture in the source file using the “Region to Project” option on the “Start” tab.
2. Next, the new Project Architecture (converted from the Regional Architecture) may now be imported into the destination file using the “File => Import” option, built via the “Build” button on the “Interfaces” tab, and merged into the Regional Architecture in the destination file via the “Project to Region” option on the “Start” tab.

**Importing a SET-IT Project**

A project architecture developed in Systems Engineering Tool for Intelligent Transportation (SET-IT) and also be imported into RAD-IT as a project architecture. SET-IT is a graphical tool used to create customized drawings to represent the physical, communications, and enterprise views for an ITS project, including connected vehicle services.

The process works similarly to importing a project from another RAD-IT file. The SET-IT file is identified and RAD-IT analyzes the file to determine what needs to be imported and provides the user feedback through the process.

Steps to Import from SET-IT:
1. On the Start tab click “New” under Projects to start the creation of a new project architecture. The screen on the right changes to add an area to identify a SET-IT project to import.
2. Click the blue hyperlink that says, “Not Set (Click to Browse)” which will open up a Windows File dialog box to find the SET-IT project you would like to use.

3. Find the ‘SET-IT’ project you want to import and click “Open” to read the database and format the information for RAD-IT.

4. The Start Tab in RAD-IT will change to show the SET-IT file name selected.

5. Click “Import”

6. This will then walk through the information in the SET-IT file to show the information and present any changes that are needed to the data before it can be imported into RAD-IT:
   a. Status – this first screen shows the default status used in the imported SET-IT file compared to the default status used in your RAD-IT file. If it is different then the RAD-IT status value will be used. Typically, SET-IT files have a default status of ‘Project’ which means that
thing being shown will be built or developed as part of the Project in question. RAD-IT files typically use a default status value of ‘Planned’ as in, this is what we Plan to do. You can use the pull-downs to change the mappings if desired or click “Continue”.

b. Project Overview Import – the next screen is an information only screen to show that information that is used to populate the start tab will be imported – this includes the project description, scope, developer, maintainer, version numbering, and date. Click “Continue”

c. Stakeholders Import – the next screen shows the list of Stakeholders that will be added from the SET-IT file. If a stakeholders with the same name already exists in your RAD-IT file this screen will show that as well.

d. Physical Objects Import – this screen will show any user defined physical objects (not defined in ARC-IT) that are in the SET-IT file.

e. Functional Objects Import – this screen will show any user defined functional objects (not defined in ARC-IT) that are in the SET-IT file.

f. Elements Import – this screen shows the list of elements that are going to be imported into the RAD-IT file from the SET-IT project file.

g. Service Packages Import – this screen shows the list of service packages, including the shorthand identifier, e.g. TM03, the long name of the service package instance, and the action
to be taken. SET-IT treats all service packages that are selected and included in a SET-IT file as a service package *instance*.

h. Flows Import – this screen will show any user defined physical information flows (not defined in ARC-IT) that are in the SET-IT file.

i. Interfaces Import – this screen shows the list of information flow triples (source element, destination element, and flow name) that will be imported.

j. Standards Import – this screen lists several communications related items to be imported. First it lists any user defined standards that were defined in the SET-IT project and may be needed in the RAD-IT file. Then it lists application level information layer Standards that are mapped to the information flows in the SET-IT file that need to be imported. Then it lists any Communications Profiles – groups of standards that combine to define all the standards required to communicate across an interface. In some cases it will say “excluded” since it is not needed in the RAD-IT standards tab.
k. Need Areas Import – this shows the list of Need Areas to be imported. Need areas are groupings of needs, usually based on Service Packages.

l. Needs Import – this shows the list of needs, including any customized needs that will be imported, organized by the service package to which the need applies.

At that point one final screen will say “Import Complete”. Click the red X to close this window and an Import Report screen will give you an opportunity to create an output report in Word or Excel that lists all the changes made to the file.
TIP: Uncheck the Roll up option for import reports – it takes longer and creates giant cells that try to include too much. The Excel option works best and you can then use Filtering in Excel to inspect any potential issues.

Click the red “X” again to close this window after you have exported the report and you will go back to the Start Tab.
Now you can go to each tab and see the project information that is now part of the RAD-IT project.

**Rules of Importing**

These rules apply whether the project was imported from another RAD-IT file or from a SET-IT project.

1. The Project Architecture you imported will be the architecture currently selected in the file. You can see this by looking at the title bar and in the info boxes on each tab which will show the architecture currently open and selected in the file.

2. All the elements in the source Project Architecture may not be imported into the destination file. If the source project includes inventory elements that are not actually connected into the architecture, i.e., no information flows are connected to these elements on the “Interfaces” tab after building the architecture via the “Build” button on this tab, then these elements are not imported into the destination file.

3. For each element with a distinct element name the entire set of information was imported -- element name, element description, stakeholder, status, and project association.

4. For each element whose name identically matches an element name in the destination file, the only piece of information always imported is the association with the new project. NOTE that if the element had a different stakeholder, description, or status than in the destination file, that information will NOT be imported.
5. Service packages that are associated with the selected project are imported along with the elements and flows from the project. The service package status is imported under the following conditions:
   a. The service package is associated with the selected project.
   b. The service package status in the import file is something other than “Not Applicable”.
   c. The service package status in the destination file is “Not Applicable”.
6. Under these conditions, the service package status in the destination file will be set to match the status in the import file. The status in the destination file will never be changed to “Not Applicable” during Import. Thus, the service package choices that were made in the destination file are preserved, and any new service packages that were associated with the imported project are added.
7. A Service Package / Element pair that is selected before Import will always still be selected after Import. In addition, Service Package / Element selections in the destination file are preserved in this way. Elements associated with a service package are selected during Import when the following conditions are met:
   a. The service package is associated with the selected project.
   b. The element is associated with the selected project.
   c. The Service Package / Element pair was selected in the import file.
8. Information flows are imported if they are not used in the destination file. What if the flow already exists? It is assigned to the project being imported. But what about its status?
   a. If the status in the destination file is “Not Applicable”, then the import process will give it the status from the source file.
   b. If trying to import a project with a flow that is “Existing”, but the flow is contained in the destination file with a status of “Planned”, for example, the status of the flow will not be changed in the destination file.
   c. Similarly, if the imported status is “Planned” and the status in the destination file is “Existing”, the status will remain “Existing” after Import.
   d. A new project association is added on the “Inventory” tab to the existing Regional Architecture element that links to this flow.
9. Following the “Import”, the “Interfaces” tab will display just the source element / information flow / destination element triplets that were selected in the original file (but not any of the possible flows or interconnects that were “Not Applicable” in the original file). In order to add all of the “Not Applicable” flows, you must build the architecture by running the “Conservative Build” step for the imported project either during “Import”, or manually via the “Build” button on the “Interfaces” tab after the “Import”.
   Why would you want the “Not Applicable” flows as part of the imported project? Maybe there is more customization of the imported project planned in the new file, and some of these flows will be required later for additional integration with the other projects and the Regional Architecture in this file.
10. The “Interfaces” tab for the imported project will preserve all customization that was done in the source file.
11. If the project has a unique name, it will be imported into the open database file. If you try to import a project that already exists in the destination file, an error message is displayed and the import is terminated. If you would like to import a project into a file that already contains a project of the same name, you may:
   a. Rename the existing project in the destination file to a name that is different from the project that will be imported, or
   b. Rename the project in the source file to a unique name before it is imported.
12. User defined PObjects and flows may be fully or partially imported into the project. Source and destination information is imported for user defined flows that are included in the imported project. NOTE that only source and destinations that are actually associated with the project
elements are included. In some cases, this will result in only part of the user defined flow source and destination information being imported (if, for instance, the project only maps to a subset of the source and destination entities). In rare cases, no source or destination information could be imported (if, for instance, you build the architecture, then remove the source and destination PObjects from the project elements).

**Tips on Importing**

The importing of a project (either from RAD-IT or from SET-IT) into a file can have some complexity. Below are some of the common issues you may run into, and how to handle them.

1. Close the file you want to import *from* first. RAD-IT may give an error if you try and import from an already opened file.
2. What if you end up with an imported element that has a slightly different name from one in the destination file (and you wanted them to be the same)? First, how would you recognize this? Look at the “Inventory” tab and see if they show up as two elements. So now what do you do? Probably the easiest way to fix this is:
   a. Do not save the destination file (i.e., throw away your import).
   b. Go back to the imported (source) file and change the element name so it matches the element in the destination file.
   c. Re-import the architecture with the matching names.
3. What if you have already saved the destination file (i.e., the import can’t be reversed)? The fix is not quite as simple, but this is what you would do:
   a. Identify all the source element / information flow / destination element triplets involving the incorrect element name (the element you imported). You can get a printout of these as part of the “Project Architecture” report.
   b. Associate the correct name with the imported project, and unassign the imported name with the project. This may be done on the “Inventory” tab.
   c. Build the architecture via the “Build” button on the “Interfaces” tab.
   d. On the “Interfaces” tab, add all flows associated with the correct element, and change to “Not Applicable” all the flows associated with the incorrect element. If your project was large this could be a lot of flows. That’s why the first approach is usually going to be easier.
4. What if some information relating to an imported element was lost because it had the same name as an element in the destination file? Let’s consider two cases here.
   a. The first is that you want the element names to be the same but want the information from the imported element. Then go to the “Inventory” tab, select the element, and change its description, stakeholder, or status. BUT NOTE: If you do this for the project you imported it will apply for all architectures in the file (both regional and project). This is a “global” (file-wide) change.
   b. What if you really want two sets of definitions, stakeholders, or status? Then you need to define two elements.
5. Importing just loads the Project Architecture into the destination file. If you want to add this project to an existing Regional Architecture, or start to create a Regional Architecture with it, you need to go to the “Start” tab and run the “Project to Region” option to merge the Project Architecture into the Regional Architecture.
6. Beware of going back and forth between RAD-IT and SET-IT too much; there may be some issues where not everything is always mapped the same way between tools. The import tools will take care of most data schema differences but too many ‘round-trips’ may have issues that will need to be addressed manually.
Output Tables That Reflect Imported Data

Once the Project Architecture has been imported, the architecture will be opened in the destination file. All output tables and diagrams are available for this architecture, but the following reports may indicate specific information regarding the imported data.

- **Inventory**: shows the elements and the stakeholders associated with them.
- **Stakeholders**: presents all the stakeholders assigned to the project.
- **Project Architecture**: a detailed report of all the elements and information flows in the project, including user defined flows.
- **Region to Project Comparison**: lists information flows that are in the region but not in the project, as well as flows in the project but not in the region. This report is only available if there is a Regional Architecture in the file. This report, if displayed immediately after the Import, will show all new flows that have been imported since none of these new project flows will have been merged into the Regional Architecture yet. This report should be printed before merging the project with the Regional Architecture.
- **User Defined Flows/Physical Objects**: lists the user defined entities and flows and their associated elements. This report includes all imported user defined entities and flows.

Merging Projects and Regions

Importing architectures from other files and then merging the projects into a regional architecture are powerful tools to help manage complex regions over time and involving different architecture maintainers.

As mentioned on the Start Tab discussion there are a couple of buttons to help manage regional and project architectures.

- “Region to Project” – used to turn a region into a project that can be imported into another file (RAD-IT or SET-IT)
- “Project to Region” - used to merge work done at a project level into the region, see below.

Turning a Regional Architecture into a Project Architecture

This process may be used in several instances:

1. Your design in a previous version of RAD-IT was done using Project Architectures, they were merged together into a Regional Architecture, and the Regional Architecture was then customized instead of customizing the projects and merging them again into the Regional Architecture.
2. You are using the suggestions for creating a three-tier architecture (for your state, for example), and need to convert the Regional Architectures at the various local and regional levels into a project to import to the next higher level.
3. You are now using an older version of RAD-IT and have a need to import a Regional Architecture into another file.

The following is a suggested method for converting a Regional Architecture into a Project Architecture. Here the general process is to create a project that includes the entire Regional Architecture. Once we have a project that includes the entire Regional Architecture, we can import the project into another file using the “Import” process. In the current version of RAD-IT there is an option for converting a Regional Architecture into a Project Architecture and placing it in the same database file. The procedure for doing this follows.
1. In the source file, create, build, and customize the Regional Architecture that is to be converted into a project.
2. Do a “File => Save” to save the original database containing the Regional Architecture.
3. Now, do a “File => Save As…” to create a new database that will include the rest of the steps prior to “Import”.
4. Create a new, empty project in this file. The project must be open in order to convert the Regional Architecture into it. See “Project S” on the example below:

5. With the project highlighted, Select the “Region to Project” option on the “Start” tab. This option is not available unless a Project Architecture is open.
6. If you are in the new Project Architecture, the regional to project conversion will continue.
7. The process copies the Regional Architecture into the Project Architecture.
8. The conversion process places all Regional Architecture inventory elements in the new project, associated all service package choices with the new project, and maintained all project-to-element relationships from the Regional Architecture.
9. At this point, you should do a “File => Save” to save the changes to this new (temporary) database, and to save the new Project Architecture that is to be imported. This new database will only be used temporarily, to hold the Project Architecture that is the same as the Regional Architecture. You do not want to overwrite the original file with this change. The reason is that the new file now contains the Regional Architecture twice: once as the Regional Architecture and once as a Project Architecture. When the import of this project is complete, the second (temporary) file can be deleted. Any changes to the Regional Architecture should then be made in the original file, or in the imported project.
10. You have now created a Project Architecture that includes all Regional Architecture information.
11. Open RAD-IT and use the “Import” Process to import the Project Architecture that you just created into the destination file. Once the project has been imported, it can be Merged into the
Merging a Project into an Existing Regional Architecture

The “Project to Region” option on the “Start” tab adds all information flows associated with a Project Architecture to the Regional Architecture. This option allows you to initially merge a project with the Regional Architecture (i.e., populate the Regional Architecture with project data), or to merge the project again if it has been changed (i.e., if new customization has been done).

If there is no Regional Architecture in the database and you have defined a Project Architecture, create an empty Regional Architecture, then add (merge) the project into it. At this point, the Regional and Project Architectures should be identical. Any changes or customization made to either architecture will, of course, change the associations between these two architectures.

The following process is used to merge an existing project to an existing Regional Architecture in the same RAD-IT database file. Only one project at a time may be merged into the Regional Architecture.

1. Make sure that a Project Architecture has been built (the architecture has been taken through the “Build” button on the “Interfaces” tab, and perhaps tailored via the “Interfaces” tab) and is open. Open the Project Architecture that you want to merge by selecting the architecture on the “Start” tab. Also make sure that a Regional Architecture has been created in the database. The Regional Architecture can be an empty architecture.
2. On the “Start” tab select the project to merge, then “Project to Region”:
3. By running the “Project to Region” option, the new information flows that were added or modified in the Project Architecture will appear in a list to be added to the Regional Architecture. Click “Yes” to add them or “No” to cancel the operation. (If there are no new flows or project customization to associate with the Regional Architecture, then a message is displayed that there is nothing to merge.)
4. Select “Close” on the “Project to Region” popup window and the operation is completed.

Merge Two Similar Elements

Two elements may be created that have similar names. A common type of problem is that one version of the name has imbedded blanks, and the other name includes underscores. Another common problem is when one version of the name includes an acronym (TMC, for instance), and the other name is spelled out.

If you meant to use the same element name, the process to merge these elements is manual:

1. First, look at all the associations and elements related to both elements with similar names. Decide which to keep and which to throw away later.
2. You may wish to see if the interconnects are identical for the similar elements. The “Interconnect” and Architecture “Flow” diagrams may be displayed and printed by selecting one element on the “Element Selection” option of the diagrams pulldown menu, then selecting the “Show All” option on the diagrams menu. Either diagram will show the interconnections and data that flows between the selected element and all other elements it connects to in the architecture. Diagrams for both the element that is to be kept, and the element that you would like to merge into it, should be displayed, printed, and checked to see if the interconnections and flows are identical. Discrepancies between the diagrams should be resolved before deleting the old element(s).
3. Next, if all associations (stakeholders, subsystems/terminators, service packages, projects, and customizations - interconnections and information flows) are the same as the element(s) that will be kept, then reassign the element associations on the “Services” tab for the element(s) to be deleted to the element(s) that will be kept. Finally, go to the “Inventory” tab, and delete the unwanted elements.

4. If the associated items and related elements are different, decide which you wish to keep, reassign the stakeholders, entities (subsystems, terminators, user defined entities), service packages, etc., on the kept elements as appropriate, go to the “Inventory” tab, and delete the unwanted elements.

5. Make sure that any customization done on the deleted element(s) is also applied on the element(s) that are kept. The links to flows and interconnects must be re-established for the kept element(s) and the unwanted element(s), flows, and interconnects deleted. The output tables and diagrams should help to re-establish the associations.

Planning Tab – Connect with Planning
Looking at the RAD-IT screen we continue working our way from left to right across the tabs at the top. This section discusses the 2nd tab – the Planning tab.

Planning Tab General Information
The purpose of the planning tab is to link the objectives and strategies of the transportation planning process with components of the regional or project ITS architecture and thus linking the needs of the community to the deployment of ITS. The vision and goals of the region establishes the foundation of the transportation planning process. Transportation goals may be defined in multiple levels and called by different names including goals, objectives, priorities.

Once the transportation vision and goals are set for a region, improvement strategies to address them are identified and evaluated. Both capital strategies to build new facilities as well strategies to operate existing facilities more effectively and efficiently are considered. A large proportion of the operational strategies can be implemented with ITS and are covered in the regional architecture. Other non-ITS operations include access management and travel demand management.

For example, a region has a goal to “provide an efficient and reliable transportation system”. This goal covers a lot including all modes of transportation. One of many objectives that was defined to help meet their goal is to “reduce the mean time per incident by 20 percent in 5 years”. The strategies identified to meet the objective include:

- Implement a multi-agency incident management program,
- Deploy emergency vehicle pre-emption,
- Develop towing agreements and
- Provide traveler information on incidents.

To help determine when they have met their objectives the region defined performance measures, parameters used to measure the extent to which a program is reaching the desired results. For our example, the performance measure for our objective to reduce the mean time per incident by 20 percent in 5 years is the mean incident response & clearance time.

There is a relationship between the transportation planning process and a region’s ITS architecture. Specifically, the ITS operational objectives and strategies & related performance measures are related to ITS services and projects of an ITS architecture. ITS services or Service Packages are provided by stakeholders for the direct or indirect benefit to users of the transportation system.
The planning linkage for the ITS Architecture is entered on the Planning tab in RAD-IT

**Planning Tab Customization**

In RAD-IT, you can enter up to two levels of planning goals. By default the two levels are titled “Objectives” and “Strategies” (and we will use these terms generically throughout help to refer to the two levels). If desired, these titles can be changed by selecting the Customize button.

In this window you can select to have one or two levels of planning goals. You provide the titles to be used for each level. For each level, you need to provide the singular and plural terms to be used as the title. If you only want to enter a set of local Initiatives (so the ITS services of the architecture can be related to them) then you select one level (use the “1” radio button) and can enter the terms Initiative and Initiatives. After clicking OK to accept the changes, the tabs on the Planning tab are labeled Regional Initiatives and All Initiatives.

**Planning Tab – Using the Tab**

Looking at the Planning tab, with the default Objectives/Strategies hierarchy the left side of the tab shows the list of objectives and strategies. Since there are two levels, the higher level objectives are shown as folders with the lower level strategies included in them. There are two tabs so you can view only the objectives and strategies in the current architecture or all in all architectures in the database.
To add an objective or strategy, you select the New button. To delete one, you highlight it and select the Delete button. Following the RAD-IT convention, for the selected (i.e. highlighted) item in the list on the left, its attributes are given and can be edited on the right side. The level can be assigned using the Type pull down menu. For a lower level strategy, the objective that it supports can be selected from the Supports pull down menu. For each objective or strategy, you enter its name. If desired, you can enter a number for it which will be used for sorting. You may use a hierarchical numbering scheme. You may enter a description for the objective or strategy. You can identify the source of the objective or strategy. To enter a source, you just type in the box. You can also identify the performance measures related to the objective or strategy. To enter a performance measure, you select the Edit button. You can select the service packages (a.k.a. ITS services) that support an objective or strategy. You select the service packages from the All Service Packages tab. Then those selected are listed on the Selected Service Packages tab.

If you need assistance in selecting service packages, you can perform a search to identify service packages related to an objective or strategy. You perform a search by selecting the Search button to the right of the service package tabs.
Planning Tab – Performance Measures

To access performance measures, select the Edit button on the right side of the Planning Tab. To add a performance measure you begin typing in the Performance Measure box. If you desire, you can assign categories and/or numbers to the performance measures but it is not required. The columns for category and number can be shown or not by using the toggle button at the top of the window.

You may enter as many performance measures as desired while in the Performance Measures window. The Include checkboxes are used to associate each performance measure with the objective/strategy shown in the menu bar at the top of the form. When you apply your changes, the performance measures and “include” associations are copied from the performance measures form back to the Planning Tab.

Service Package Search

If you need assistance in selecting service packages, you can perform a search to identify service packages related to an objective or strategy. You perform a search by selecting the Search button on either the Planning Tab (right side of the tab) or the Services Tab (on the left side).

There are three ways to search for service packages:

1. First, you can search for service packages that support an ITS goal. There are eight ITS goals identified from which you can select one using the pull down menu. Once a goal is selected, you press the Go button or combine the Goal Search with the other two criteria.
2. There are many defined transportation related objectives from which you can select one using the pull down menu. Once an objective category and objective has been selected, you press the Go button to perform the search or continue to the content based search.
3. Enter keywords or other text that will be used in a content search of the Service Package titles and descriptions.

Once the criteria are set, the Go button may be pressed to search for service packages that meet all supplied criteria.

Checkmarks indicate which service packages are:

1. already associated with the current objective/strategy when the search is performed from the Planning Tab, or
2. already included in the architecture when launched from the Services tab. Highlighting one of the resultant service packages will cause the description to be displayed in the box below.
Use the Show Diagram button to display a graphic of the Service Package from ARC-IT. Use the Hide Diagram to restore the display back. Click or unclick the checkboxes to add or remove the service packages. Then click Apply to incorporate the changes into the architecture. Or select Close to exit this window and return to the main RAD-IT window.

**Stakeholders Tab – Managing Stakeholders**

Looking at the RAD-IT screen we continue working our way from left to right across the tabs at the top. This section discusses the 3rd tab – the Stakeholders tab.

**Stakeholder Tab General Information**

The Stakeholders tab is used to carry out all changes to the architecture’s stakeholder list. The Stakeholders tab is used to create, modify, or delete a stakeholder name or group. The stakeholder name may be a primary or secondary stakeholder that is to be associated with (in charge of) a center or element on the Inventory tab. Stakeholders are also used on the R&R and Agreements tabs.

Stakeholders can be associated with the Regional architecture or one or more Project architectures. Shown in the figure above is the list of stakeholders when a project architecture is active. Note the sub-tabs on the left for *Project Stakeholders* and *All Stakeholders*. Clicking on Project Stakeholders would only list the stakeholders that are in that project. Clicking on All Stakeholders as shown above shows all of the stakeholders in the file and the check marks on the left identify which are associated with the current architecture.

The *Autoselect* button on the Stakeholders tab preselects stakeholders to add to the list by looking through the inventory elements associated with the current architecture. If any of the stakeholders associated with those elements are not already part of the list of stakeholders for the current architecture they will be added to the Stakeholders tab. This feature is useful if you started with the inventory tab to create or select a list of elements for this architecture and now want to update the list of stakeholders.

Autoselect has 3 options:
- Add Stakeholders that support selected inventory elements
- Remove Stakeholders that do not support selected inventory elements
- Add/keep all stakeholders associated with included stakeholder groups

A stakeholder *group* may also be associated with an inventory element. This could be a group of stakeholders, such as several emergency services agencies, that may be in charge of an emergency center in the Regional Architecture which is actually a group of emergency centers. On the Stakeholders tab, individual stakeholders are represented by the single person icon while stakeholder groups are shown using the multiple person icon. Create a Stakeholder Group when you want to associate more than one stakeholder with the same element.
In the figure above, a stakeholder group is highlighted on the left side of the screen and the Associated Stakeholders that make up that group are listed on the right.

**Stakeholder Tab - Creating a New Stakeholder**

To create a new stakeholder or stakeholder group:

1. On the “Stakeholders” tab select the “New” button.
2. Enter the name and description of the new stakeholder on the right-hand side of this screen.
3. If you are creating a new stakeholder group (see also Working with Stakeholder Groups) check the “Stakeholder Group” checkbox and associate existing stakeholders with the group.
4. Click “Apply” to create the stakeholder. If you wish to cancel this change, select the “Cancel” button.

Alternatively: You may also create a new stakeholder when creating a new item on the “Inventory” tab. In this case, select the “create new stakeholder” option under the stakeholder pull down selection.

**Modifying an Existing Stakeholder**

To modify attributes of an existing stakeholder name or group:
1. Enter the “Stakeholders” tab.
2. Select the name of the stakeholder or group from the list on the left-hand side of the window.
3. The information on the right-hand side of the window may be modified for this stakeholder. This includes the stakeholder name and description, and the list of associated stakeholders if this is a group.
4. Select “Apply” to make the changes. Changes will be propagated throughout the database. For example, if the stakeholder is renamed in this fashion, all references to the stakeholder name or group also receive this new name in the database.

Deleting a Stakeholder
To delete an existing stakeholder or group:

1. On the “Stakeholders” tab, select the name of the stakeholder or stakeholder group from the list on the left, then click “Delete”.
2. A verification screen appears asking if you wish to delete the stakeholder.
3. Click on “Yes” or “No” to delete or cancel the operation.

This will delete all associations between this stakeholder (or group of stakeholders) and any elements that are assigned to it. If the group designation for a group of stakeholders is deleted, then the groups element associations are also deleted. However, the stakeholders that were associated with the group still exist - only the group name is gone.

It is recommended that the elements assigned to a stakeholder name or group to be deleted be reassigned to another stakeholder name or group on the “Inventory” tab before performing the delete. Deleting the stakeholder first will result in the interconnect and flow associations being wrong in the diagrams - there are many more permutations than there should be. If you reassign these elements to a new stakeholder first, the interconnect and flow associations from the first stakeholder are maintained.

Working with Stakeholder Groups
Stakeholder groups are used in those situations when more than one stakeholder may need to be assigned or is responsible for a single element, PObject, etc. They can be created, modified, deleted, etc. in much the same way as individual stakeholders. A stakeholder group can only include individual stakeholders, not other groups.

1. To create a new stakeholder group, select “New” on the Stakeholder Tab. Check the “Stakeholder Group” checkbox. This name will be marked with a “group” icon to separate it from the others in the list.
2. Enter the name and description of the new stakeholder group on the right-hand side of this screen.
3. Associate already existing stakeholders from the list on the bottom right with this group designator, then click “Apply”. If you wish to cancel this change at any time, select the “Cancel” button. Notice that the list on the bottom right only includes stakeholder names, not groups. The right mouse button works as on other windows – it expands the list of stakeholders, then another right click shrinks the list back to its original size.
Inventory Tab – Managing Elements
Looking at the RAD-IT screen we continue working our way from left to right across the tabs at the top. This section discusses the 4th tab – the Inventory tab.

Inventory Tab General Information
The Inventory tab provides a window where the user may create a new (or view an existing) element, and view all attributes associated with it, in the open architecture. A new user defined physical object, stakeholder, or project may be created via the pulldown menus or other tabs, and then associated with the inventory element on the Inventory tab window. RAD-IT guides the user in characterizing the element in terms of ARC-IT physical objects (subsystems, terminators, and user-defined). Physical objects, stakeholders, and projects are listed for each element, and items may be added to or deleted from these lists via the pulldown menus and other tabs. User inputs of multiple instances of an element are supported (e.g., two or more Emergency Management Centers in a region’s inventory).

If the user performed service package analysis then removed a physical object associated with an element on the Inventory tab, information flows for this physical object association will still appear on the Interfaces tab after building the architecture. They must be deselected manually on the Interfaces tab if no longer needed - items are only added, never deleted, by the “Build” option on the Interfaces tab that builds (or rebuilds) the architecture.

Inventory elements can be one of 5 types: “Normal”, “Instances”, “Shared”, or Communications.
- **Normal** type elements are those that have existed since RAD-IT has been around. They represent an ITS or non-ITS element in the inventory for a regional or project architecture. They are named, associated with a stakeholder, given a status, described, associated with a physical object and, perhaps, to a project.
- **Instance** type elements are used to represent elements that are more detailed versions of other elements. For example, a higher-level regional architecture may define roadway elements as simply “State Field Equipment” but later you may want to define “State Highway CCTV Cameras” and “State Highway Ramp Meters” with different interfaces and functions at the project level. Defining an element as an Instance allows you to retain the higher-level associations and be able to define different details.
- **Shared** elements allow you to reference the fact that some elements may also be defined in other architectures, e.g. a statewide architecture. The other architectures are listed on the Start tab.
- **Communications** elements provide a way to create an inventory element that may or may not provide a transportation related service but does supply important communications services to the region or project. In RAD-IT, every comm element will be assigned to the support class and the Data Distribution PObject. In V8, RAD-IT will continue to only assign comm elements at the interconnect level and every flow associated with that interconnect will be assigned accordingly. Future versions may provide more granularity.
- **Human** elements are the human operators or users that interact with the system elements and devices. While no functionality can be assigned to a human element their interfaces can sometimes be instructive to reviewers of an architecture to see how users interact with the ITS elements.

Inventory elements can also be one of 5 Classes: Center, Field, Vehicle, Traveler, and Support. These correspond to the classes of physical objects that make up the ARC-IT physical view. In ARC-IT, a physical object represents a system or device defined in ARC-IT physical view, or a user defined (locally defined) object. In RAD-IT, each inventory element represents a physical object. Physical objects are
grouped into five classes: Center, Field, Support, Vehicle, and Traveler. Examples include the Traffic Management Center (TMC), the Vehicle Onboard Equipment (VOBE), and the ITS Roadway Equipment, corresponding to traffic operations centers, automobiles, and legacy ITS field equipment.

- **Center**: represents the primary Administration or Management “Element”. This may often be a physical building (such as a Freeway Management Center) and include one or more physical object such as traffic management or transportation information functionality.
- **Field**: represents the intelligent infrastructure distributed along the transportation network which performs surveillance, information provision, traffic control functions and whose operation is governed by a center object. Some field objects such as the Connected Vehicle Roadside Equipment (RSE) include the wireless communications to communicate directly with mobile devices, e.g. connected vehicles.
- **Support**: represents the computer systems required to ‘support’ the transportation related services and applications. These may include security, data warehousing, network administration, and system monitoring or management systems.
- **Traveler**: represents equipment used by travelers to access transportation services pre-trip and en-route. This includes equipment that are owned and operated by the traveler as well as equipment that are owned by transportation and information providers.
- **Vehicle**: includes general driver information and safety systems applicable to all vehicle types. Four fleet vehicle subsystems (Transit, Emergency, Commercial and Maintenance and Construction Vehicles) add ITS capabilities unique to these special vehicle types.

As you define inventory Elements in your architecture it will be important to know what class your element is a part of because this will be used to determine the specific physical objects to map it to and the types of communications that can be used.
Inventory - Creating a New Element

To create a new element on the Inventory Tab:

1. Select the “New” option on the lower left-hand side of the window.
2. On the right-hand side of the window:
   a. enter the element name
   b. select the type (Transportation – normal, instance, shared, or Communications)
   c. Select the class (Center, field, support, traveler, or vehicle)
   d. Select the stakeholder
   e. Enter a description (this is optional but you'll want it for your documentation and/or generated website)
3. Then select the ARC-IT physical objects (subsystems, terminators, or user defined objects) to associate with the element. The right mouse button works as on other windows – it expands the list of physical objects, then another right click shrinks the list back to its original size. When you right-click to expand the list you can also see a read-only description from ARC-IT of that object.
4. Select the type of element:
   a. Transportation (Normal) is the most common since they are completely defined within the current architecture.
   b. Transportation (Instance) type element is used to depict the relationship between a higher-level definition and a more specifically defined element. Choosing any one of the elements in the inventory will bring up a window to ask if you want the instance to
automatically take on the other inventory attributes of the parent: description, stakeholder, status, and physical object mapping. Once you say Yes, edit the other attributes as needed and click Apply. Now on the left side of the screen the element that was just changed has a different icon to show that this element is now an Instance of some other element in the inventory. The attributes on the right side now show the Instance button selected and the name of the Parent Element is shown. The attributes of the instance element can also be changed independent of its parent by editing as you would edit any other element.

i. To synchronize other attributes of the instance element, e.g. its service package mappings, functions, etc. go to the Tools section of the menubar and click the “Synchronize Elements” tool. Similarly, for Shared or Related elements a similar process is followed. The icon between the check-box and the name is now changed to represent the type of element chosen.

ii. The attributes of this can still be changed by editing as you would edit any other element. For example, you may want to revise the description slightly to remind users that it is in another architecture and potentially any different interfaces being developed for this deployment that may differ from the original/related architecture.

c. Transportation (Shared) or related elements are those that are defined in another architecture file. The pull-down list of Related Architectures is activated to choose the other architecture defined on the Start tab.

5. Select the project(s) that this new element is to connect to. If working in a Project Architecture, the current project should be selected in order to connect the new element to the other elements in this project. To connect this element to elements outside this project but in the region, other projects in this database file may also be checked. If working in a Regional Architecture, to connect this element to elements in various projects in the region, select the appropriate project boxes. The right mouse button works as on other windows – it expands the list of projects, then another right click shrinks the list back to its original size.

6. After entering the information on the right-hand side of the window, select “Apply” to add this new element to the database, or “Cancel” to abort the element creation.

**Inventory – Assigning a Stakeholder**

The Inventory tab includes a pull-down to assign a Stakeholder to an element. As the screen shows, this Stakeholder is the entity or organization that ‘owns’ or has primary responsibility for the existence of this
element. Click the pull-down and scroll down the list of stakeholders created on the Stakeholders tab to find the one you want and click it.

If you don’t see the stakeholder you want you don’t have to go back to the Stakeholders tab. You can simply click “<New Stakeholder>” and it will bring up a form to create a new stakeholder that can be used for this or any other element.

The “Details” button just to the right of the Stakeholder label on the Inventory tab is to support cases where, “It’s complicated.” Perhaps for your element there is an owner today but that is going to transition to someone else or you want to describe different roles that stakeholders have with respect to that element. For example, you may want to show who ‘owns’ the element but also who ‘operates’ it and go even further to identify the organization that will ‘maintain’ that element.

ARC-IT defines 17 roles in the Enterprise View though RAD-IT currently only supports Owns or Operates which are typically what most regional and project architectures will focus on.
Again, if you don’t see a Stakeholder you want you can click on “New Stakeholder…” to bring up the New Stakeholder screen. From there, you can create and describe a new stakeholder for this element or any element in the project.

The Element’s Stakeholders screen allows you to use the Role pull-down to select from various roles they could play and the Status column allows you to assign the Owns or Operates status for that Stakeholder / Role combination.
NOTE: With the Element’s Stakeholders screen you can only have one Stakeholder/Role for each Status. That means you can’t have 2 planned owners of a center. If you do have the need to show a combination of ownership then create a Stakeholder Group made up of the stakeholders that will jointly own that element.

Modifying an Element
To modify an existing element:

1. Enter the “Inventory” tab.
2. Select the element from the list on the left-hand side of the window that you wish to modify.
3. The information on the right-hand side of the window may be modified for this element. This includes the element name and description. If the element is renamed in this fashion, all references to the element also receive this new name. Click “Apply” to save your changes.

Normally, elements will only be mapped to Physical Objects of the same class. There may, however be times when you need to define an element as being from more than one class. For instance, if your TMC is also acting as a Map Update System for the region, While you are editing an element, change the Class pull-down to Support and select the Map Update System Physical object from that class.

When you do this RAD-IT will warn you to make sure this is something you really want to do.

NOTE: Elements have to be from the same Type/Domain.

Deleting an Element
To delete an existing element from the system inventory:

1. Select the element on the left-hand side of the Inventory Tab window.
2. Select the “Delete” button. The element associations are listed on the right, and a confirmation window pops up asking if this is really what you want to do. Select “Yes” to actually delete the element (and all of its associations) from the database, or “No” to cancel the delete.

NOTE: Deleting a TMC, for instance, connected to 1,000 information flows, could destroy a perfectly good Regional Architecture. It is recommended that you save the current architecture before the delete.
Inventory Tab Tips

**GUIDELINE:** On the “Inventory” tab, the tool forces you to map to a physical object every element that is defined, either to an ARC-IT subsystem or terminator, or to a user defined physical object.

**GUIDELINE:** If an element or stakeholder name is to be changed or deleted from the Regional Architecture, you must return to the Regional Architecture “Inventory” step.

**GUIDELINE:** In mapping the inventory, if there is a TMC (Traffic Management Center) element defined in the architecture, there should also be other elements in the inventory to connect this to, such as a TIC (Transportation Information Center) or EM (Emergency Management Center) elements. The interconnects between the elements and centers on the “Interfaces” tab will appear correctly if there is more than one center.

**GUIDELINE:** Inventory elements can either be Normal, Instances, Shared, Human, or Communications. At this point, you can only choose one type, so you cannot define a communications element that is also an instance or shared. Instances may need to be edited to show how they differ from their parents and Shared elements may need to be edited in coordination with the maintainers of the other architecture.

**NOTE:** When a Human type element is created you won’t need to select a class – just the stakeholder and the physical object (terminator).

Creating a Communications element for your regional or project architecture may be important to show stakeholders how a significant investment in networking or communications technology is going to be related to the Intelligent Transportation System. As a New element is created, given a name, assigned the communications type, and the user has completed a description, checked-off the appropriate stakeholder, and assigned it to a project(s). The icon between the check-box and the name is now changed to represent the fact that this element is a communications type element.

Sorting the Inventory List

The list of inventory elements may be sorted by element name, stakeholder, or ARC-IT physical object, by selecting a radio button at the bottom left of the screen. The default view is sorted by element.

When sorted by stakeholder or PObject, the plus and minus symbols may be selected to expand or contract the list of inventory elements associated with each stakeholder or physical object. Selecting the stakeholder or physical object name also expands or shrinks the list of associated element names, but no attributes are displayed on the right-hand side of the window unless an element has been selected.

View All Available Stakeholders, Projects, and Objects

All “tabbed list boxes” behave the same way. If you right click on the box displaying stakeholders, Projects, or Physical Objects it expands or grows to allow additional entries to be visible. You may select or deselect physical objects by clicking the view all stakeholders, projects, or entities tabs. To shrink the list back to its original size simply Right-Click again.
Physical Object Aggregation and Replication

Functionality of physical objects can be aggregated together into one physical center or the functions of one physical object from ARC-IT can be replicated across different physical centers within a region.

GUIDELINE: The same element name may be mapped to two different physical objects (subsystems, terminators, or user defined). This is not an error.

Aggregation means you can combine the functions of multiple physical objects, i.e., one center may be mapped into multiple parts of ARC-IT.

A single computer complex may serve both TMC and EM functions. It still has to do the functions of traffic management and emergency management, but it does not have to be two different centers, two different computers, or even two different programs. An example of a stereo system comes to mind. A stereo system involves the Tuner and Amplifier functions. Some stereo systems have a separate Tuner and a separate Amplifier unit, possibly from two different manufacturers. Other stereo systems are based on a single unit called a Receiver that implements both functions. There are advantages and disadvantages to aggregation.

Replication simply means that a specific implementation of the ARC-IT physical object may be repeated in different physical locations. That way, regions can have more than one of any given type of physical object. Using traffic management as an example, one center may be doing freeway management and another traffic management may manage the signals and other functions along the arterial streets.

The “Inventory” tab in RAD-IT supports this process of deciding how to aggregate and replicate physical object functions across a region.

Reassigning Element/Stakeholder Names

You can reassign the element and stakeholder names on the “Inventory” tab to different regional physical objects (subsystems, terminators, and user defined entities), after initially creating the inventory. ITS projects may be reassigned to a different element, resulting in different associations with regional subsystems, terminators, and user defined entities. If you reassign portions of the Regional Architecture, the tool will be able to detect if conflicts and discrepancies are created only if projects have been created or service package analysis has been done. For example, if an element is assigned to one ARC-IT physical object, then later reassigned to another, a conflict may have been created. If that physical object is tied to a Project Architecture, you may generate the “Regional to Project Comparison” report that will warn you about conflicts between the Regional Architecture and the Project Architectures in the database file.

You can also reassign the element and stakeholder names to different project physical objects, after doing the inventory the first time. You will be able to reassign the ITS project services (service packages) to different project elements (and indirectly, to different physical objects). If you reassign portions of the Project Architecture, the tool will be able to detect if conflicts and discrepancies are created only if service package analysis has been done.

It is your responsibility to ensure that any reassigning done in the Regional or Project Architecture does not conflict with the existing ARC-IT physical objects, and information flows, or with any tailoring that may have already been done. Changing the output of preceding steps may affect the entire architecture. However, the RAD-IT tool preserves previous customization, so this problem should be minimal.
GUIDELINE: You are allowed to reassign element and stakeholder names only by returning to the “Inventory” step. This may not be done on the “Interfaces” tab. Only the status of information flows, and whether or not a flow or interconnect is included in the architecture, may be changed during the customization step.

Editing a Project Inventory
The Inventory tab for projects varies in that you can use the left side to Include/Exclude elements in the project. Then you can use the Description field on the right to provide a note about the element and why it is or isn’t in the project.

Services Tab – Managing Service Packages
Looking at the RAD-IT screen we continue working our way from left to right across the tabs at the top. This section discusses the 5th tab – the Services tab.

Service Package Basics
In ARC-IT, a Service Package is a way of looking at subsets of each of the architecture’s view focused on a specific service or group of services. Service packages are derived from documentation like ConOps, System Requirements, standards, and other documents that have been written to describe parts of the Cooperative ITS environment. It should be noted that this is not an exhaustive list - new services will be
developed over time and the architecture modified appropriately. Service Packages are a concise, comparatively easy to read and follow set of diagrams and text that communicates notions of service delivery, functionality, information exchange and concerns related to those concepts.

The “Services” tab allows you to associate inventory elements (and indirectly, ARC-IT physical objects-subsystems and terminators) with a service package, which may be represented as “existing”, “planned”, “not applicable” or a local status value, for the project or region. When a service package is selected, all information and attributes pertaining to that service package in the architecture appears on the right-hand side of the window. This includes the element names, project, and status of the service package, as well as a user defined comment pertaining to the service package assignments. Instances of service packages can be created to represent the variations that may exist across a region or among projects in the way in which a service is implemented.

The “Services” tab includes ITS-related projects and services for a region. The tool guides you in characterizing the projects for a region in terms of ARC-IT service packages. When a service package is selected from the list on the left, all information and attributes pertaining to that service package in the architecture appears on the right-hand side of the window. This includes the element name, project, and status of the service package, as well as a user defined comment pertaining to the service package assignments. There are also items on this window that may not be changed - service package id, name, and description.

On the “Services” screen, stakeholders are not associated directly with a service package. They are associated indirectly with service packages via the associations of each stakeholder to the elements on the “Inventory” tab. The “Services” tab lists elements and projects selected for each service package.

The “Services” tab may be used in the following situations:

1. The “Services” tab is allowed before or after customization.
2. In a Project or Regional Architecture, element to information flow associations, plus any customization that may have been done in the Project Architectures, will be maintained.
3. When creating a Project Architecture when a Regional Architecture exists, a set of elements and flows (perhaps including customization) has already been selected. The “Services” tab is allowed. The “Build” step on the “Interfaces” tab to build the architecture will actually only add new interconnects and information flows that may result from associations made on the “Inventory” and “Services” tabs. All customization is maintained, and no flows are deleted by the “Build” step. Flows may be deselected on the “Interfaces” tab.
4. When creating a Project Architecture when a Regional Architecture does not exist, the “Services” tab is allowed.

You are able to select service packages from several different projects and connect them together in a Regional Architecture. In this way, portions of various Project Architectures may be merged into the Regional Architecture.

---

**Services Main Tab**

The Services tab works in a similar way to the Inventory tab - select a service package on the left, and the various attributes of the service package are displayed and (most are) editable by the user on the right. Service packages are grouped by the areas of high-level ITS services as in ARC-IT.
The list below shows the ITS Service Package Areas and their abbreviations used on the Services tab in RAD-IT:

- Commercial Services (CS)
- Commercial Vehicle Operations (CVO)
- Data Management (DM)
- Maintenance and Construction (MC)
- Parking Management (PM)
- Public Safety (PS)
- Public Transportation (PT)
- Support (SU)
- Sustainable Travel (ST)
- Traffic Management (TM)
- Traveler Information (TI)
- Vehicle Safety (VS)
- Weather (WX)

The left-hand frame has tabs to only show service packages that the user has selected for the current architecture (region or project) or to view all service packages by selecting the All Service Packages tab on the left-hand side of the window. The “All Service Packages” View allows the user to easily select additional service packages for the region or project.

The left-hand frame includes check-boxes to include or uninclude the service package into the current architecture. Any changes made on the left hand frame in this way must be applied (click “Apply”) first before being able to edit any of their attributes on the right.

The right-hand frame includes the service package id, name, and description for the selected service package as a convenience to the user. These come directly from the ARC-IT and may not be changed. All other fields in the right-hand frame may be changed by the user.

The right-hand controls allow the user to view or update project assignments, element assignments, status, and comments (e.g., why the service package is or is not appropriate for the region or project) for the selected service package.
In the regional view, the selected elements and selected projects are displayed. The user may deselect any element or project from the list. Displaying all projects or all related elements may be desirable in order to see all that are available. For elements, the user can click on “Regional Elements” to see the list of all elements included in the regional architecture that are appropriate for this service package and decide whether to include or un-include them. In addition, there may be some that are in projects but not in the regional architecture - that superset list can accessed using the All Elements tab. Similarly, for projects, click All Projects to see the complete list of projects that could be associated with this service package.

Once the user makes any change to one of the right-hand side controls, the user is given the “Apply” and “Cancel” options. The user can change any or all of the available attributes and then select “Apply” to commit the changes to the RAD-IT database file. Selecting “Cancel” aborts the changes and returns all attributes to their original state. Once “Apply” or “Cancel” are selected, they are disabled until the user makes another change to the right-hand side associations. The left-hand service package list is disabled since the user must choose to “Apply” or “Cancel” the changes before moving on. Once the user has selected “Apply” or “Cancel”, the list of service packages is again enabled.

The Project Service Packages tab shows which service packages are included in the project and the checkboxes are there to change the mappings if desired. On the left-hand pane there is an icon - a blue circle with a check mark or an X - to signify whether the service package is also part of the regional architecture.
The right side of the screen is also slightly different for a project architecture. The status is the status of the service package as it pertains to the current project (not the entire database). The elements area now has tabs for Selected Elements, Project Elements, and All Elements. There may be elements selected for this service package labeled as “Not in Project”. These are inventory elements that are in the database and can be used to support this service package but they are not mapped to this project on the Inventory tab. This is OK - think of a project that is adding a few cameras to a larger system where the center is already built.

On the Project Service Packages window an additional area is included above the comment to indicate whether or not the highlighted service package is part of the regional architecture and if so what the status of it is in that other architecture.

**View All Service Packages**
To view all service packages, select the “All Service Packages” tab on the left-hand side of the Services window.

This allows you to easily select additional service packages for the region or project without leaving this screen. You can select any service package on the left and alter the properties on the right.

**Instances of a Service Package**
On the “Services” window, notice that two buttons become available at the lower left of the screen. These options allow you to create, modify, and delete instances of a service package. RAD-IT allows instances of a service package to be defined for a regional (or project) architecture. For example, several traffic surveillance service packages could be defined, one for each TMC that provides traffic surveillance in a region. Alternatively, different service package instances could be defined for different status (existing / planned / local status) levels. Service package instances allow the services that are planned in the region to be identified with better accuracy and fidelity, improving support for the final rule/policy. This feature allows a Regional ITS Architecture to be reviewed and customized almost entirely using a service packages view.

**GUIDELINE:** It is fine to use service package instances for some service packages and the general ARC-IT service package for other service packages in your architecture definition. For example, you might create instances for service packages that are broadly implemented in the region (e.g., traffic surveillance) and use just the ARC-IT parent service package where the service is only implemented by a single center. If you decide to use service package instances, it is good practice to remove all element and project associations from the related ARC-IT parent service package. The reason to do this is so the general relationships defined in the ARC-IT parent service package don’t override or negate the specific relationships that are defined in the service package instance.

In other areas of RAD-IT:

- Service package instances are available when enabling the service package based filter which provides filtering based on a specific service package instance in the RAD-IT Diagrams, RAD-IT Tables, and “Interfaces” tab when selected.
- Service package instances may also be viewed on the “Service Packages” output tables.
- RAD-IT uses the specific service package instance information entered to determine the changes that are made to the “Interfaces” tab by the build algorithm.
• RAD-IT conversion preserves service package choices made in previous versions of RAD-IT (or Turbo). A single service package instance will automatically be created for each service package that is included in a converted architecture.

The following describes the options available to create and delete a service package instance:

• “New” – On the left side of the SP tab, highlight a parent service package and click “New” to Create an instance of that service package. Give the instance a name (the default is the name of the selected service package with “(Instance <number>)” added). Then you can assign it to various elements and projects in the region, enter an optional description, and all other attributes as described above. Perhaps an instance of a service package is being created for every element or center associated with the primary service package. When the selections are made, click “Apply” to accept the additions or changes, or “Cancel” to abort the change.

• “Delete” - Delete an instance of a service package. Select the instance, click “Delete” (note that only a service package instance may be selected causing “Delete” to become available - a primary service package cannot be deleted). A popup window asks for verification. Click “OK”. The “Delete” option is only available if instances of any service packages exist.

View All Available Projects and Elements
To view all elements or projects that may be associated with the selected service package right-click on the list box. You may then select or deselect an element or project. Right clicking on the list box again toggles it back to the original size.

Now you can see many more of the available projects or elements that may be mapped to this service package. The projects or elements that are checked are those that are selected for the current service package. These are displayed when you select the “Selected Elements” or “Selected Projects” tabs. The “All Related Elements” and “All Projects” tabs are used to make other selections within the Project or Regional Architecture for the selected service package. The related projects and elements are always displayed at the top of the list with other candidates listed below in alphabetical order.

The same is true if deselecting a project. This must be done on both the “Inventory” and “Services” tabs. A project can apply to more than one service package, or to parts of different service packages.

Change a Service Package to Project or Element Association
Once any change to one of the right-hand side associations for a selected service package is made, you are given the “Apply” and “Cancel” options. You can change any or all of the available attributes and then select “Apply” to commit the changes to the RAD-IT database file. Selecting “Cancel” aborts the changes and returns all attributes to their original state. Once “Apply” or “Cancel” are selected, they are disabled until you make another change to the right-hand side associations. The left-hand service package list is disabled since you must choose to “Apply” or “Cancel” the changes before moving on. Once you have selected “Apply” or “Cancel”, the list of service packages is again enabled.
**Entering Comments**
The Services Tab has a Comments field on the right side that is optional but allows the user to make a comment about a particular service package – why it was included, why it wasn’t included, or perhaps a note about what elements may be participating or not in this service package.

**“Not Applicable” Status on Services Tab**

**NOTE:** The status “Not Applicable” is listed on the “Services” tab for a variety of reasons, listed in the guidelines below. If a “Not Applicable” service package is associated with an element in the architecture (but not with the project), the flows associated with this service package will appear as “Not Applicable” on the “Interfaces” tab after a Build. This may or may not be what you intended. If it is what was intended, these flows may be included in the architecture later. If this was unintentional, then changing the status of the service package on the “Services” tab and re-building will have no effect on these flows (they have already been added, so will not be added again). You must change the flow status for each flow (or click the “Include” box) on the “Interfaces” tab. However, changing the status of the service package AND assigning the service package to this project on the “Services” tab, THEN re-building, will change these flows to “Planned” or “Existing” (and the “Include” box will be checked) on the “Interfaces” tab.

**GUIDELINE:** If a new service package has been selected for this architecture on the “Services” tab, and you simply begin associating elements and projects to it, the status remains unchanged. The status of a newly selected service package with no previous associations defaults to “Not Applicable”. This must be changed to “Existing”, “Planned”, or a local status, in order for its flows to actually be included later on the “Interfaces” tab as part of this project.

**GUIDELINE:** “Not Applicable” is available on the “Services” tab so that a list of additional flows may be associated with elements in the project on the “Interfaces” tab, creating additional possibilities for integration. This status is also available on the “Services” tab so that you may enter a comment about why a particular service package is not going to be used in the Project or Regional Architecture. On the “Interfaces” tab, these flows are listed as not included in the project - the “Include” box is not checked for these flows. These flows may be included later by checking the “Include” box, and the flow status may be changed to “Existing” or “Planned”.

One reason “Not Applicable” is available on the Services tab so that the user may enter a comment about why a particular service package is not going to be used in the Project or Regional Architecture. On the Interfaces tab, these flows are listed as not included in the project - the “Include” box is not checked for these flows. These flows may be included later by checking the “Include” box, and the flow status may be changed to “Existing” or “Planned” or a local status value.

**Add a Service Package Association to a Project**
New elements are created on the “Inventory” tab. However, additional information flows are sometimes required later to enhance an architecture, or to make it more complete. These may be added to the architecture by selecting a new service package to add to the architecture.

If elements have been created on the “Inventory” tab, then one way to add flows to the architecture is to add service package associations for these new elements. Another way to add flows to the architecture is to simply make PObject (subsystem and terminator) associations on the “Inventory” tab for the new elements. This will pull in information flow and interconnect associations from ARC-IT for the new elements.
To add a new service package to an element, go to the “Services” tab and select the service package. Check the status (“existing”, “planned”, or a local status), then make the element selections. This will connect these elements together via the flows that will be added to the architecture by the new service package selection.

In addition, if working in a Project Architecture, you must check at least the current project box to add these flows to the project (later, on the “Interfaces” tab, the “Include” box will be checked for these flows). To connect these flows to elements in other projects in the region, check the other appropriate project boxes. For a Regional Architecture, check the projects whose elements are to be connected by the new flows. If your database file only includes a Regional Architecture and no projects, then there would be no project associations for an element or service package. Select “Apply” or “Cancel”.

Finally, to add the new service package and its associated flows to the architecture and to the “Interfaces” tab for customization, select the “Build” option on the “Interfaces” tab to build the architecture.

**Service Package Autoselect**

The Planning Tab allows transportation goals and objectives to be defined and related to performance measures and service packages. If a user defined goals and objectives on the Planning Tab and related them to ARC-IT Service Packages, the user now should come to the Services Tab and use the Autoselect button to transfer those service package selections from the Planning tab to the Services tab. Pressing the Autoselect button on the Services tab will open the following window:

The user is provided the option to either Options include whether to Add Services Packages selected on the Planning tab or to Remove Service Packages not selected by the Planning Tab. Once the user selects the option and selects continue, the next screen will show the service packages to be added or removed based on the analysis of the Planning Tab selections.

**Service Package Search**

If you need assistance in selecting service packages, you can perform a search to identify service packages related to an objective or strategy. You perform a search by selecting the Search button on either the Planning Tab (right side of the tab) or the Services Tab (on the left side).
There are three ways to search for service packages:

1. First, you can search for service packages that support an ITS goal. There are 8 ITS goals identified from which you can select one using the pull down menu. Once a goal is selected, you press the Go button or combine the Goal Search with the other two criteria.

2. There are many defined transportation related objectives from which you can select one using the pull down menu. Once an objective category and objective has been selected, you press the Go button to perform the search or continue to the content based search.

3. Enter keywords or other text that will be used in a content search of the Service Package titles and descriptions.

Once the criteria are set, the Go button may be pressed to search for service packages that meet all supplied criteria.

Checkmarks indicate which service packages are:

- already associated with the current objective/strategy when the search is performed from the Planning Tab, or
- already included in the architecture when launched from the Services tab. Highlighting one of the resultant service packages will cause the description to be displayed in the box below.

Use the Show Diagram button to display a graphic of the Service Package from ARC-IT. Use the Hide Diagram to restore the display back. Click or unclick the checkboxes to add or remove the service
packages. Then click Apply to incorporate the changes into the architecture. Or select Close to exit this window and return to the main RAD-IT window.

**Needs Tab**
Looking at the RAD-IT screen we continue working our way from left to right across the tabs at the top. This section discusses the 6th tab – the Needs tab. The Needs tab allows you to associate needs with your regional or project architecture. It starts by presenting the needs from the ARC-IT database that are developed for each Service Package selected in the architecture.

**Autoselect Needs**
You can use the AutoSelect Button to let RAD-IT pull in the Needs from ARC-IT’s database that were written for each of the Service Packages included in your architecture as shown below:
The options on the Autoselect tool here allow you to:

- Add Need Areas
- Select Needs for new Need Areas
- Remove Irrelevant Need Areas and Needs

The Options buttons on the Autoselect tool are to either:

- Update the current architecture (see the white box at the top of the tab area to see which architecture is currently selected)
- Update all architectures in the file

When you use the Autoselect Need Areas and Needs feature it will add a “Need Area” for each Service Package selected. A Need Area is just a way of organizing your stakeholders’ needs and service packages provide a good starting point to that organization. You can also use the New Area button later to add your own.
Customizing Needs
Then the user can select and customize the needs for the regional or project architecture.

Needs Tab General Information
The needs tab is populated with data either using the Autoselect button to pull in Need Areas and Needs based on the Service Packages are selected for your architecture – region or project. You can also use the “New Area” and the “New Need” buttons to add your own need areas and needs.

TIP: If the Needs tab is blank it is probably because no services packages have been selected; go back to the Services tab.

The left side of the screen shows a list of Need Areas as a set of folders. Click each folder icon to expand the list and see the Needs for that Need Area.

When you use the Autoselect Need Areas and Needs feature it will add a “Need Area” for each Service Package selected. A Need Area is just a way of organizing your stakeholders needs and service packages.
provide a good starting point to that organization. You can also use the New Area button later to add your own.

Adding a need to your architecture is done by either Checking the box on the left side of the screen next to the need or by Highlighting the need on the left and changing the Status on the right to something other than Not Applicable.

This tab works like other tabs in that you can select and make changes on the left of the screen and the Apply / Cancel buttons will activate on the left side. Or as you select a need on the left and make changes on the right then the Apply / Cancel buttons will activate on the right side.

RAD-IT is pre-loaded with the service package based needs from ARC-IT, the reference architecture. You can select and edit them for your region or project’s needs.

Alternatively, you can add Needs to your region or project by simply clicking New on the left side and entering the information on the right.

Unchecking a Need Area will unInclude that need area from the current architecture. It may still be available for other architectures in the file. When a Need Area is Un-Included the Needs under it are also un-included.

**Adding a New Need Area**

Click the “New Area” and you can give it a Name, assign an Order to govern how need areas can be sorted in the outputs, Type (as in type of Service Packages, see ARC-IT), Service Package, and a Description. As shown in the example, you don’t need to assign a service package for a Need Area; in fact, it may be a general collection of needs that will apply across the board for a region or project.

Click Apply to add it to the list or Cancel to cancel the change.

**Adding a New Need**

Highlight a Need Area or a Need and Click the “New Button” button. This will set up the right side of the screen to let you add a new need to the Need Area you are in. You can also use the pull-down to
change the Area or leave it where it is. Then you can give the user defined Need a Number, a status, the description of the Need, and an optional comment. There is also room on the form to assign the new need to a project if there are any in the file at the time.

Click Apply and the new need will be added in the order it should be based on the number and will show a Green “N” to highlight the fact that it is User Defined.

The “Delete” key at the bottom of the left side of the screen lets you delete either a Need or an entire Need Area from the file. You will be prompted to verify that this is what you really want to do.
Looking at the RAD-IT screen we continue working our way from left to right across the tabs at the top. This section discusses the 7th tab – the R&R tab.

Roles & Responsibilities General Information
An Operational Concept for a Regional ITS Architecture captures each stakeholder’s current and future Roles and Responsibilities in the implementation and operation of the region’s transportation systems. For ITS Projects, the term “Concept of Operations” may be more familiar but contains essentially the same elements - roles and responsibilities for each of the stakeholders as they pertain to the major areas of services to be provided. Roles and responsibilities can be generally defined at a region wide level or they can be service specific (e.g., SDOT operates and maintains the freeway system and also provides incident images to support incident management). Roles and responsibilities can also be defined once for a stakeholder group if the same roles and responsibilities apply to each stakeholder in a stakeholder group.

There are a number of ways in which Operational Concepts can be developed and documented. The Regional ITS Architecture Guidance Document contains more information on the topic.

RAD-IT provides a flexible user interface for you to identify the major ITS Areas that you will need to capture, assign stakeholders to each of those areas, and then write the Roles and Responsibilities for each of your stakeholders.

This feature was developed to primarily support Regional ITS Architecture developers that are carrying out the requirements of the FHWA Rule 940.9(d)3 and FTA Policy 5.d.3. However, this feature can also be used in Project Architectures to document portions of a Concept of Operations for the project.

Role and Responsibility Areas
The R&Rs tab is where you can enter Role and Responsibility Areas for the stakeholders. RAD-IT provides the user with an “Autoselect” tool that will build a default set of areas based on the service packages that have been selected and then presents the user with the list of stakeholders that are assigned to the appropriate inventory elements. For a new architecture, the users will need to first document their stakeholders, develop their inventory of elements (with stakeholders assigned), and select service packages on the Services tab.

The buttons on the bottom allow the user to create “New” Role and Responsibility Areas or “Delete” them. The more experienced user might opt to create his own areas using the “New” button, instead of using the architecture defaults that the “Autoselect” option will provide.
When the user makes changes to the name, description, selected service packages, or selected stakeholders; the user will need to hit the “Apply” button to save the changes or “Cancel”.

The left hand side of the R&Rs screen shows the Role and Responsibility Areas that have been added for this Regional ITS Architecture. For a new architecture, you will need to first document the stakeholders, develop inventory of elements (with stakeholders assigned), and select service packages on the Services tab.

Once that is done, you may use the R&Rs tab to either develop your own areas or let RAD-IT create a default list of areas by clicking on the “Autoselect” button. Options are shown allowing users to decide how much to add to the R&R window - new areas, new stakeholders within the new areas, and any default roles and responsibilities for those new stakeholders.

Based on the service package selections and changes made on the Services tab, RAD-IT will fill in the left side of the screen with a list of areas for the regional or project architecture based on the Service Package selections. Each area that RAD-IT adds roughly corresponds to the major Service Packages or groups of service packages: Traveler Information, Freeway Management, Transit Services, etc.

**NOTE** that RAD-IT automatically builds names for the Role and Responsibility Areas that include both the generic area name (e.g., Parking Management) and the architecture name (e.g., Marinara County). This allows the same default areas to be used or tailored for both Regional and Project Architectures. The user can see only the role and responsibility areas included in the current architecture or see all areas that have been defined in the file using the “Regional Areas” for a Regional Architecture, “Project Areas” for a Project Architecture, or “All Areas” tabs.

For each Role and Responsibility area, whether created from scratch or added by RAD-IT, you can edit the Name and Description on the right hand side of the screen.

Note: The “Included in Regional Architecture” box is checked by default for both a Regional and a Project Architecture. This box associates the highlighted Role and Responsibility Area with the Regional Architecture.
The “RR” icon will be displayed over the icon folder if roles and responsibilities have been written for the stakeholders within that Role and Responsibility Area.

Below the Description of the Role and Responsibility Area, you can associate one or more service packages with each area. When RAD-IT adds the areas it will preselect the service packages appropriate to that area (for example, ATIS service packages are in the Traveler Information area). Only service packages that have been associated with the architecture on the Services tab can be selected here.

The Service Packages area has 2 buttons - “Selected” and “All”. If the user wants to add service packages to a Role and Responsibility Area, perhaps in addition to what RAD-IT’s Autoselect picked up, use the “All” button to check off any service package in the architecture.

Below the Service Packages list of the “Role and Responsibility Area” is where stakeholders are mapped to each area. A default list of possible stakeholders is based on 3 things:

a) the service packages assigned,
b) the service package to inventory element associations, and the
c) inventory element to stakeholder associations created by the user.

The user must make these stakeholder assignments based on the needs of the region or project.

There are 3 Stakeholder buttons - “Selected”, “Related”, and “All”. “All” stakeholders shows all stakeholders that are associated with the architecture, e.g., allowing the user to select other stakeholders that are not on the recommended list.

The user may enter more than one stakeholder for each Role and Responsibility Area. “Selected” shows the stakeholders that have been selected for the area. “Related” shows only the stakeholders that are associated with the selected service package(s). There are some cases when the “Related” stakeholders may be blank because RAD-IT cannot determine what the related stakeholders should be. This happens when: 1) the user has not associated any service packages with the Role and Responsibility Area, or 2) the user changes the selected service packages for the region.

Below the Stakeholders list on the “Role and Responsibility Area” is the project assignment area. There are 2 Project buttons: “Selected” and “All” projects. This is only visible when a Regional Architecture is currently selected.

Once the stakeholders have been selected for the “Role and Responsibility Areas”, the stakeholders associated with each area are indented under the name of each R&R area. Expand/collapse the display so that stakeholders are shown/hidden by double clicking on an area or clicking the “+” and “−” symbols. The “RR” icons show the stakeholders which have Role and Responsibility descriptions.

The buttons on the bottom allow you to create “New” Role and Responsibility Areas or “Delete” them.

When changes are made to the name, description, selected service packages, or selected stakeholders; you will need to hit the “Apply” button to save the changes or “Cancel”.
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**Defining Stakeholder Roles and Responsibilities**

From the list of Role and Responsibility Areas, when you select one of the stakeholders from the indented list, the right side of the R&Rs tab changes to show the roles and responsibility descriptions for that stakeholder.

With the Stakeholder highlighted on the left, enter one or more Role and Responsibilities (R&Rs) for each stakeholder in each area.

The “RR” icon at the top right provide a quick check to show when roles and responsibilities have been entered for a stakeholder.

There are two check-box columns in the list of Roles and Responsibilities:

- **In Project/Region**: When working with the Regional Architecture, the check indicates whether this particular R&R is included in any project architecture in the file. In a Project it indicates that the R&R is included in the Regional Architecture. This gives the user an idea that the R&R is used somewhere else and that any changes made to this R&R may affect other architectures.

- **Include**: indicates that the R&R is in the current architecture. An easy way to use this tool is to select the “All R&Rs” sub-tab and check/uncheck the Include boxes to add or remove R&Rs that apply to this area in your architecture.

A 3rd column for the Role and Responsibilities shows “Status”. Here, you can assign a status - existing, planned, etc. - for each of your roles/responsibilities entries.

**TIP**: The status of R&Rs could be used to differentiate between roles a stakeholder plays today with current system versus roles it will play once the new system is in place.

The “New”, “Delete”, “Apply”, and “Cancel” buttons at the bottom work as they do elsewhere.

The R&Rs tab for **Project Architectures** work a little differently in Version 8.0 compared to previous versions. Previously, if you selected a R&R area that is part of the regional architecture and start to make
changes to it - either adding/removing stakeholders or adding/removing/editing the text of a role/responsibility you would be warned that a new area will be created that includes your changes. Then it would create a new R&R Area based on the original that was being edited and the new default name would be the same as the old area with “(Copy 1)” appended to the name. This allowed a project architecture to define its unique characteristics without affecting other architectures in the file.

Now R&R areas are considered the same for either the region or project within the same file. This simplifies the data entry and user experience somewhat but you should keep this in mind as you edit a project’s R&R characteristics.

**GUIDELINE:** to define the characteristics of a project and develop a concept of operations for that project it will be best to use SET-IT > it supports more detailed definition of a conops including Sequences for Operational Scenarios.

On the right of the R&Rs tab is a field that will normally say “Editable” meaning that Roles and Responsibilities can be added, edited, deleted but there if the user is working in a Project Architecture but hasn’t yet included an area in the project they will see “Locked” for any of the Roles and Responsibilities in that area.

**R&Rs Q&As**

Here are some tips on how to understand and use the R&Rs Tab:

1. In the regional view what does the “In Project” check box mean?
   - “In Project” is checked when one or more projects include the R&R. The reason for showing the regional architect this information is they may want to know that the edits that they are making to an R&R will impact one or more projects. A possible point of confusion is that the “In Project” checkboxes are checked whenever the R&R is included in a project, even if that R&R is included in a project as part of an R&R Area that is different from the R&R Area that is currently being edited. It works this way because edits to the R&R will change the R&R everywhere that it occurs - in all projects and in all R&R Areas. If you want to make a change to an R&R that does not impact other areas/projects and “In Project” is checked, then you should make a copy of the R&R and make your edits in the copy.

2. In the project view what does the “In Region” check box mean?
   - The “In Region” column works just like the “In Project” column discussed above. The “In Region” column is checked whenever an R&R is included in the regional architecture, even if that R&R is included in the regional architecture as part of another R&R Area. The user can edit any R&Rs where “In Region” is checked so care should be taken if they are meant to be unique to the project. The checkboxes provide a visual cue about why the user is prevented from making any edits to these R&Rs.

   • In both of the views why are the same R&Rs checked under “Include” column?
   - “Include” is checked to include an R&R in an R&R Area. The same R&Rs are included in the R&R Area, regardless of the architecture that is selected. This is why the R&R Include column is the same, whether the project or region is selected. As stated above, you can
choose to include the R&R Area in one or more architectures using the checkboxes next to each R&R Area on the left hand side of the tab.

**Functions Tab**
Looking at the RAD-IT screen we continue working our way from left to right across the tabs at the top. This section discusses the 8th tab – the Functions tab.

**Functions – General Information**
The “Functions” tab supports the selection and customization of the tasks or activities (the “functions”) that are performed by each system in the inventory. Selecting the functional objects provides a high-level way of documenting the share of the work that each system is required to do to provide the ITS services for a region or project. System functional requirements are one of the required components of a regional ITS architecture as identified in FHWA Rule 940.9(d)5 and FTA Architecture Policy section 5.d.5. As regional architectures are typically too high level and too far looking in terms of their time horizon, RAD-IT has been modified to support the selection and customization of Functional Objects at the regional architecture level. Once a project has been scoped out they SET-IT tool can be used to select and customize functional requirements for the system elements in a project.

**Functions Tab - Inventory View**
The Functions tab identifies the areas of functionality or functional objects for each element.

The left side of the screen on the tab shows the list of elements from the inventory. The list includes all elements when a regional architecture is selected or only project elements when a project architecture is selected. Elements can fall into one of 2 categories which are represented with the small icons to the left of the element names.

1. The beige rectangle means that no functions have been assigned to the element.
2. The box with the “f” means that functional objects have been selected for this element.

This may vary between regional and project architectures in the same file. For example, functions may not be specified for an Event Parking System in one project architecture, but they may be specified in another project architecture in the same file. The same element could have three different status values in three different architectures. Highlighting one of the elements will cause an enlarged status icon to be displayed at the top right side of the screen.

The checkbox beside “Specify Functionality” allows you to make a simple yes/no decision on whether functionality will be specified, allowing basic scope to be established. Checking the “Specify Functionality” box will cause the Related Functional objects to be populated based on the inventory element’s mapping to ARC-IT PObjects.

“Functional objects” represent a group of similar processes within an element that contribute to the delivery of a particular ITS service - for instance, in order to implement the Infrastructure Based Traffic Surveillance service package, the ITS Roadway Equipment subsystem physical object must include the Roadway Basic Surveillance functional object. In RAD-IT, think of these functional objects as building blocks to help you take into account all of the functions that an element of your inventory will need to support.
On the screen of “Related Functional objects”, only functional objects that can be associated with the element based on its physical object mapping are shown. The list of functional objects is sorted alphabetically with the areas that have already been selected at the top. The check boxes allow the user to include/exclude the functional objects with the element. The choices only affect the currently selected architecture.

Highlighting one of the functional objects will show a brief description of what is included in that area, the mapping of that element to ARC-IT, and the type - “ARC-IT”, or “User Defined”. These fields may not be edited.

The “Autoselect” button will cause another window to appear that selects the functional objects to be included for each element based on the service package mapping. Options on the Autoselect window allow you to either run the Autoselect for the current element or for the entire architecture. You can also decide whether to add and/or remove functional objects.

Selecting “Continue” will bring up the Autoselect results showing all of the recommended changes to your functional objects and gives you the chance decide whether or not RAD-IT should reflect the changes on the Functions tab.

**Functions Tab – Functional Objects View**

From within the “Functions” Tab window you can select the “Functional objects” tab on the left side of the screen and get an indented list of functional objects for each PObject. Only functional objects that make sense based on the inventory to PObject mapping in the architecture are shown; e.g. if an architecture doesn’t have anything mapped to a Commercial Vehicle Administration Center (CVAC) then functional objects for CVAC won’t be shown. As in the Elements view, the list of functional objects is architecture specific.
Icons show the functional objects that have been included in the architecture. Clicking on the PObject name will cause the list of functional objects underneath to expand or collapse. Highlighting one of the functional objects will bring up the description, architecture mapping, and element mapping on the right side of the screen.
In the “Functional Objects” mode, you can click on “New” at the bottom of the screen to create your own functional object. Then you can write a description and map it to a PObject. You can also “Delete” the user defined functional objects.

The Related Elements shows only those functional objects that can be associated with the element based on the PObject mapping.

The Autoselect button on this Functional Object view works the same as it does from the Elements view - It brings up a window to direct RAD-IT to automatically select functional objects based on the service package mapping, either for the element in question or for the entire architecture.
Interfaces Tab

Looking at the RAD-IT screen we continue working our way from left to right across the tabs at the top. This section discusses the 9th tab – the Interface tab.

Interfaces Tab General Information

The Interfaces tab allows the user to define the interfaces between the transportation system elements in the region or project. The two major controls on this tab are:

1. The toolbar, which runs across the top of the tab and includes tools that can be used to control the interface information that is displayed on the tab, and
2. The interfaces table that makes up the bulk of the tab and allows the user to review and edit transportation system interfaces for the region or project.

These two basic features, along with the command buttons at the bottom of the tab, are all the tools that are required to define interfaces for the region or project.

The figure below shows the tab when it is first opened, before any interfaces have been added for the region or project. The various views and customization options are described later in this section.
NOTE: ARC-IT includes service packages and flows from international transportation systems, however, RAD-IT will only include US based flows.

Uncustomized Architecture

Adding Interfaces (Building the Architecture)

When the user first enters the Interfaces tab, no rows will be displayed in the interfaces table. A "build" must be performed to add interfaces to the tab. The “Build” button (the leftmost button on the toolbar) initiates the build function.

The user may build the architecture if the architecture includes, at a minimum, a set of Inventory elements and Services.

The “Architecture” that is created by the “Build” function is a set of source elements, destination elements, and the information flows between them. The tool contains logic to create an initial set of interconnections and corresponding information flows based on the service packages selected on the Services tab and their assignment to elements from the Inventory. In all cases, the set of interconnections and information flows that this logic selects will need to be reviewed and customized by the user. The “Build” logic in RAD-IT is fairly inclusive. After all, the idea of creating an architecture is to identify opportunities for integration. This step is necessary in order to populate the database with the initial selections prior to actual customization. The step of building an uncustomized architecture is described in more detail in the following sections.

GUIDELINE: The user should repeat the “Build” step whenever additions are made to the inventory or changes are made to the service package selections after the initial architecture build. Subsequent architecture builds will make additional flows available for customization on the Interfaces tab.

GUIDELINE: If a “Build” is done after some customization has taken place, the customization is not undone by the new “Build”. In order to remove undesired interconnects or flows (for example, if a service package has been removed), the user must uncheck the “Include” box for each interconnect or flow on the Interfaces tab.

How to Build an Uncustomized Architecture

To build the architecture:
1. Select the “Build” button at the top of the Interfaces tab.
2. Click “Yes” or “No” to view a report comparing the Inventory and Service Package selections before building the architecture (this output table is also available on the list of standard RAD-IT tables on the “Output” pulldown menu, even before a “Build” is done). Generating this table may take several minutes for a large architecture. The “Build Settings” option also allows you to compare the number of flows that will be added to the Interfaces tab for selection and/or actually added to the architecture using the various settings, before committing them to the architecture.
3. If the output table was generated in the preceding step, click “Exit”, or the “x” in the upper right-hand corner of the window, to close it. You will be asked if you would like to continue with the “Update to the Interfaces tab”, i.e., the “Build”. Click “Yes” or “No”.
   a. When the table is displayed, if nothing new has been added to the architecture in the “Inventory” or Services tabs, then the “Build” operation will not display any new flows to be added to the architecture. However, if a user defined flow or new element (or new service package association) has been created, and no other changes or additions have been made, the “Build” will pick up this (these) flow(s).
   b. The first time that a “Build” is done the entire architecture will be listed in this table.
   c. Making a change and running “Build” again to build the architecture will only display a shorter list of flows and interfaces in the table for the additions made to the architecture. **NOTE** again that no flows will be deleted from the architecture, and customized flows will not be touched.
4. The table on the “Build Interfaces” screen is now populated with source element, information flow, destination element, and status columns. The first column states what the suggested action will be when the user selects the “Yes” button to build the architecture. The possible actions are “Add to Architecture” or “Add to Interfaces Tab”. These actions are described later in this section.
5. This “preview and accept” step on the “Build Interfaces” screen is important since an architecture build can add thousands of flows to the user's database with the push of a button. There are ways to minimize the number of flows that are actually generated by the “Build” step. By reviewing this screen, the user may identify major problems during the preview and abort the architecture “Build”.
6. Click the “Yes” button to actually add the flows to the Interfaces tab and/or the architecture, or “No” to cancel the uncustomized architecture generation. If you are testing how many flows will be selected with each “Build Setting”, you may wish to build with each setting, then select “No” to not save the changes till you are ready, and have decided which “Build Setting” will work best.

In the simplest scenario, the user completes the Inventory and Service Package choices and then invokes the “Build” for the first time. The tool also supports more complex scenarios in which the “Build” is invoked more than once for the same architecture. This is necessary, for instance, when new items are added to the inventory after an architecture has already been built and customized. The user will have to invoke the “Build” step again to make the flows that connect the new Inventory items available on the Interfaces tab. The “Build” logic is careful not to impact or modify areas that the user has already customized when subsequent architecture builds are performed.

**When to Generate Your Architecture**

The Build command may be used as soon as you have defined at least two elements that should be interfaced, but you may want to spend the time to define more of your inventory and identify the ITS services to be included in the architecture before doing your first build.
After the initial “Build, if you have made no changes in the “Inventory” or “Services” tabs, zero rows will be generated by a subsequent “Build”. You should view (and perhaps modify) the “Inventory” and “Services” tabs before entering the “Interfaces” tab to build or customize the architecture. If a user defined flow is created, and no other changes or additions have been made, the “Build” step will pick up this flow.

Although it wouldn't hurt to generate an uncustomized architecture for every architecture in a file, it is not absolutely necessary. For instance, consider the case where there is an existing Regional Architecture and you want to build a Project Architecture that is a subset of the Regional Architecture. You could go directly into the “Interfaces” tab (with the Project Architecture selected), and begin to manually select the interconnects and flows for the project. (The only minimum requirement is that in the Regional Architecture, you have identified at least the element(s) and services that are associated with the project. This information is used to determine the set of flows that might apply to the project on the “Interfaces” tab.)

If you chose instead to assign one or more service packages to the project, and then do an architecture build, a preliminary set of flows would already be selected for the project. If the RAD-IT Architect has tailored the Project Architecture on the “Interfaces” tab, a “Build” in the Regional Architecture will not regain consistency between the Regional and Project Architectures. The Project must be merged into the Regional Architecture again to regain consistency.

Initial View of the Build Step

In the “Build” option on the Interfaces tab, the user steps through the process of generating, reviewing, and approving, an uncustomized architecture. You will notice that the “Build” step is a little different from the other tabs and windows since it does not allow the user to do any data entry.

When the “Build” option is first selected, the tab is blank and the user is presented with the Add Interfaces window and a couple of options. First, he may select a setting level, discussed in the next section. Next, the RAD-IT architect should select the option to review the reconciliation report that crosschecks the Inventory and Service Package selections (the title of the report is “Inventory to Service Package Comparison”). This explicit recommendation is made because it is easier to fix Inventory and Service Package selection problems before an uncustomized architecture is generated. If the user selects “Yes”, the reconciliation report is displayed. If he selects “No”, the report is not displayed and the architecture may be built next.

The Inventory to Service Package Comparison report opens in a separate Microsoft Word window. It will highlight several issues:
- The element does not participate in any Service Package
- No element is defined for the PObject(s)
- The element is not selected in the Service Package
You can use the results of this report to decide to go back to the Inventory tab and add elements for certain physical objects or go back to the Service Package tab and add elements to the service package. You can also review the report and decide that your architecture is the way you want it and can continue with Build process.

**“Build” Settings**

The Build Settings window is displayed when the user chooses the “Settings…” button on the Add Interfaces window. It contains two slider bars to select from different settings that govern how many interfaces should be included on the Interfaces tab and how many RAD-IT should go ahead and select as being included in the current architecture. Those settings will be described next. There is also an “Override” option that will also be explained. Together these choices control the number of flows selected by the “Build” algorithm, thus allowing the user to control the type of “Build” that is performed.

The settings for the first slider control how many flows to include on the Interfaces tab and, going from left to right, include the following:

- **Only Selected Flows**, where flows will only show up on the tab if they have been selected to be included (given a status of something other than Not Applicable) in the current architecture. All unselected flows will be removed from the display. This is useful to present as clean an Interfaces tab as possible - just show me what I have. On large regional architectures this may help sort out exactly what you are starting with and can then edit out what you don’t need.

- **Related Flows**, where all the flows that are somehow associated with the selected service packages will be shown on the interfaces tab. This may result in some extra Not Applicable flows being displayed which presents some additional options to consider. The clutter is minimized in that these extra flows are at least traceable to a service you have already selected.

- **All Possible Flows**, where the most information flows will be will be added to the tab - this goes to ARC-IT and pulls out any and all flows that go to or from your elements based on how they are mapped to ARC-IT PObjects. This may be useful for smaller architectures where you aren’t exactly sure what services you need and just what to see all the possibilities. This is not recommended for a large inventory as it could reach into the tens of thousands of possible flows.
The next slider bar has the following settings:

- **Conservative**, where fewer information flows will be selected for the architecture and the Interfaces tab. This setting adds flows to the list on the Interfaces tab if they are included in a service package in the current architecture but they are not actually included in the architecture, i.e. the status is “not applicable”. If this setting is selected, the “Override Previous Builds” option is unavailable.

- **Moderate**, where a medium number of information flows will be selected for the architecture and the Interfaces tab. This selects a flow if BOTH the source and destination elements are mapped to a service package that includes the flow. The differences between “Moderate” and “Aggressive” are not always easy to see, depending on how extensive the service package to element mapping is.

- **Aggressive**, where the most information flows will be selected for the architecture and the Interfaces tab. This selects a flow if EITHER the source OR destination element is mapped to a service package that includes the flow.

Do a “Conservative Build” after an “Import”, where the project has been customized and flows deleted. The user would not want to see these deleted flows re-introduced after “Import”, which is possible with an “Aggressive Build” on the imported architecture. The “Conservative” or “Moderate Build” can be used after the initial “Build”, when an “Aggressive Build” would add too many flows to the semi-customized architecture.

The RAD-IT build algorithm at the moderate or aggressive build setting automatically includes information flows in the current architecture only if the flows are included in a selected service package and the flows connect elements that are included in the same service package instance.

The “Override Previous Builds” check box is only for regional architectures - it will be grayed-out for project architectures. If this option is turned off, then an Aggressive or Moderate build performed after a Conservative build will ONLY add in the flows associated with the new element or service package and not add in all flows ignored by the initial Conservative build. The “off” setting will also not change flows already on the Interfaces tab. This is the DEFAULT. If the “Override” option is turned on, then ALL corresponding flows for all elements and service packages will be added by a Moderate or Aggressive build. In addition, the “on” setting may change flows already on the Interfaces tab from “not applicable” to another status value).

**NOTE** that the “Override” option WILL NOT override the settings of any flows that have been manually tailored.

For example, if you do a Conservative build, add no new elements or service package associations, then perform an:

- **Aggressive build without “Override”** - Nothing new will be selected by default.
- **Aggressive build with “Override”** - New flows will be selected for inclusion as if the Conservative build was never performed. New flows added for an unselected interconnect will be “Not Applicable”.

**NOTE** that user tailoring is NEVER overridden by the “Build”, regardless of the option selected. Subsequent more aggressive builds will only affect changes on the Interfaces tab that are associated with new inventory, service package choices, and user defined extensions. Every flow associated with an interconnect is marked by the software when the interconnect is deselected. This prevents interconnects from being added back in when a more Aggressive build is done after interconnects are tailored.
The “Build Settings” window also includes “OK”, “Cancel”, and “Apply” options. While changes are pending on the Build Settings tab, the “Yes” and “No” commands on the “Add Interfaces” window are disabled so that builds cannot be initiated until a settings change is applied or canceled. The header on the preview window will indicate the “Build Setting” as a reminder, e.g. “Chicago Architecture Aggressive Build Results - 132 Flows Added”.

To help the user be consistent with their “Build” strategy, the “last build setting” in the RAD-IT Database will be saved and will be used the next time the user does a “Build”. **NOTE** that this approach means that the “default” build strategy can change when the user opens a different RAD-IT database. The settings should always be reviewed before starting a “Build”.

**Completing the Build Process**

Once the “Recommended Interface Updates” build screen is populated with flows, the uncustomized architecture “Build” preview step is complete. All changes that will be made to the “Interfaces” tab or added to the architecture are presented. You may want to cancel out of the “Build” process by selecting “No” if you see something you do not like (e.g., RAD-IT wants to add in 10,000 new flows because too many service packages and/or element to subsystem associations have been identified).

On the final “Build” window, the flows are presented in two groups:

1. Those flows that RAD-IT thinks are the best fit for the architecture. These flows will be included in the uncustomized architecture if you select “Yes” to complete the “Build” step. The status of these flows will be either “existing” or “planned” or a local status value.
2. Other valid information flows that you may also want to consider. The second category of flows will be made available on the “Interfaces” tab, but will not be included in the architecture that is built by the “Build” step by default. These flows initially appear as “Not Applicable” on the “Interfaces” tab. You can change the status of these flows from “Not Applicable” to “Existing” or “Planned” (or a local status value) on the “Interfaces” tab, and the “Include” box may be checked (to include a flow in the current Project or Regional Architecture) and added to the architecture there.

A third group of “Remove from the Interfaces Tab” may be shown if Only Selected Flows was chosen on the upper slider bar.

If you select “Yes” to complete the “Build” step, the flows are loaded into the “Interfaces” tab and a message is displayed directing you to the “Interfaces” tab to do architecture tailoring. If you select “No”, the “Add Interfaces” window exits and the “Interfaces” tab is again visible. No new flows or interconnects have been added to the architecture or to the “Interfaces” tab.

**Customized Architecture**

**Customizing the Architecture**

The “Interfaces” tab allows you to make information flow by information flow (or interconnect by interconnect) changes to Regional and Project Architectures. In the typical scenario, this is where you would go after building the architecture via the “Build” button on the “Interfaces” tab. At this point, after generating an element inventory and making service package selections, you should obtain stakeholder
input into the process and determine the interconnects and flows that should be selected or deselected on the “Interfaces” tab.

Introduction to Customizing Your Architecture

Once the uncustomized architecture has been created, the next step in the creation of an architecture is to customize it. By this we mean adding or deleting source element / information flow / destination element “triplets” from the architecture. This step is done on the “Interfaces” tab. This tab allows you to view your architecture either as a set of interconnects (a list of the elements that interface with each other) or as a set of information flows (exactly what information is exchanged between two elements). For a large architecture it is usually easier to begin your customization by looking at the interconnects and deciding which ones belong and which do not. For this reason, the default view shown when you first enter the “Interfaces” tab for an architecture is the Interconnect, or “Connect”, view. Within the same RAD-IT session, however, if the view is changed to the “Flows” view, then this will be the default view if another architecture or file is opened. Customization may involve changes beyond the “Interfaces” tab. It may also mean adding, modifying, or deleting elements or information flow definitions themselves. For example, you may want to add an information flow (which is not currently defined) between element A and element B. This is done via the “Tools” pulldown (to create user defined entities and flows) on the menubar.

When defining a Project Architecture from an existing Regional Architecture, regional flows may be selected or deselected for the project. A comment can be entered on the “Interfaces” tab using the “Info” button concerning the reason for selecting or deselecting certain flows.

Input to customization includes the initial element and stakeholder inventory in terms of ARC-IT physical objects (subsystems and terminators) and user defined entities, as well as, ARC-IT service packages related to the initial projects and services. From the “Build” step, the source element, information flow, and destination element are included on the “Interfaces” tab as described below. The tool indirectly allows you to modify the subsystems, terminators, and information flows for the region or project based on the initial subsystem, terminator, and service package characterizations by selecting or deselecting a flow.

The “Interfaces” tab includes two views: “Connect” (showing the interconnections between elements) and architecture “Flows”. Initially, the window will be displayed in “Connect” mode by default. You may move from interconnect to flow or from flow to interconnect views during the customization process.

GUIDELINE: Once the user enters the Interfaces tab and begins to customize the architecture, he may return to the Inventory or Services tabs to change element/stakeholder mappings and service package selections. Note again that a new “Build” will only add new interconnects and flows from the selections made on these tabs.

Interfaces Tab Display Options

On the “Interfaces” tab window, the toolbar at the top allows you to control what is displayed in the main table on the form. You select and deselect flows in the table using check boxes at the far right or by using a pulldown menu that allows changing the status of each row between “existing”, “planned”, “not applicable”, and local status values. Working from left to right across the toolbar, the following options are available:

- Element Selection box
Build Option - see previous section on building the uncustomized architecture
“Connect” and “Flows” Display buttons
Style Options: Group, Sort, Present buttons
Filters Options: Filter, Elements, Limit, and New Flows buttons
Information Details Option

Element Selection Combo Box
This pull-down acts like a filter for the grid. You can either view all elements or view the interconnects and flows for a single element using this selection box.

Flows and Connects Buttons
These buttons allow you to switch between the “Connect” (interconnects) and information “Flows” views. In interconnect view, no information flow information is provided and each check box in the table adds or deletes an entire interconnect (including ALL its flows) for the current architecture. You cannot switch between these two views when changes are pending (changes have been made to the table, but “Apply” or “Cancel” have not been selected). Pending changes must either be applied or canceled. Then, all options and rows are again available.

Group Option
This is a toggle that lets you view the displayed list with only one element name listed when an element is used multiple times and sorted alphabetically. The “Group” button combines adjacent cells that have the same values in the source and destination columns which simplifies the display, but makes no other changes (e.g., the number of rows in the table stays the same.)

Sort Option
This option allows the user to select the order in which the columns will be sorted.

Sort Options available on Connects View:
- Include, Elements
- Elements, Include
- Column Sort

Sort Options available on Flows View:
- Include, Source, Destination
- Source, Destination, Flow Name
- Flow Name, Source, Destination
- Destination, Source, Flow Name
- Interconnect Sort
- Column Sort

It may be used to see all instances of a flow, or to list common or similar information flows. When the user has selected a single element from the pulldown list at the top left of the window, there is an additional sort option for “Interconnect” sort. This option will sort all flows for an individual interconnect. For example, flows for Element A to Element B will immediately be followed by flows for Element B to Element A. In addition, the user may use “Column Sort” to control sorting and sort based on any of the columns displayed. After the user defined sort is applied, the remaining columns are sorted in the order they are displayed, from left to right.
Present Option
This toggle option enables the “Interfaces” tab to be more visible to group presentations, such as during a training class or stakeholder Workshop. This option could also be used to illustrate to the stakeholders the customization that has been done, or is planned, for a region, or to tailor interconnects in front of a group. The “Present” option increases the visible font size by 50%.

Filter Option
This option allows you to display the list of interconnects or information flows using the same filters selected on the “Output => Filtering” menubar pulldown menu. This option enables the output filters so that flows that would be filtered from the diagrams and output tables are filtered in this table. This allows you to ignore human interface and environmental interfaces, for instance. Right-click the “Filter” option to display the filter settings window.

Elements Option
This option allows you to control the display of interconnects or information flows using the same Element selections on the “Output => Filtering” menubar pulldown menu. Click the little arrowhead under the icon to bring up the element selection window.

This option limits the displayed list of information flows to only the elements listed on the “Element Selection” window. This includes the “Project Elements” and “Show All” options on that window. To control the number of elements displayed on the diagrams, set the element selection for a diagram/list of interfaces.
The elements and their interconnections that appear on the “Interconnect” and “Flow” views of the Interfaces tab may be customized in the following manner:

1. To see all elements and all connections between them in the entire architecture, make sure all element boxes are checked on the “Element Selection” window. The “Select All” option on this window may be used to easily select all elements. Select “OK” when finished then click the main part of the Elements button itself on the Interfaces tab to see the results.

2. To see only the connections between selected elements, bring up the “Element Selection” window again (click the arrowhead under the Elements button) then make the appropriate element choices. If many elements need to be removed from the list, the “Clear All” option is available. Then select the required elements. Select “OK” when finished then click the main part of the Elements button itself on the Interfaces tab to see the results. For instance, using the StateTown example, to produce a diagram showing just the flows that go between the TMC and the Transit Dispatch, then …
   a. Open the “Element Selection” window.
   b. Select “Clear All”.
   c. Select “StateTown TMC” and “StateTown Transit Dispatch”.
   d. Uncheck, if necessary, the “Show Communications Elements”
3. To see all of the connections into or out of selected elements, bring up the “Element Selection” window again (click the arrowhead under the Elements button) then make the appropriate element choices. If many elements need to be removed from the list, the “Clear All” option is available. Then select the required elements. Select “OK” when finished then click the main part of the Elements button itself on the Interfaces tab to see the results. This is the equivalent of a Context Diagram you can generate from the outputs section. Using the StateTown example, to produce a diagram showing just the flows that go into or out of the TMC, then …

   e. Select OK.

   f. Open the “Element Selection” window.

   g. Select “Clear All”.

   h. Select “StateTown TMC”.

   i. Check the “Show All Interfaces” box

   j. Uncheck, if necessary, the “Show Communications Elements”

   k. Select OK.

**NOTE** about the Show All option: If you are only interested in viewing the connections between selected elements, turn off the “Show All” option. If “Show All” is selected, all flows associated with the selected elements are included, even if the flows begin or end at an element that is not selected. This option applies to reports, diagrams, and the Interfaces tab. Examples of the “Show All” option:

   a. You select one element and “Show All”. The interfaces tab and diagram will display all connections to and from this element. These are sometimes called “Context Diagrams” and can be very useful to show an individual stakeholder how their systems relate to the region. If you turn off “Show All”, the tab will be blank. On the diagram generator, a popup appears saying that the diagram is blank – nothing is displayed.

   b. If you select two or more elements and “Show All”, the diagram will display all connections between these elements and to and from these elements to other elements in the architecture. If you turn off “Show All”, only the connections between the selected elements are displayed.

**Limit Option**

On the Interfaces Tab the Limit option acts like a filter to cut the displayed list of information flows to only the interconnections or flows that are present in the current architecture, i.e., the rows selected in the “Include” column. After initial customization, you can use this mode to avoid being bothered by other “valid” flows that do not apply to the architecture.

**New Option**

This option lists all new interconnects and information flows that have been added to the architecture by the last “Build”, or by the conversion process from a previous version of RAD-IT. The information on this screen may change based on new information - if a new “Build” has been done that added a few flows, then these flows will appear replacing the data from a previous “Build” or from converting this architecture. Previous data will then be available only on the main lists of interconnections and flows (with the “New” option turned off).

**Info Option**

This option, available in the “Flows” view only, displays a form that gives you more information about the selected information flow. The only field that you may edit is the “Comment” field. The information flow name, description, associated projects, and whether this flow is in the ARC-IT, is a user defined PObject, or is a discontinued flow (based on the current version of ARC-IT) are also displayed on this
window. You may add a comment about this flow, why it is planned or not, the flow's characteristics, or other pertinent information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow Name</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vehicle signage application info</td>
<td>In StateTown this will go to the field as a set of message material that the RDs will broadcast to vehicles in the vicinity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A project is listed in the “Associated Projects” field if the flow is found on the “Interfaces” tab for a project. When looking at the Regional Architecture, this field is also filled in for the projects that the flow is associated with. This has nothing to do with whether or not the source and destination elements are associated with the project.

**Interconnects View**

The default “Connect” view (showing the interconnections between elements) includes all interconnections (source and destination elements) in the architecture that is currently being customized. The interconnections were generated during the “Build” step.

In addition to the data filters available on the “Output => Filtering” pulldown (these are also available on the “Interfaces” tab), you can select an element in the selection box in the upper left-hand corner of the window. This will limit the interconnects displayed to include only those associated with the selected element. The table illustrates element to element rather than source/destination ARC-IT PObjects associated with the element. The “Connect” view illustrates the elements in a directionless manner, unlike the “Flows” view, where direction is shown. You will notice that the header row in the “Interfaces” table is different between the two views of the architecture.

The “Connect” view omits the information flow column with a corresponding reduction in the number of rows displayed. Both views are closely related. Making a change to included flows in the “Flows” view will change the corresponding interconnect in the “Connect” view, if no other flows are involved in the interconnection between the two elements. The reverse is also true - deselecting an interconnect is reflected in the “Flows” view.

The Communications column allows you to select the communications element that is assigned to the interconnect. This includes objects that have been created for your architecture that are of the Communications PObject type from ARC-IT:

- Data Distribution Systems
- Wide Area Information Distributor System
Privacy Protection Gateway.

Selecting/Deselecting Interconnects

When you select or deselect an architecture interconnect or, optionally, select an associated communications element, and then hit “Apply” to save changes to the architecture, the architecture is updated in the following ways:

1. Regional Architecture:
   a. Select a new interconnect that was not part of the architecture: All valid information flows associated with that interconnect (in both directions) are selected as part of the architecture.
   b. Deselect an interconnect: All information flows associated with that interconnect (again, in both directions) are deselected.
   c. Deselect, then select an interconnect before clicking “Apply”: No change is made to the underlying database. This preserves any information flow level tailoring that has already been done on the interconnect. NOTE that if you deselect an interconnect and click “Apply”, and then select the same interconnect and click “Apply”, any flow level tailoring will be lost and all flows for that interconnect will be selected.

2. Project Architecture:
   a. Select a new interconnect: If there are information flows on the interconnect that are part of the Regional Architecture, then only those flows are selected as part of the project. If there are not any Regional Information flows on the interconnect, all valid flows on the interconnect are selected as part of the project.
   b. Deselect an interconnect: All associated information flows are deleted from the project (analogous to Regional Architecture operation above).
   c. Deselect, then select an interconnect before clicking “Apply”: No change is made to the underlying database.

Selecting Part of an Interconnect

If in an architecture (either regional or project), you only want a portion of an interconnect to be selected, i.e., only certain flows from an interconnect are required in this architecture. Review the ARC-IT website for information on the flows associated with an interconnect (subsystem to subsystem or terminator).

Correct way to accomplish this:
   a. Enter the “Interfaces” tab, “Connect” button.
   b. Deselect the interconnect, since not all flows are required. This deselects ALL the flows associated with this interconnect.
   c. Click the “Flows” button.
   d. Select only the flows that are required in the architecture for this interconnect, and assign their status of “existing”, “planned”, or a local status value, if not already correct. By selecting a flow associated with an interconnect, the interconnect is again selected (“included”) on the “Connect” screen.
   e. Do not go back and deselect or reselect the interconnect as this will deselect or reselect ALL flows associated with it.

Wrong way:
   a. Enter the “Interfaces” tab, “Flows” button.
   b. Deselect the flows not required for this interconnect. Leave the others as “existing”, “planned”, or a local status value.
c. Click on the “Connect” button.
d. Deselect the interconnect. This deselects ALL the flows associated with this interconnect, even the ones that had not yet been deselected. This is NOT what you intended.
e. This may also occur if you deselect a flow, deselect the interconnect, then reselect the interconnect - ALL its flows are again selected. You need to be aware of this type of synchronization issue between interconnects and their associated information flows.

*Customize Flows*

The Flows view for the Interfaces tab displays a table that illustrates the Regional and Project Architecture associations. As in the “Connect” (interconnects) view, in the box on the upper left-hand side of the screen a pulldown list of all the elements currently defined in the architecture is displayed. This is either the list of the project elements for the Project Architecture that is open, or all elements in the Regional Architecture. Select one element or the “ALL” option. A table is then created with all the information flows into (or out of) the element selected (or with all flows listed).

The Source Element, Information flow, Destination Element, In Region (for Project Architecture only), Status, and Include, will appear in the table.

**NOTE:** that some flows may appear with an asterisk after the flow name. This indicates that these are discontinued flows from the conversion.

The default sort for these columns is set based on the following order: Include, In Region, Source Element, Destination Element, Information flow, and lastly, Status. The sort order may be changed by selecting the “Sort” button at the top of the window.

When looking at a Regional Architecture, “Included” flows are either “Existing”, “Planned”, or a local status value. Conversely, “Not Included” flows are “Not Applicable”. When looking at a Project Architecture, “Included” flows must also be either “Existing”, “Planned”, or a local status value. However, “Not Included” flows can be any state since the flows may be part of another architecture in the file. If the “Include” box is not checked, the status of this flow defaults to “Not Applicable”.

The flow status on the Interfaces tab in the Regional or Project Architecture is set equal to the flow status that is displayed in the “Build” step (i.e., the “Build” option on the Interfaces tab). There is one EXCEPTION to this. The flow status in the architecture will not be changed if the flow already exists on the Interfaces tab, and the software determines that some customization work has already been done on the flow. This exception prevents user customizations from being lost during subsequent builds.

When the “Include” box is checked, the status is changed from “Not Applicable” to either:
- The default status if the status has never been manually changed for the current flow, or
- The last status selected in cases where the default status was overwritten before the flow was deselected.

In either case, click on the status field and change it. If you change it to “Not Applicable”, the “Include” box is automatically deselected. The last actual deployment status is stored in the database for all flows. When a flow is selected, this last actual status is displayed on the Interfaces tab. This means that you can accidentally toggle the “Include” box on a flow without inadvertently changing the deployment status.

**NOTE** that the columns on the Interfaces tab may be moved or the column width stretched. For instance, you may wish to move the “Include” column next to the “Flow Name” column when trying to decide whether or not to deselect a flow.
NOTE that for a Project Architecture, additional flows that are not part of the project will be included on the “Flows” view of the Interfaces tab. These additional valid flows are included so that the user can select additional flows for the project. This may include flows associated with other projects (or the Regional Architecture) to present all valid flows, giving the broadest set of choices. The “Limit” filter is also available to selectively limit the Interfaces tab to the flows that are selected or “directly applicable” to the project.

GUIDELINE: A project may apply to more than one service package or to parts of different service packages. This is accomplished in the customize “Flows” view of the Interfaces tab by selecting or deselecting information flows connected to this project and element.

Standards Tab
Looking at the RAD-IT screen we continue working our way from left to right across the tabs at the top. This section discusses the 10th tab – the Standards tab.

Standards Tab General Information
ITS Standards address interfaces between ITS elements. When stakeholders have reached consensus on the interfaces (information flows) between each pair of elements in the Regional or Project ITS Architecture, then a set of standards can be identified for many of these flows. A report identifying ITS Standards supporting regional and national interoperability is a required component of the Regional ITS Architecture as identified in FHWA Rule 940.9(d)7 and FTA National ITS Architecture Policy Section 5.d.7. The “Regional ITS Architecture Guidance Document” includes recommendations on how to approach this topic as it pertains to a Regional Architecture.

ARC-IT maintains a mapping of information flows to ITS standards development activities. Refer to the Communications View pages of the ARC-IT website for the latest mapping between ARC-IT and the ITS communications standards. RAD-IT accesses this mapping information and makes it available for customization and tailored standards activity tables.

Not every region will use every applicable standard and often local “standards” will be identified where no national standard is yet available. To address these needs, you can now select the standards (tailor the list of standards) that actually will be used in the region so that the “Standards Activities” report will more accurately reflect the intent of the region and/or projects. Editing can be done for a region or project on a standard-by-standard or interface-by-interface basis. Also, you are able to add user-defined standards to the list and link the user-defined standards to information flows that will be included in the standards report.

GUIDELINE: Get your architecture to the point where you already have a good understanding of your services and interfaces, i.e. customize the flows first. When you get to this point, gather the key stakeholders together to make ITS Standards choices that will apply to any architecture in the region.

Standards Tab Entry
The “Standards” tab in RAD-IT provides the opportunity to decide which of the ITS Standards activities best applies to your situation.
Once you have ‘built’ the interfaces for your architecture on the Interfaces tab, click the Standards tab to see which standards are associated with the information flows in your architecture.

The Standards tab is arranged like other tabs with a menubar at the top to change how the information is presented and to see more details on a row.

The default layout of the Standards tab shows the standards for the Current Architecture. You can use the “Standards Selection” pull-down to choose to show a listing of all standards in the ARC-IT communications view database.
The columns on the Standards tab show a checkbox for whether this is a standard or group of standards, ID of that standard or group, the Title of that standard, which Standards Development Organization (SDO) created or maintains that standard, an indicator of whether or not the standard is user Defined, and an Include checkbox to indicate whether the standard is in your architecture.

With the Include check boxes the user can decide at a high-level which standards activities should be considered for selection in the Regional or Project Architectures. This provides users with a way to establish high-level strategic decisions for their architecture by not including ITS standards that will not be considered in the architectures. Without having to worry about each flow and whether it will implement a particular standard, the user can just un-include each appropriate standard from consideration for all of the flows in the architecture.

The user can change the display of the standards window using the buttons at the top of the screen:

- **Display**: These buttons include the “Standards” button or the “Standards By Elements” button. The default is the “Standards” display as shown above - the list of standards in terms of the overall “Standards” list.
  - FUTURE CAPABILITY: “Standards By Element” will show the more specific standards mapping by source element-information flow-destination element triple based on the inventory of elements and interfaces in the current regional or project architecture.

- **Group**: Works like it does on the Interfaces tab, groups cells of the table together that have identical contiguous content.

- **Sort**: The sort options available on the Standards tab include Group, Group/Doc ID (default); Include, Title; SDO, Title; Title; User Defined, Title; and Column Sort. As on the Interfaces tab, with Column Sort just click on any column header and the screen will sort by that column. OR, if in any other sort mode, click on a column header and the “Column Sort” option is activated.

- **Filter**: (FUTURE CAPABILITY) Works when in the “Standards by Element” display.

- **Limit**: As on the Interfaces tab, this will limit the display to just the standards that have been included.

- **Present**: Makes the characters 50% bigger to make it suitable for engaging in a group discussion by projecting the Standards screen at a stakeholder meeting.
• Info: With one of the standards highlighted, clicking the “Info” button will display information describing the standard or group of standards. An example is shown in the figure below.

Other options available on the Standards tab include the ability to create “New” user-defined standards, “Copy” or “Modify” them, or “Delete” a user-defined standard. For example, a user could use this capability to map a user-defined ITS Standards Group to the same interfaces that are mapped to the NTCIP Center-to-Center group. This is not meant to imply that users can define their own ITS standards but to provide a way to document the fact that some regions have state DOT standards, or standard practices that will guide the implementation of ITS as much as a standard will. In addition, there are variations between different versions of a standard. Another reason the user may need to customize the list of standards is to identify the version or revision number of a standard.

With “All Standards” selected in the top left pull-down a “Related” column shows whether the standard is associated with that architecture – based on the information flows from the Interfaces tab. This is a Read-Only field. The include checkbox is then used to check and uncheck whether this standard should be used or considered in your architecture.
Adding a New Standard

When the user wants to add a “New” standard and clicks the “New” button the input screen will come up allowing the user to create a name, Group/Doc ID, assign a “Lead SDO” using the pull-down to select one of the existing organizations. Document the “Type” of standard being used from the pulldown, the “Version Number”, and a brief “Description”. The user-defined standards “Title”, “Group/DocID”, “Lead SDO”, and “Type” are required entries with the “Title” and “Group/DocID” field needing to be unique.

The Include checkbox at the top of the screen has the effect to going ahead and ‘including’ it in the current architecture – the equivalent of clicking the box on the main standards window. This box defaults to being checked.

Type can be one of the following:
- Communications Protocol
- Message/Data
- Other
- Standard Group
- Standard Profile

When Standard Group or Standard Profile is selected the bottom portion of the window will expand to show the list of standards to be included in this group or that make up this profile.

**TIP:** if you are creating a new group or profile it is best to make sure the standards are on the list first then you can add them to the group/profile.

Once you have populated the fields for the new Standard, click “Apply”.

For a New Standard, RAD-IT will then prompt the user to map or associate information flows with this new/user defined standard.
The Add Standard Triple Relationships window opens with the new standard shown at the top and a listing of all of the information flows from the current architecture based on their Physical Object Source and Destination.

Click the flows you want to associate with this new user defined standard and click OK.

**Copying a Standard**

To copy a standard – say to start with a standard already identified by ARC-IT but you need to customize it for your situation – highlight a standard on the screen and click Copy at the bottom.
After you click “Apply” another row will be added to the screen with this new standard with the name shown and the User Defined checkbox checked.

Now you can use Modify to add additional information flow triples to this standard.

**Modifying a Standard and Its Relationship to the Architecture**

To modify the way a standard is defined on the Standards tab:
1. Select “Display => Standards” at the top of the window to view the list by standard name.
2. Select the standard in the list that you wish to modify.
3. Click the “Modify” button at the bottom of the window.
4. If the standard is user defined, all attribute fields may be modified. If the standard is not user defined, only the “Version” and “Comment” fields may be changed.
5. Click “Apply” or “Cancel” to return to the main Standards tab window.
6. To change the flow associations, click the “Add Triples” button.
What’s a Standards Group?

The standards tab includes Standards as well as Groups of Standards. A group of Standards is used when there are more than one standard that are needed to define how best to implement an interface. In RAD-IT some of the groups are Collections and some are Profiles.

Standards Collections – are a set of more than one standard that are needed to implement an interface or when more than one standard may need to be considered for an interface. Typically associated with a type of technology but only loosely affiliated. The “NTCIP Center-to-Field Standards – SNMP” group is an example of a collection.
Standard Collections are represented with a stack of papers next to the Group Type indicator.

Standards Profiles are defined in ARC-IT as a grouping of the standards that have been identified to carry out an implementation of a given interface and shows standards assigned to each layer of the Open System Interconnect (OSI) communications protocol stack along with the information layer standard. See
the ARC-IT website ([www.arc-it.net](http://www.arc-it.net)) for more information. A profile for NTCIP using SNMP is shown below:

Standards Profiles are represented with a set of boxes in 2 parallel vertical stacks.

**NOTE:** You cannot create a Profile in RAD-IT. You must use SET-IT to generate a user defined Profile because you need SET-IT’s ability to assign standards to particular layers of the protocol stack.

**Thoughts on Standards Tab Usage**

**GUIDELINE:** Use the Standards Tab in RAD-IT to see the full list of standards are part of the architecture and use it when there are unique situations for your region, e.g. your state/region requires a certain standard interface for certain elements and you need to show that at the regional level. But use SET-IT to be able to see and customize the full interface protocols and standards associated with each communications layer on an interface.

**GUIDELINE:** When you are developing a project architecture use SET-IT to build the physical view (e.g. customized service package diagram with elements and flows) and then use the Communications View to review the ARC-IT defined communications standards for each layer of the relevant communications profile.
Agreements Tab
Looking at the RAD-IT screen we continue working our way from left to right across the tabs at the top. This section discusses the 11th tab – the Agreements tab.

Agreements Tab General Information
Agreements among different stakeholder agencies and organizations are required to realize the integration shown in the regional or project architecture, and to provide project interoperability. The stakeholder/agency in charge of the architecture development should ensure that all stakeholders are aware of the required agreements and their status.

Using the Agreements tab in RAD-IT, a list of the required agreements can be compiled, either agreements already in place or new agreements that are needed. Each agreement will have a user-supplied number, name, type, description, and status and be related to two or more stakeholders that are identified in the architecture. RAD-IT output tables will show the list of agreements and (optionally) the specific relationship of each agreement to the architecture.

Any agreements (existing or new) required for operations, including at a minimum those affecting ITS project interoperability, utilization of ITS related standards, and the operation of the projects identified in the Regional ITS Architecture, are required in FHWA Rule 940.9(d)4 and FTA National ITS Architecture Policy Section 5.d.4.
Each connection between systems in the Regional ITS Architecture represents cooperation between stakeholders and a potential requirement for an agreement. Of course, this does not mean that hundreds of connections in the architecture will require hundreds of new agreements. One agreement may accomplish what is necessary to support many (or possibly even all) of the interfaces identified in the architecture. More on that in the “Agreements by Project or Interface” section below.

The Agreements tab for a Regional architecture, as shown in the figure above, lists all the agreements in the file. They are all listed on the left and an area at the bottom right of the screen shows with which projects they are associated.

With a project architecture you can use the 2 radio buttons at the top of the left side to choose between “Project” and “All”.

With “All Agreements” selected, you can select “New” or “Delete” at the bottom of the window to create a new agreement or delete one of the existing agreements. If you are working with a project architecture, use the checkboxes on the extreme left of the screen to quickly associate an agreement with the project.

The left side shows the agreement “Number” and “Title” and there are buttons at the bottom to choose which columns will be shown: “Number”, “Title”, or “Both”. You may hide either the name or number
column for the displayed agreements. By clicking on the top of each column the window can be sorted by that column, in either ascending or descending order.

Highlighting one of the agreements will populate the right side of the screen with the information for that agreement. These attributes may be modified, then “Apply” or “Cancel” selected. Clicking the “New” button will allow you to start from scratch and fill-in any of the information on the right.

The “Status” field allows you to pull-down and select from any of the status values that are valid for the selected architecture.

The “Type” field is another pull-down that allows you to select from one of the Types that have already been defined. Agreement types include general and interface/architecture specific. General agreements typically apply to a group of stakeholders in a region or on a project, like an MOU or Blanket Agreement for the project. Specific agreements are more about 2 stakeholders needing to agree on a specific interface in order for a service to work.

General Agreement Types include:
- Funding Agreement
- Handshake Agreement
- Interagency Agreement
- Master Agreement
- Memorandum of Understanding
- Project Blanket Agreement
- Shared Operations Agreement

Specific Agreement Types include:
- Information Exchange Agreement
- Information Exchange and Action Agreement
- Information Provision Agreement
- Security Credentials License and Usage Agreement
NOTE: Unspecified is also selectable as a type of agreement to be used early on when you may not be sure what type of agreement will be needed.

NOTE for Older Architectures: Previous versions of Turbo Architecture and RAD-IT allowed users to enter their own agreement type. Now RAD-IT is based on ARC-IT’s Enterprise view with a predefined set of agreement types. If you converted an older architecture RAD-IT 8.1 or newer then you will see those previous custom types changed to “Unspecified”. You should go and change those to one of the ARC-IT supported types to ensure compatibility with other RAD-IT architectures and SET-IT projects.

See the “Regional ITS Architecture Guidance Document” and the www.arc-it.net website for more information. Agreements take a long time to execute. Build consensus early with simple agreements such as MOU’s, while final agreements are being developed.

The “Description” field can include any text to describe the nature of the agreement, who is likely to be involved, over what time period it is effective, or any other pertinent information.

The “Lead Stakeholder” (agency) is a pull-down to select from the list of Stakeholders defined on the Stakeholders tab. There can only be one selected - if more than one is really the lead then go back and use the Stakeholders tab to create a Stakeholder Group. Below the “Lead Stakeholder” a series of check boxes provides a way for other stakeholders to be identified.

Finally, the Agreement can be associated with one or more projects that have been defined in this RAD-IT database. Right clicking in the “Projects” area will expand the list to allow the user to view more projects. Right clicking in the “Stakeholders” area works the same. Right click a second time to return the list to the smaller size. (This works in the same way as on other tabs.)

This information can be output using the “Agreements” table that provides a number of sorting and include option settings.

**Agreements by Project or Interface**

Beginning in version 8.1 of RAD-IT, you can now associate an agreement with a specific service package or interface. There is also an Autoselect feature to let RAD-IT create agreements for you based on your architecture.

**Autoselecting Agreements**

This feature, available as a button at the top of the agreements tab allows you to let RAD-IT look at your architecture and come up with a starting set of agreements – either based on the service packages or interfaces.
Pressing the Autoselect button on the Agreements tab brings up a window with several options. On the left side you can check whether to add agreements that are supported by flows (the information flows listed on the Interfaces tab) and then whether to Autogenerate a generic description for those agreements. On the right side you can click whether it should …

   a) Create 1 agreement per stakeholder pair  
   b) Create 1 agreement per service package  
   c) Create 1 agreement for the entire project (blanked out if you the regional architecture is selected)

How does it do this? This goes all the way back to the Inventory tab when you associated a stakeholder as the ‘owner’ of an element. RAD-IT now uses that information to see which stakeholders are involved in an interface or service package.

For interface related agreements it looks at the stakeholders who ‘own’ elements on both sides of each interface in the architecture. If they are the same, then no agreement is necessary, such as when the State DOT is sending configuration data from its center down to its field equipment. On the other hand an agreement is needed if the State DOT is sharing control with another DOT center. The agreement types and the generic text are from ARC-IT’s Enterprise View. The Enterprise View in ARC-IT describes the relationships between organizations and the roles those organizations play within the transportation environment. Some agreement are needed for one organization to provide information to another; some agreements need to be defined in such a way that not only is information provided but an action is expected to take place with the information. These are among the agreements that ARC-IT will define and will show up when Autoselect Agreements is run.

For Service Package related agreements (second button above), RAD-IT looks again at the stakeholder to element assignments to see what stakeholders are involved in each service package and creates a Blanket Agreement for that service package.

Once the agreements tab is populated you will see that the names, description, type, and stakeholders have all been populated. You can use the Lead Stakeholder pull-down to decide which stakeholder will take the lead in developing each agreement.

**TIP:** Once autoselect has added agreements to the Agreements tab you will probably want to edit both the numbers and names of the agreement because they will be fairly generic. The numbering scheme is really simple: 1, 2, 3, etc. for each agreement by type in the file. The naming of the Autogenerated agreements can be fairly long and hard to recognize at first. Customize them based on the stakeholders involved and your regional needs.
For the Interfaces related agreements you can also press the “Applies to Interfaces…” button and see a new form pop-up that shows which information flows are associated with that agreement.
Use the radio buttons at the top of the form to view the interfaces or information flows for just the currently selected agreement or click All Agreements to see all the agreements and which flows are included. This allows you to control which specific information flows are ‘on the table’ when it comes time to negotiate an agreement.

How do I use this? You may decide that certain interfaces need to be hashed out at the individual information exchange agreement level between 2 parties but decide that other information flows can be left as part of a blanket MOU for the project.

**Toolbar Features**

Now looking above the tabs of the RAD-IT screen we’ll look at the other features available at the top of the screen from the “Home” menubar.

Several tools are available to review and check your architecture as well as extend the basic set of ITS physical objects and flows provided by ARC-IT to support your unique needs.

**Clipboard Tools**

Now looking above the tabs of the RAD-IT screen we’ll look at the other features available, starting with the Clipboard at the top left of the screen from the “Home” menubar.

These options work as in other tools:
1. Select a word or phrase (for instance, in the description of an element).
2. Click “Cut” (to delete the phrase from the selected field and copy it to the clipboard) or “Copy” (to copy the phrase elsewhere).
3. Select another element, stakeholder, or similar item that allows a description or comment.
4. Click “Paste” to insert the phrase in a user editable field.

Keyboard shortcuts also work for these options, similar to other Microsoft tools as does Right-Click from a text box:

NOTE that these options on the “Edit” pulldown only work for window fields that may be edited. You may not select a portion of a report using “Edit => Copy” to insert into another document. You must save the entire report to a file, then open and manipulate it in the selected editor.

Architecture Tools
RAD-IT provides several tools to help you keep elements in sync, to add customized status values, extend the architecture model in terms of physical objects as well as physical information flows.

Synchronizing Parent and Child Elements
The Synchronize Elements tool is used to match up the functional objects and service package mappings between an inventory parent element and any element instances. The Inventory tab where element instances are created included an option for the new instance to inherit the attributes of the parent but that was only the attributes that are available on the Inventory tab.
Once other aspects of the architecture have been captured like the services and functions then it may be a good idea to sync the parent and child elements. It may also be useful. This window is accessed by selecting “Tools => Synchronize Elements” from the menu bar.

Select the elements to be synchronized: a Parent on the left side and an Element Instance using the pull-down list on the right. Then decide which direction to synchronize the information with the radio buttons on the bottom-left of the window: either to copy from the instance up to the parent or the other way around, to copy the parent’s attributes down to the instance.

You can also decide if these changes should apply to just the current architecture or to all architectures in the file.

NOTE: about the scope of Synchronization. Certain mappings are already file-wide, like service package mappings and Physical Object-to-Element assignments. This means that depending on the type of changes clicking or unclicking the "Only make changes to the current architecture" may have no apparent differences. Checking the “Limit” checkbox does impact the Service Package to Element assignments, as long as there are different parent element/element instances associated with different architectures. For instance, a region that has the parent element and 2 projects that each have an instance of the parent.

Once you have made the selections of what to synchronize and selected “Continue”, RAD-IT will look at the following areas to see what, if any, changes are needed:

- Physical Objects
- Service Packages
- Functional objects

At each step if there are changes to be made, RAD-IT will show what changes are recommended and ask whether to make the changes.

If you select “Yes” RAD-IT will confirm that the changes were incorporated and give an opportunity to continue to the next area of synchronization or to close the operation and return to the Synchronize Elements window.

Once RAD-IT has completed synchronizing the service packages and functional objects it will return to the original Synchronize Elements window where another pair can be selected or select “Close” to return to the main RAD-IT screens.
Customizing Status Values

The window to add, modify, or delete a status value allows you to generate your own locally defined values as attributes for the timeframe of deployment for various parts of the architecture. Bring up this RAD-IT feature from the Tools area of the Home ribbon by clicking on the “Update Status” button. This option allows a region to define up to 7 local status values that will be available when creating or modifying an architecture or inventory element or center, mapping a service package to an element, or customizing information flows for the open architecture. Status values are global to all architectures in the file, so the list will be available when working with any of the architectures.

The initial status values that come with the RAD-IT tool are “existing”, “planned” (default), and “not applicable”. The names and descriptions of these values may be changed, but “not applicable” must remain last even if its name has been changed (the tool will not let this value be reordered). The others may be reordered by selecting the value, such as “planned”, then clicking on the “re-order” up or down arrow on the left. The default value may also be changed by checking or unchecking the “Make this the default Status value” checkbox on the right.

To work with local status values:

1. There are four buttons on this form:
   a. New - Create a new local status name.
   b. Delete - Delete a status name from the RAD-IT database. If this status value has been assigned to an architecture, element, service package, or information flow, then a window will popup stating how many items have been assigned to this status, and that he must reassign them before being able to delete this status value.
   c. Apply -- Save the changes made to the selected status value - save the new status value to the database.
   d. Cancel - Cancel the action. This option toggles with “Close” to close the window when no actions are pending.
2. To create a new status value, select “New”. Enter the name and description of the new status value on the right-hand side of this screen, select the “default” checkbox if applicable, then click “Apply”. If you wish to cancel this change, select the “Cancel” button.
3. To delete an existing status value, select the name of the status value from the list on the left, then click “Delete”. A verification screen appears asking if you wish to delete the status. Click on “Yes” or “No” to delete or cancel the operation. If this status value has been assigned to an architecture item, a different popup window appears asking you to reassign those items to another
status value before the selected status may be deleted. Click “OK” on this window to return to the “Status” window.

4. To modify an existing status value, select the name on the left, then enter the new name or (modify the) description on the right. The default status may also be changed. Click “Apply”. If you wish to cancel this change, select the “Cancel” button.

When you are on the “Inventory” tab and edit status values on the “Status” window, modifications, additions, or deletions that are made on this form, then saved (by selecting “Apply”), are immediately reflected in the status list box on the “Inventory” tab (and all other tabs and windows where available).

**Add Physical Objects**

In order to create a new user defined physical object, i.e., extend the architecture to add a subsystem- or terminator-like object.

1. On the menubar, select “Add Physical Objects” from the Tools group of buttons
2. Click the “New” button.
3. After selecting “New” to create a new user defined PObject, enter the name and description of the user defined PObject. The PObject may be associated with existing elements in the architecture.
4. Next, select the “Class” and “Type” of PObject that is being defined.
5. Finally, click “Apply” to create the new user defined object, or “Cancel” to cancel the object creation. After “Applying” the change, the “Cancel” button again switches to “Close”.
6. Click “Close” to exit from the window, or “New” or “Delete” to continue creating or deleting user defined physical objects.
7. Now use the Inventory tab to associate this new PObject with new or existing elements. They will appear at the bottom of the list.

**TIP:** It is important to provide a good description for user defined physical objects since these are unique to your architecture. That way others that review the architecture or future maintainers of the architecture will know what this is.

**NOTE:** You may notice that when selecting “New”, the elements button switches to the “All Elements” button. The reason that you cannot switch back to the “Related Elements” button is that there is a change to the related elements that is pending. This change must be applied before the other button can be selected. Both buttons are again available when the change is “Applied”, i.e., the new object is saved.

This behavior is consistent throughout RAD-IT among all windows that include the All/Related buttons.

**Modifying User Defined PObjects**

If there are user defined physical objects already listed, they may be modified on the User Defined Physical Objects window by selecting the object on the left, and changing the appropriate information on the right. There is also a “Delete” option to delete an existing user defined object.

The “Kind” field in the “Physical Objects Attributes” section has two values:

a. When creating a new user defined PObject, the “Kind” is set to “User Defined” and cannot be changed.

b. After converting a RAD-IT file from a previous release version, certain PObjects (subsystems and terminators) in ARC-IT may have been discontinued between versions of the architecture. These are represented as “Discontinued”. You can choose to modify a
discontinued PObject. The result is a “User Defined” PObject (the “Kind” switches from “Discontinued” to “User Defined” when the PObject is modified). The User Defined PObject CANNOT be changed back to “Discontinued”. The additional category for user defined flows, “ARC-IT”, does not appear on the “User Defined Physical Objects” window. All discontinued PObjects from the conversion that you wish to keep are also loaded into the “User Defined Physical Objects” window. This gives you a convenient way to review and manage all extended physical objects using the same tool.

Add Information Flows

In order to create a new user defined flow, i.e., extend the architecture to add an interface that is not part of ARC-IT you enter the flow name and description as well as the directionality between subsystems, terminators, and user defined physical objects. Definition of the user defined flow also requires explicitly defining the type of source and destination physical object that is tied to the flow. This is required on the “Add Flows” window.

The “Flow Kind” field in the “Flow Attributes” has three values:

1. When creating a new user defined flow, the “Flow Kind” is set to “User Defined” and cannot be changed.
2. After converting a RAD-IT file from a previous release version, certain flows in ARC-IT may have been discontinued between versions of the architecture. These are represented by a “Flow Kind” called “Discontinued”. You can choose to modify a discontinued flow. The “Flow Kind” switches from “Discontinued” to “User Defined” when the flow is modified. All discontinued flows from the conversion that you wish to keep are also loaded onto the “User Defined Flows” form. This gives you a convenient way to review and manage all extended flows using the same tool.
3. The third type of “Flow Kind” is called “ARC-IT”. See the notes below for more explanation.

The “Build” logic will ignore “Discontinued” flows and “ARC-IT” information on the “User Defined Flows” window. Only user defined flows will be added to the “Interfaces” tab when you build the architecture following conversion. “Not applicable” unsupported flows will be removed from the “Interfaces” tab list during a “Build” (discontinued PObjects and flows will not be removed). We do not want to propagate discontinued flows or non-standard applications of ARC-IT flows on the “Interfaces” tab.

To create a user defined flow:

1. On the menubar, click “Add Flows”
2. To create a new user defined flow, click “New” and enter the name and description of the flow. Notice that the “Flow Kind” is now set to “User Defined”, as expected.
3. Next, map the user defined flow between architecture physical objects. The screen asks for source and destination PObject. These must be selected from the available list - they may not be typed into the fields. A user defined flow can connect two user defined PObjects, a user defined PObject with an ARC-IT PObject, or two ARC-IT PObjects. On the “Inventory” tab, the architecture PObjects are associated with architecture elements, so the new user defined flow is indirectly associated with these elements. These are shown later on the “Interfaces” screen.
4. Click “Apply” to create the new user defined flow, or “Cancel” to cancel the flow creation. Then, click “Close” to exit from the window, or “New” or “Delete” to continue creating or deleting user
defined (and discontinued) flows. After “Applying” this change, the “Cancel” button switches back to “Close”.

5. Build the architecture again on the “Interfaces” tab to add the new user defined flow and its source and destination elements to the architecture and to the “Interfaces” tab. The new user defined flow will appear with the status of the elements to which it is connected, usually “existing”, “planned”, or a local status value. If the user defined flow appears as “not applicable”, then one or both of the elements to which it is connected may be associated with a service package that is “not applicable”. A “Conservative Build” may also result in the user defined flow being “not applicable”.

6. Visit the “Interfaces” tab to review/modify the connections around the new user defined flow. Use the “Flows” view of the “Interfaces” tab to select or deselect the new user defined flows associated with source and destination elements (these may be indirectly mapped to a new user defined PObject).

The element to PObject mapping provides a level of abstraction above the user defined flow to PObject mapping. For instance, the Clatsop County Roadside Equipment element could map to both the ARC-IT ITS Roadway Equipment subsystem and a new user defined PObject called “Flood Monitoring System”. Both user defined flows associated with the Flood Monitoring System and ARC-IT standard flows associated with the ITS Roadway Equipment would be available on the “Interfaces” screen.

NOTE: Concerning the ARC-IT “Flow Kind”, in certain rare cases, you may have defined a user defined PObject or the associated flow in a previous release version of RAD-IT that now has the exact same name in RAD-IT as a new ARC-IT flow or PObject. During the conversion, the user defined flow with the duplicate name is converted to the ARC-IT flow, which works fine as long as the user defined flow is associated with the same source/destination entity pair as in the current ARC-IT. When this is not the case, the source/destination information for the ARC-IT flow is retained on the “User Defined Flows” form. When an “ARC-IT” flow is selected on the “User Defined Flows” form, you have very few options. You cannot convert the flow to “User Defined” and cannot alter any other attributes. Also note that the “Delete” command button changes to “Remove”, signifying that this button works differently with “ARC-IT” flows than with the other flows on this form. When you “remove” a flow, the flow is only removed from the “User Defined Flows” form, the national flow is still defined in the database and still included on the “Interfaces” tab unless you specifically tailor the flow out. In contrast, when you delete a “User Defined” or “Discontinued” flow, it is completely removed from the database. One way to resolve these identically named flows that are marked with “Flow Kind” of “ARC-IT” after the conversion is to simply recreate the flow in the converted architecture using a different name, on the “User Defined Flows” form. Then remove the original flow on this form.

Review Tools
RAD-IT provides several ways to review and check your architecture from the Review section of the Home toolbar.

- Check Flows
- Check Spelling
- Review the Architecture
Checking Flows
Available from the “Review section of the Home menubar, the “Check Flows” button on the Home menu, the window illustrates inconsistencies between request/control and information flows in the current architecture.

Request/Control flows can usually be associated with a particular information flow. This capability allows you to view a list of inconsistencies between request/control flows and information flows that are included in an architecture and allow RAD-IT to automatically reconcile the request/control flows and information flows to remove identified discrepancies. RAD-IT allows request flows to be filtered on the “Output => Filtering” window. The autoselect feature automatically selects all request/control flows associated with information flows that are included in the architecture. This will possibly save 20% of the time that is normally spent on the “Interfaces” tab selecting and customizing information flows.

On the “Request/Control Flows” tab:
1. The “Include” and “Include All” options will add request/control flows to the current architecture that may be necessary to support the included information flows.
2. The “Remove” and “Remove All” options will remove request/control flows that are included in the current architecture but are not required to support information flows.

On the “Information Flows” tab, just the opposite happens:
1. The “Include” and “Include All” options will add information flows to the current architecture that are related to the included request/control flows.
2. The “Remove” and “Remove All” options will remove information flows that are included in the current architecture but are not required to support request/control flows.
Spell Checking your Architecture

A Regional or Project ITS Architecture is to be used by many stakeholders. It is important that as that architecture becomes circulated among a broad and diverse audience it must provide an overall level of quality that gives the readers confidence that the architecture is their architecture. The Spell Check feature provides a mechanism to review the cells within a tab that contain text and verify whether they are spelled correctly.

Spell checking of the current tab may be initiated by selecting Spell Check from the Tools menu. RAD-IT displays a “Spelling” window very similar to that provided by Microsoft Word. Each cell on the tab is spell checked in turn and the user is given the opportunity to select from spelling suggestions or provide their own corrections. The spell check continues until all text on the tab has been spell checked or the user cancels the operation. User corrections may be added to a custom dictionary for future use. Individual text boxes may also be spell checked by right-clicking the text.

You can also get to Spell Check by Right-clicking in a text box and selecting Spell Check

This allows you to quickly review the architecture as you go.
NOTE: The first time you use the Spell Check feature with RAD-IT you may see a screen pop-up for the Keyoti add-on.

Architecture Checking / Review Tables
There is a series of Tables that can be generated using the same process as other Output/Tables that are all about Reviewing Your Architecture. RAD-IT software lets the user have as much flexibility as possible and does not try to prevent the user from creating the architecture the way they want. However, as you work on one part of the architecture (say, adding or deleting flows) you could be introducing inconsistencies with other parts of the architecture (inventory or services). The Review section of the menubar has a shortcut to those tables. There are 2 categories of reports – “Check Your Architecture” and “Region to Project Comparison” as shown below.
This screen works just as the Output Tables screen. Select the type of Check you want to run, select the Columns you want to include, and either save it to a file or open the Office application. Each of the reports has a hint or hovertext that will display to show you what the report does.

See “Check Your Architecture Tables” below for a listing and description of the tables you can generate to help you debug issues with your architecture.
Generating Outputs
This section describes ways to use RAD-IT to generate outputs from your regional or project architecture, including diagrams, tables, documents, and web pages.

Introduction to Outputs
Once you have customized your architecture the development process is really complete. However, it is important to create outputs that represent the architecture and can serve as vehicles for transferring information to the stakeholders. The “Output” toolbar allows creation of diagrams, tables, web pages, and documents pertaining to the architecture created.

From this menu you are able to produce these outputs for a completed or partially defined Regional or Project Architecture. Settings are available that control the data to be output and the format of each output.

Data Filtering
You may choose to filter the data that is output in selected diagrams, tables, and documents. The same filters also impact the Interfaces tab so that the impact of interface filtering can be previewed. These data filters will limit the types of interfaces to be considered, and should be used for large tables and diagrams. The filtered data will not appear on the outputs, but is still included in the architecture. The filters may include such types of data as human interfaces, acknowledgment or request flows, etc.

The filters are identical for output tables, diagrams, and the “Interfaces” tab. There are four types of filtering: “Physical Objects”, “Interconnects”, “Flows”, and “Service Packages”, and a fifth tab, “Summary”, that indicates if any of the filters are selected.
The four types of filters are:

1. **Physical Objects**: Sets filters that control the elements displayed in output tables, diagrams, and on the “Interfaces” tab. “Class” indicates subsystems and “Type” indicates Human, System, and the “Other System” type of objects which represent additional peer systems that usually lie on the periphery of a regional architecture.

2. **Interconnects**: Sets filters that control the types of interconnects that are displayed, including permutations of center, field, traveler, and vehicle interconnections.

3. **Flows**: Sets filters that control the information flows displayed in output tables, diagrams, and on the “Interfaces” tab. Deployment status (existing, planned, etc.) and type of flow (information vs. request flow) may be selected.

4. **Service Packages**: Sets a filter that limits output tables and diagrams to a single service package or service package instance, or all service packages may be displayed.

The “Filters” window may be displayed in a variety of ways, from the “Output” menubar pulldown, the “Diagrams” and “Tables” windows, and by clicking the little arrow at the bottom of the Filter button on the “Filter” option on the “Interfaces” tab. Then to activate the filters just click the main part of the Filter button. These methods result in the same filters being applied to the tables or diagrams and on the “Interfaces” tab. A change to a filter in one place also changes it in the other windows.

Checking the boxes on the Filters window will result in the physical objects, flows, or interconnects being selected. If the box is not checked, the items of that type will be deselected. Both “Apply” and “OK” save your filter settings to the database. “Apply” leaves the window open; “OK” closes the window. “Cancel” allows you to cancel out of the window without committing any filter changes to the database.

Where multiple filters apply to a single PObject or flow, the software will filter pessimistically. That is, if any filter that you have selected (by leaving the box unchecked) applies to a PObject or flow, then this PObject or flow will be deselected on the “Interfaces” tab, or not appear on a report or diagram.

**NOTE**: This may result in zero flows being displayed on the “Interfaces” tab, output tables, and diagrams.

---

### Element Selection

To control the number of elements displayed on the diagrams, set the **element selection** for a diagram. The element selections are identical for output tables, diagrams, and the “Interfaces” tab. This option is available in a variety of ways.

- On the menubar, select “Output => Element Selection…”.
- On certain output tables and diagram windows, and on the “Interfaces” tab, there is an “Elements” button that provides this option.

The elements and their interconnections that appear on the “Interconnect” and “Flow” Diagrams may be customized in the following manner:

1. To see all elements and all connections between them in the entire architecture, make sure all element boxes are checked on the “Output => Element Selection” window. The “Select All” option on this window may be used to easily select all elements. Select “OK” when finished then select “Preview” on the diagrams window to view the output.

2. To see only the connections between selected elements, select the “Elements” button on the diagrams window then make the appropriate element choices. If many elements need to be...
removed from the list, the “Clear All” option is available. Then select the required elements. Select “OK” when finished then select “Preview” on the diagrams window to view the output.

3. When working with a Project Architecture, the “Project Elements” option is available. This will show only the elements that are in the project inventory when a particular project architecture is selected. For large architectures, it is difficult to tailor project unique elements when all elements are listed. This option applies to output tables, diagrams, and the “Interfaces” tab. This is not a toggle. If many elements have already been selected for a diagram or report, be careful not to select the “Project Elements” option, because it is not possible to return to the previous list except by using the “Select/Clear All” buttons and selecting the required elements.

4. To see all connections in and out of certain selected elements, as well as the elements that they are connected to, use the “Show All” option on the “Elements Selection” window. Then, select the desired elements. “Preview” the diagram. If you are only interested in viewing the connections between selected elements, turn off the “Show All” option. If “Show All” is selected, all flows associated with the selected elements are included, even if the flows begin or end at an element that is not selected. This option applies to tables, diagrams, and the “Interfaces” tab.

5. To see Communications Elements in your outputs, select the “Show Communications Elements” checkbox. New rows are added for the communications elements and a new column is added to distinguish between the Transportation elements and the Communications elements.

Diagrams

List of Diagrams
Once you select “Output => Diagrams…” from the menubar, a main diagram dialog menu is displayed. From this dialog, one of the available RAD-IT diagrams can be selected.

There are three types of diagrams that may be displayed or printed by the RAD-IT tool:

1. **Subsystem**: The “Subsystem” (Communications) Diagram for a region or project illustrates the methods that are used to communicate between the subsystems selected for that region or project. These include fixed-point to fixed-point, wide area wireless, dedicated short range, and vehicle-to-vehicle communications. Only the ARC-IT subsystems and communications methods appear on this diagram. Terminators do not appear.

2. **Interconnect**: The “Interconnect” Diagram for a region or project illustrates the interconnections between element/stakeholder pairs selected for that region or project. This diagram captures the physical object interfaces with a single “direction-less” line.

3. **Flow**: The Information “Flow” Diagram for the region or project illustrates the flow of data between the element/stakeholder pairs selected for the region or project. The flow of data appears as physical information flows (one or many) connecting the elements to each other. The direction of the flow of data also appears between the information flows and the elements.

Three different types of diagrams are available for the “Interconnect” and “Flow” diagrams:
- Full Information Flow or Interconnect Diagram for the region or project.
- An Information Flow or Interconnect Diagram that illustrates the connections surrounding a single element/stakeholder. Also called a “context” diagram.
- An Information Flow or Interconnect Diagram that illustrates the connections between multiple (user selected) element/stakeholder pairs.
Diagram Options and Buttons

The “Interconnect” and information “Flow” diagrams include a feature to display or print a subset of the architecture, either the interfaces to a single element, or to multiple elements. Displaying thousands of connections may cause problems, both in the generation of the connections and in the display.

Use the Filters and Elements buttons to control what is shown in the diagrams. See Data Filtering and Element Selection above for more information.

The various options on the “Preview” diagram pulldown menus include:

1. The diagrams may be displayed by selecting on the menubar: Output => Diagrams… => <diagram name> => Preview.
2. The diagrams being “Previewed” (“Subsystem”, “Interconnect”, and “Flow”) may be saved to a file by selecting on the “Preview” menu: File => Save. A popup window asks for the directory and file name where you want to place the diagram. The file can be saved in EMF, GIF, JPG, PNG, TIF, and BMP formats that may be input to any tool that reads this format (Visio, PowerPoint, etc.).
3. The display of the “Interconnect” and “Flow” Diagrams may be zoomed in or out by using the “Zoom” option on the menubar of these “Preview” diagram windows. Several zoom options are available, from 50% to 400%.
4. The diagrams may be printed to a connected printer by using the “Start => Settings => Printers” option to select or set up the printer on your machine. To print the diagram, select “File => Print” from any “Preview” diagram window. The diagram may also be sent to a plotter by choosing a plotter instead of a printer connected to your workstation.
5. The “Preview” diagrams may be closed by using the “File => Close” option on these windows, or by selecting the “x” in the upper right-hand corner of the display window.

Information in Diagram Boxes

On the “Subsystem” Diagram, you may click on a subsystem and see a list of all related elements for this subsystem in the region or project.
The boxes on the “Interconnect” and Architecture “Flow” Diagrams contain the element and stakeholder names. For “Interconnect” diagrams, the lines are codified (e.g., solid/dashed and different colors) to distinguish between “Existing”, “Planned”, and local status value interconnections. Where an interconnect supports information flows with different status values, the interconnect is identified as the status value that is of higher priority, or nearer term. “Flow” diagrams include directed information flows and are also codified to distinguish between different status values.

The placement of boxes on the “Interconnect” and “Flow” Diagrams: The diagram layout algorithm positions the most connected block in the middle and then positions blocks in decreasing numbers of connections, spiraling outward. This algorithm reduces the number of crossed flows that would be plotted with an “alphabetical order” or other ordered diagram layout algorithm.

**Customize Diagrams**

You may choose to customize the information presented on the “Interconnect” and “Flow” Diagrams. PObjects and flows may be filtered or specific elements selected for the diagrams for the Regional or Project Architecture. The filters are the same for the “Interfaces” tab, diagrams, and tables. The shape and color of the diagram boxes and the line style and color may be changed via the Diagram “Settings” option. The “Subsystem Diagram” cannot be customized.
Filtering Diagrams

For the “Interconnect” and “Flow” Diagrams:

1. To set the filters for a diagram, select on the menubar: “Output => Filters.” This may also be done directly on the “Diagrams” window for the “Interconnect” and “Flow” Diagrams: Output => Diagrams… => <Interconnect or Flow> => Filters (button on the window).

2. To set the Element selection for a diagram, select on the menubar: Output => Element Selection…. This may also be done directly on the “Diagrams” window for the “Interconnect” and “Flow” Diagrams: Output => Diagrams… => <Interconnect or Flow> => Elements (button on the window).

The elements and their interconnections that appear on the “Interconnect” and “Flow” Diagrams may be customized in the following manner:

1. To see all elements and all connections between them in the entire architecture, make sure all element boxes are checked on the “Output => Elements Selection” window. The “Select All” option on this window may be used to easily select all elements. This window is also available under: Output => Diagrams… => <diagram name> => Elements. Then preview the diagram: Output => Diagrams… => <diagram name> => Preview.

2. To see only the connections between selected elements, select the “Elements” button on the diagrams window then make the appropriate element choices. If many elements need to be removed from the list, the “Clear All” option is available. Then select the required elements. Select “OK” when finished then select “Preview” on the diagrams window to view the output.

3. To see all connections in and out of certain selected elements, as well as the elements that they are connected to, use the “Show All” option on the “Output => Diagrams…” window. Then, select the desired elements on the “Output => Diagrams… => <diagram name> => Elements” window. The elements may also be selected first on the “Output => Element Selection” window, then “Show All” selected on the diagram window. Preview the diagram. If you are only interested in viewing the connections between selected elements, turn off the “Show All” option.

CAUTION – Filters can be set so that your outputs may end up blank or empty. If you are trying to generate an Inventory table and it is blank it could be because you have a filter set to filter out all objects that are in your architecture.

Diagram Settings

For the shapes and lines in the “Interconnect” and “Flow” diagrams, you may change the appearance of element boxes and the lines representing the status values.

To change the shape of an element box in either the “Interconnect” or “Flow” diagram:

1. Select the type of diagram: “Interconnect” or “Flow” on the “Diagrams” window.
2. Select the “Settings” option.

3. When changes are made to the right-hand side attributes for a shape, they are immediately displayed in the shapes on the left but are not saved until “Apply” or “OK” is selected.

4. On the Shapes tab, the default for Transportation elements with defined functions is a rectangle with blue title bar while the default for Transportation elements with no defined functions is a rounded yellow rectangle with rounded corners. These can be changed by clicking the radio button for the box on the left and select from the “Shape Style” list box on the right. The only supported shape for Communications elements is a rectangular shape with rounded ends (“sausage”).

5. The “Stakeholder Title” checkbox is checked by default. If the stakeholder name is not required at the top of the element boxes in the diagrams, uncheck this box. However, it will then not be possible to recognize the stakeholder names in the diagrams. It is recommended to leave this box checked.

6. The colors selected for the background and text of the “Title” and “Body” of the element boxes in the diagrams may be changed. Click on the colored box and change the color from the palette that appears. These colors may be changed separately for elements with and without defined functions. Select each box on the left and change the colors on the right.

7. Click “OK” or “Apply” to accept the change, or “Cancel” to abort the change. NOTE that you may make changes to both shapes and lines before selecting “Apply”. “Close” toggles to “Cancel” once editing begins.

To change the line style of an element box in either the “Interconnect” or “Flow” diagram:

1. Select the type of diagram: “Interconnect” or “Flow” on the “Diagrams” window.
2. Select the “Settings” option.
3. On the “Lines” tab, all status values are listed on the left with a default line style and color on the right.

4. To change a line style and color:
   a. Select the status value on the left (“Existing”, “Planned”, or a local status value created via the “Tools => Update Status” option on the menubar). Each status value is represented by a different line style.
   b. Select a line style from the list box on the right.
   c. Click on the “Line Color” box on the right and select a color from the color palette that appears.

5. Click “OK” or “Apply” to accept the change, or “Cancel” to abort the change.

**Batch Generation of Diagrams**

The “Batch” feature of the “Diagrams” window allows you to generate many diagrams with a single command. For example, all interface diagrams or context diagrams for every element may be generated in batch mode based on user specified parameters. All Service Package diagrams can also be printed in batch mode.

1. Select the type of diagram to be batch generated: “Interconnect” or “Flow” on the “Diagrams” window.
2. Select the “Batch” option.

3. To select the inventory elements to be included in the diagrams to be batch generated, select the “Elements” button, choose the elements, click “OK”. These will be the elements that define the context or interface diagrams that are to be printed. If all elements are selected, then there will be a diagram printed for each.

4. Specify whether context diagrams or interface diagrams are to be batch generated.
   a. “Context Diagrams” show the interfaces between one element and all other elements.
   b. “Interface Diagrams” show the interface between a single pair of elements.
   c. “Service Package Diagrams” show the interfaces pertaining to a particular service package.

5. Select “Print” to print the diagrams.
   a. Select the “Print All” option.
   b. The “Print” option will display a “Print” dialog box listing available printers and initiate batch printing of all diagrams of the selected type.

6. Select “Save” to save the diagrams to a file.
   a. The “Save” option allows you to select a directory where the diagrams are to be stored.
   b. A “Short” or “Long” name style may be selected for the file names of the saved files, or a “Prefix” to the long or short names may be entered.
   c. The short names are typically a number, while the long names represent the inventory element names in the architecture.
   d. All name styles identify whether the file contains a context or interface diagram.
   e. Select the “Save All” option.
   f. The files are saved in “.emf” (Enhanced Metafile), GIF, JPG, PNG, TIF, or BMP format.
   g. If a file already exists, you are given the option to replace or not replace the existing file.

7. “Close” closes the “Diagram Batch Processing” window.

Tabular Output
RAD-IT includes tools to let you generate reports or outputs in tabular form that you can use to generate documents or presentations about your project. These Output Tables provide a means to output the content from the main tabs into tabular formats that can be imported into other Microsoft Office automation products.
Output Tables Window

From the Outputs tool bar, click Tables to bring up the Output Tables window.

Click the 1st pull-down to Select Table. You can traverse through the categories to find the report you want.

In the 2nd area select from the Available Columns which will vary depending on the table selected in the first step.

Use the left arrow to select individual columns to include (they will then move to the Selected Columns table). You can also use the double left arrow to include all the columns.

The Filters and Elements buttons work exactly as they do on the "Interfaces" tab and the Diagrams screen. They are only activated for tables for which they would apply, e.g. inventory, interfaces, etc.
The Output Tables window has a pull-down to select the type of table to be generated. Once the selection is made, the left side of the screen is populated with the fields that can be included in that table. The user can select the arrow or multi-arrow buttons in the middle of the window to move fields to be included in the output. The user can also use the lower two arrow buttons to remove fields that aren’t desired for the table.

The next step is to decide whether to save the output to a file or to open the application. You must have the application (e.g. Word, Excel) installed on your computer to create output for Word or Excel. The final step is to press one of the buttons to create the output either to Word, Excel, or a text based comma separated variable (CSV) output.
The checkbox to “Roll up multiple rows into a single row” is used to combine cells together such as combining all Elements together that are mapped to the same Physical Object. This can save space and help tell the story easier. You can decide what’s best for what you are trying to do.

If there is nothing to display for a particular table then a message will appear in the left area of the Tables screen saying there is nothing to display. You won’t be able to

For example, if I have not done anything on the Planning Tab to create Objectives or Strategies when I select the Planning table the message in the Available Columns area will say, “The planning tab includes no defined items for the current architecture.”

**CAUTION** – “*What if my tables are blank?*” Filters and Element Selection can be set so that your outputs may end up blank or empty. If you are trying to generate an Inventory table and it is blank it could be because you have a filter set to filter out all objects that are in your architecture. Click the Filters and Elements buttons to see what is set and make adjustments.

**List of Output Tables**
The tabular reports included on the “Tables” screen consist of the following:

**Summary / File Info Tables**
Summary information about the regional and project architectures contained in this file.

- **Architecture Summary** – A list of all projects included in the Regional Architecture, including legacy systems and other user defined physical objects. This table presents summary information for all Regional and Project Architectures that have been defined. This table has settings for displaying the description of each architecture, displaying elements associated with each project, including entries made on the “Start” tab for each architecture.

- **Change Log** - A record of the changes made to the selected architecture as recorded by the user. Each entry includes timestamp, name, version, and change description.

- **Status Values** – List of status values (existing, planned, etc.) defined for this file.

- **Stakeholder Summary** – list of stakeholders in each architecture

- **Inventory Summary** – list of inventory elements in each architecture

- **Service Package Summary** – list of service packages in each architecture

The 3 summary reports are good when you have multiple architectures in your file and you want one table that shows them all.

**TIP**: This may work best if you don’t include every column. For instance, a summary table may be too long if you try to include the description fields.

**TIP**: To generate a listing of Service Packages by project include the Architecture Type, Architecture, and Service Package. Then in the output just ignore or remove the rows pertaining
to the Regional architecture. Then just used the Architecture and Service Package column for your final report. See below for the Marinara sample project:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Service Package</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCDOT Saucelito Traffic Coordination</td>
<td>TM07: Regional Traffic Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCDOT Traffic Monitoring Expansion Project</td>
<td>TM01: MCDOT Traffic Monitoring Upgrade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCDOT V2I Safety Initiative</td>
<td>SU01: Connected Vehicle System Monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCDOT V2I Safety Initiative</td>
<td>SU04: Map Management with Connected Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCDOT V2I Safety Initiative</td>
<td>SU08: Security and Credentials Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCDOT V2I Safety Initiative</td>
<td>SU10: Field Maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCDOT V2I Safety Initiative</td>
<td>TI07: In-Vehicle Signage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCDOT V2I Safety Initiative</td>
<td>VS05: Curve Speed Warning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCDOT V2I Safety Initiative</td>
<td>VS08: Queue Warning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCDOT V2I Safety Initiative</td>
<td>VS09: Reduced Speed Zone Warning / Lane Closure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMATO</td>
<td>PM04: Regional Parking Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMATO</td>
<td>SU04: Map Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMATO</td>
<td>TI01: Broadcast Traveler Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMATO</td>
<td>TI02: Personalized Traveler Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMATO</td>
<td>TI04: Infrastructure-Provided Trip Planning and Route Guidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMATO</td>
<td>TI05: Travel Services Information and Reservation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Stakeholder Topics Tables**

Information about the stakeholders – groups, organizations, enterprises, and the institutional activities that are associated with this architecture.

- **Planning** – Planning elements such as objectives and strategies, performance measures, and their relationship to the architecture. This table can be configured to show Service Packages mapped to the objectives/strategies.

- **Stakeholders** - Shows identified stakeholder names, descriptions, and associated elements. If there is a contact name, it should be included in the description in order to be displayed in the report. This can identify stakeholder groups and their members.

- **Roles and Responsibilities** – Shows the roles and responsibilities, i.e., an operational concept, based on service package choices defined for the currently selected architecture. This table displays information in line with Rule 940. This can be sorted in various ways: by stakeholder name, with a description of the roles and responsibility area, or by displaying the service packages associated with the area, listing members of a stakeholder group, and listing available status values.

- **Agreements** - Listing the set of Agreements defined on the “Agreements” tab. These are agreements between stakeholders or agencies, and are added as attributes of the architecture in line with Rule 940. Each agreement is defined by a lead stakeholder, and may include associated stakeholders, interfaces, and projects.
• **Interfaces to Agreements** – Listing the mapping between the Agreements and the Information Flows. Applicable if the interface level agreements were created.

*Physical Components & Services Tables*

Physical objects, elements, service packages, and included functionality that make up the architecture.

*Inventory* – Presents all identified inventory elements with associated entities, stakeholders, and projects, including user defined entities and flows. It shows the element inventory for the selected architecture, either project or regional. If in a Project Architecture, the entire Regional Architecture inventory does not appear.

*Service Packages* - Shows ARC-IT service packages and their selection status related to the initial projects and services. This will appear differently for Regional and Project Architectures.

*Needs* - Shows the need areas and needs defined for the currently selected architecture based on the service package choices and the customizations made for the architecture.

*Functional Requirements* – This is a deprecated report, meaning it no longer applies to new RAD-IT architectures but if the file was converted from older versions of Turbo or RAD-IT it may have a set of legacy requirements for the architectures elements.

*Functional Objects* - Shows the functional objects defined for the currently selected architecture based on the service package choices. The functional objects directly relate to the Functional Objects in ARC-IT.

*Physical Objects* - or PObjects, subsystems and terminators, from ARC-IT that are included in the selected architecture.

*Inventory to Service Package Comparison* - Compares Inventory and Service Package selections and identifies possible Inventory and/or Service Package selection gaps. This identifies ARC-IT and user defined physical objects and inventory elements that are not assigned to any Service Package, and entities and elements that are not assigned to a Service Package where it is possible to include them.

*Interfaces & Standards Tables*

Interconnects, flows, and standards activities for the current architecture.

*Interconnects* - Shows the interconnected elements and their status values for the interconnects in the current architecture, similar to the “Interconnect” diagram. It can also show what communications elements the interconnect is using.

*Information Flows* - Shows the permutations of element interfaces included and not included in the architecture, as well as, subsystems, terminators, and information flows with optional designation of project and the elements that exist or are planned for the future. Use the Filters and Elements button to select what is included.

*Flow Definitions* - presents the information flows and definitions for this architecture.
• **Standards** – Presents list of ITS Standards activities based on the Regional or Project Information flows. This lists all standards activities applicable for the region. The report includes only ARC-IT flows and interfaces used in the Regional and Project Architectures, not user defined PObjects and flows added to the architecture to define a local service.

The columns available in a Standards Output table are defined as:

- **Group**: Identifies the items in the list that represent a Group of standards.
- **SDO**: The next column identifies the Standards Development Organization (SDO) that is responsible for developing, publishing, and maintaining the standard.
- **Group/Doc ID**: Provides the name of the group, if the “Group” column is checked, or the document identifier for the standard which comes from either the SDO’s when they release their standard, or the user-defined Group or Doc ID for, respectively, a user-defined group or standard.
- **Title**: The long name of the group, if the “Group” column is checked, or the actual title of the standard.
- **Type**: information, communications, data
- **Version**
- **User Defined**: Signifies whether this standard is one that has been added by a RAD-IT user. You can create your own standards or standards groups to be included in the RAD-IT database for reporting along with other ITS standards in the architecture.
- **Source/Destination Element**
- **Information Flow Name**

**NOTE:** Users should refer to the Communications View on the ARC-IT website for more information about communications profiles and the standards they include. For projects, users should use SET-IT that will then generate a Comm View that can be customized to meet the project’s needs.

**Check Your Architecture Tables**
Identify inconsistencies and potential errors in your architectures

- **Inventory to Service Package Comparison** - Conflict resolution report that compares Inventory and Service Package selections and identifies possible Inventory and/or Service Package selection gaps. This report identifies ARC-IT and user defined physical objects and inventory elements that are not assigned to any Service Package, and entities and elements that are not assigned to a Service Package where it is possible to include them.

- **Discontinued Flows** - Report showing the discontinued information flows between elements that are included in the converted Regional and Project Architectures. This is a report created during the conversion of an architecture from a previous version of RAD-IT. The report is available during the conversion and from the list of standard RAD-IT reports. There are no settings for this report except report title.

- **Unsupported Flows** - Report identifying Regional and Project Information flows that are not supported by current element to entity mappings in the current version of ARC-IT or user defined flow definitions. This report shows the flows that are ignored by the conversion (i.e., they are included “as is” in the converted architecture), but that must be addressed by you in the converted architecture. For example, information flow “ElementA => asset restrictions => ElementB” would be an unsupported flow unless ElementA is mapped to the “Asset Management”
terminator and ElementB is mapped to MCMC. Many existing architectures include these flows on the “Interfaces” tab because element to entity mappings have changed over time. As part of the conversion from previous versions, unsupported flows that are “not applicable” are automatically removed. There are no settings for this report except report title.

- **Unconnected Elements** - Report identifying the list of inventory elements that are not connected to any other inventory elements in the architecture. This report has settings for displaying a description of each element and listing available status values.

- **Unconnected Stakeholders** - Report identifying the list of stakeholders that are not associated with any inventory elements in the architecture. This report has settings for displaying a description of each stakeholder and listing members of a stakeholder group.

- **Suspicious Information Flow Status Values** – Report identifying where information flows with older status go between elements with newer status.

Say, for example, you started an architecture where everything was planned or future but then as you or your stakeholders were reviewing the information flows you started to see places where things already existed so you started changing the status of the flows to Existing. Because you hadn’t gone back to the inventory tab to change the status of the elements that were sending or receiving that information you created a situation where elements that haven’t been developed yet are already sending/receiving information. This is illogical and this report will point that out.

- **Suspicious Need Status Values** – Report identifying needs with older status than the service package involved. This report has a setting to display the available status values.

- **Suspicious Request / Response Status Values** – Report identifying request information flows that have a different status values than a corresponding response flow. This report has a setting to display the available status values.

- **Planning Gap Analysis** – Report identifying the differences between the service packages associated with planning and service packages included in the architecture. There is a setting to display the description.
• **All Potential Needs** – Report identifying all needs associated with all of the service packages in the architecture; use the Status column to see which are assigned to the project (something other than Not Applicable).

• **Elements with complex Physical Object mapping** – Report identifying potential issues with inventory elements that are mapped to too many or to the wrong physical objects. For instance, a center mapped to both a Traffic Management Center and a piece of field equipment.

• **Suspicious Project Status Values** – Report identifying inventory elements, service packages, functional objects, and information flows that have newer status values than the current project architecture. This report has a setting to display the available status values.

• **Physical Object - Functional Object Inconsistencies** – Report identifying elements with mappings to functional objects (Functions tab) that are not consistent with that elements physical object mappings (Inventory tab)

• **Service Package - Interface Inconsistencies** – Report that calculates the percentage (%) of information flows, called ‘triples’, that are included in each service package. Triples is the shorthand way of saying source/destination/information flow combination. Use this report to debug places where you may not have as many elements as you want from the Services tab participating in that Service Package or if you did not include as many flows on the Interfaces tab.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Triples Included%</th>
<th>Service Package</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>SU04: Map Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>TI02: Personalized Traveler Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>TI01: Broadcast Traveler Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>PM04: Regional Parking Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>TI04: Infrastructure-Provided Trip Planning and Route Guidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>TI05: Travel Services Information and Reservation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• **TIP**: this report will be sorted from lowest percentage to highest so focus on the top rows of the table since those are most likely places where you have an issue with your element mappings to the service package. For example, if you gone through the first pass of most of the tabs and run this report it might show a traveler information package with only 10% of the flows included. This may be a clue that you may have forgotten to include a source of data like at transit center. On the other hand you may look through the report and review your architecture and decide you wanted it that way. This report just arms you with the information to make that decision.

**Region to Project Comparison Tables**

Identify inconsistencies and potential issues between the Region and any projects in your file

• **Compare Inventory** – Identifies any inventory differences between the regional and project architectures.
• **Compare Services (Service Packages)** – Identifies any service package differences between the regional and project architectures.
• **Compare Needs** – Identifies any differences in the needs defined between each of the projects and the regional architecture.
• **Compare Standards** – Identifies any ITS standards differences between the regional and project architectures.

**Documents**

*Document Output - General*

RAD-IT includes a method of generating a Word Document directly from the Regional ITS Architecture data stored in the RAD-IT database. This feature supports documents for regional architectures or project architectures.

**TIP:** Select the architecture on the Start Tab before selecting the Output/Document… feature.

The user has the option to create the document or the diagrams or both. The user then can select Elements to be included or to set Filters just as with other outputs. The user then selects Setup to tell RAD-IT how to generate the document. Then the Create button will run the generator and the View button will launch the document in Word.

**NOTE:** One must have Microsoft Word installed on their computer for this feature to work.

*Document Output – Setup and Creation*

Much like the Web Page generation setup, the user has access to a number of settings that determine the content and format of the document that is created.

The General tab is used to specify where the document will be created, the document filename, and the Microsoft Word template file that will be used for document creation. Once the directory is identified for document creation, select Apply to create the directory structure and enable access to more detailed settings on the Content tab.
The General Tab provides access (use the Edit button) to the “ArchDocTemplateRegion.dot” template that is used by RAD-IT to control the format and layout of the created document.

Checkboxes are used to determine whether the content in the RAD-IT Database should be used or the content in the template should be used for things like the title page and chapter headings.

Before you create the document, you should edit the introductory text in each chapter of the template and update the document styles as desired. As you edit this template, you should maintain some minimal conventions and be particularly careful not to delete or modify the bookmarks and tags that RAD-IT uses so that the template can still be used by RAD-IT. See introductory text in the template itself for more information. The template is the place to insert introductory and boilerplate text and images that provide
a gentle introduction to the architecture details that will be inserted by RAD-IT. Including the content in the template will allow you to minimize manual effort in subsequent document creations as the architecture details change over time, but the introductory content stays the same.

The Content Settings has a tab on the left for each area of RAD-IT that then would generate a section in the Word document. There are optional settings to decide what to include in each section. The user can also decide to include some information in the Appendix – for instance, some architectures may generate pages and pages of tables that may be best to put into an Appendix.

Once setup is complete, select the Create button for either the Document body, the diagrams or both. Just as with the Web Pages generation, you may want to create the document body content in one step and the
diagrams in another step. A large architecture may take a while to generate. Once it is complete, you can
click View to launch Word to view the resulting file or start Word separately and open the document.

Web Pages

Web Pages General Information
RAD-IT will automatically create a set of preformatted hypertext (web) pages that can be used to build a
website to display a regional architecture. This hyperlinked set of web pages includes pages for each
aspect of the regional ITS architecture that is defined in RAD-IT including Stakeholder information, an
inventory of transportation systems, services, functional objects, interfaces, ITS standards information,
and ITS project information. The user has the capability to customize the pages with their own agency
logos, contact information, and can tailor the content of the pages to meet their needs. When hosted on a
website these pages make the regional ITS architecture definition available to transportation professionals
in an interactive, user friendly format. RAD-IT can only create web pages for a Regional architecture –
not a project architecture.

Creating Web Pages
The Web Pages window is arranged as follows:

- **Create** – the top left area has 3 options to click to create varying levels of detail:
  - Top-Level Web pages
  - Detailed Web Pages
  - Diagrams

This allows the user flexibility in managing how the web pages are built. Early in the life of a project you
may not be ready to show all the details but you want to go ahead and develop the basic screens so your
stakeholders can see what the end product will look like once the details are done. At this early stage they
can still see the basic list of Stakeholders, Inventory, etc. Later, you can generate the Detailed Web Pages
that pull more information out of the RAD-IT database, including the pages for each inventory element,
services, and interfaces. Lastly, the Diagrams can be built that bring in all of the context and interface
diagrams and attaches them to the proper place in the hypertext.

It is recommended that the first time through the web page generation process, you should create only the
Top-Level Web Pages to quickly generate pages that you can review. Make sure the look and feel is
right, then go back and generate the Detailed pages, then go back and add the Diagrams.

Feature on the Web Pages Window:

- **Status** – below the Create area is a status box that tells you what process is being performed.
  This is helpful since it may take a while to generate the web pages for a typical architecture. This will
  let you know what pages are being built.
- **Progress** – colors in the bar below the status window from left to right to represent the
  overall progress of the build operation.
- **Setup button** – establishes the general settings and preferences for how and where the pages
  are built and what they will look like.
- **Create button** – initiates the creation of the web pages, pulling in the necessary data from
  the RAD-IT database and putting them into the proper files based on the settings entered
during Setup.
• **View button** – launches the initial welcome page for your new architecture in your default web browser (e.g. Microsoft Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox)

• **Close button** – returns to the main RAD-IT window

**Web Page Setup**

To start generating web pages, RAD-IT needs some basic information. You can configure RAD-IT to control the colors and fonts used, the nomenclature, the types of pages that are generated and the content to be included on each page, and more. Advanced users can use templates to augment the HTML that is included in each page and supply their own user defined pages.

Click on Setup from the Web Pages window and a form opens with the following tabs: General, Content, Style, and File Locations.

**Web Page Setup – General Tab**

The **General** Web Page Setup information tab is used to capture information that applies to all web pages. An essential piece of information is the folder where all the web pages and supporting files will be saved. Clicking on the Browse button will bring up a windows explorer window to find and select the folder to use. If the folder is not empty, RAD-IT will determine that a new subfolder should be created to keep everything organized. In that case a popup window will appear once the user hits Apply.

The **Web Site Title** will be included at the top of every web page. In general, users will probably want to enter the name of their region, e.g. “Marinara County” in our example; but it could be anything. **NOTE** – the title is limited to 40 characters to ensure it fits best in most web browsers.

The **Extension** pulldown allows the user to pick either htm or html or type another extension to use. The default htm is almost always going to work but some web server environments require a certain extension which can be selected/entered here.

The **Web Site Contact Information** area allows the user to include a Name, email address, and phone number that will appear at the bottom of the main web page. This may be important – perhaps putting the name and contact information for the maintainer of the architecture or a contact for the web administrator for the agency.

**Web Page Setup – Content Tab**

The **Content** tab of the Setup Window allows the user to select the web pages to be included (defaults to all). Selecting one of the pages on the left, brings up the information for that page on the right. For instance, by selecting Scope, you can confirm the scope as entered on the Start tab in RAD-IT and check off the various features to include on the Scope page: Architecture description, geographic scope, etc.

Just as on the Inventory and other RAD-IT screens if the user wants to add a page to be generated with the website, click on the All Web Pages tab and use the check boxes to include other pages and hit apply. Once the user has selected a page on the left, its attributes can be modified on the right.

Web Page Setup – Content Tab Attributes:
• **Order**: changing this will reorder the listing of the pages on the main menu panel for the architecture pages. For example, if you wanted Stakeholders to come after Inventory you would change Stakeholders to “4” and Inventory to “3” – hitting Apply each time.

• **Menu name**: allows the user to change the name that appears on the main menu panel for the architecture pages. For example, changing “Roles and Responsibilities” to “R&Rs”.

• **Page Title**: changes the title that appears at the top of that page.

• **Overview**: is the text that appears at the top of the page.

• **Use Template box**: allows the user to direct RAD-IT to ignore this text box and pull the information from the html files that can be edited separately. The File Locations tab would be used to specify the Template files and where they are located.

**User Defined Web Pages?**

The user can also select “New” to create a custom web page for the project. For example, you could create a “Documents” page that includes links to all your architecture documents. In most cases, when you are creating a user defined page, you will want to use a template page to define the HTML for the new web page. Alternatively, you can enter all of the HTML right in the Overview text box.

User defined pages may also reference an external page that is not created by RAD-IT. In this case, the user would select the “External” page type and then specify the URL that will be used to access the page. The user must enter a complete valid URL (e.g., http://www.agency.org).

**Web Page Setup – Style Tab**

The **Style** tab of the Setup Window allows the user to specify the colors of the background, text, and other features pertaining to the look-and-feel of the web pages.

The Select Web Page Area shows what the basic web page will look like based on the colors, graphics, and fonts selected on the rest of the tab. To change the color of the web page banner, start by clicking on the top bar of the Web Page area on the left of the window then click the colored box next to Background and a pop-up screen will appear to change the color. Similarly with the Text color and borders. To change other areas of the screen like the menu bar, click on the menu area on the left side and then change the background and text colors on the right.

Use the check box beside Use Background Graphic to include or exclude a background image that appears in the upper left of the banner/main page. The default image that is provided with RAD-IT is a RAD-IT Icon, but this image should be replaced with a more relevant image by most users. You can find where this image is stored using the File Locations tab. The graphic extension pull-down allows the user to change the graphic file format to png, gif, or jpg. Note that png and gif file formats can have a transparent background which will allow the background color to show through the transparent area of the image. The options at the bottom allow the user to select how large the web pages should be in terms of pixels – 800 being the default but 1024 and 1280 are also available. The font family can be changed as well. Arial/Helvetica is the default and should be left as is for most applications.

**Web Page Setup – File Locations Tab**

The 4th tab is the File Locations Tab and is generally for reference purposes except a web administrator may want to know where the files are located to be able to make specific changes for the environment. This tab shows where on the computer the web pages, templates, style sheets, and images are stored.
When you select one of the files, RAD-IT provides a description of the file and the file location. The templates, images, and style sheet may all be edited to customize the web pages that RAD-IT produces.

You can select “Restore Default” to restore the selected file to the default RAD-IT content. Before overwriting the existing file, RAD-IT will confirm that Chuck wants to overwrite his file with the default file.

Additional Topics
This section discusses some advanced topics that cut across how RAD-IT is used and how to construct and maintain a regional ITS architecture.

Relationships between Elements, Stakeholders, and Tabbed Windows
The following discussion involves associations (relationships) between elements and between elements and stakeholders, and concerns the relationships between the tabbed windows in RAD-IT. In other words, changes made on the “Inventory” tab may or may not be reflected after a “Build” on the “Interfaces” tab or on the diagrams. An example follows.

On the diagrams, the upper, grayed portion of each box displays the stakeholder name, and the lower part of the box indicates the element name associated with that stakeholder.

For example, a user creates two Toll Collection elements associated with a single stakeholder. These elements both use the Payment Administration Center physical object from ARC-IT. Because the underlying Physical Architecture includes a terminator called “Other Payment Administration”, the two toll elements will be connected to each other. In previous versions of Turbo and prior to Version 4.0 of the National ITS Architecture (April, 2003), they could have been connected by creating a user defined flow between these two elements. If these elements were traffic management elements (centers), however, they would be connected to each other because of the underlying ARC-IT Physical View (“Other Traffic Management” is a terminator, and there is a physical flow that connects the TMC to “Other Traffic Management”).

If you then generate a Traffic Management Center (element) on the “Inventory” tab (using the same or a different stakeholder as the two toll elements), then associates this with the Payment Administration and Traffic Management Center PObjects and selects the “Regional Traffic Control” service package (on the “Services” tab), the new traffic element will be connected to each of the two original toll elements after building the architecture. This also occurs because of the underlying physical connections in ARC-IT.

If you then remove the Payment Administration Center subsystem from the associations for the traffic element on the “Inventory” tab, re-building the architecture will make no difference to the “Interfaces” tab or the “Interconnect” diagram. Payment Administration information flows remain connected to this traffic element and are not removed by re-building. You must go to the “Interfaces” tab and uncheck the “Include” box so that these flows are no longer connected to the traffic element in the current Project or Regional Architecture. This also changes the status of these flows to “Not Applicable”. Then, the “Interconnect” diagram will no longer connect the traffic element to the two toll elements.
Extending the Architecture

See the “Add Physical Objects” and “Add Flows” sections under Architecture Tools above but here are some other thoughts concerning extending the ARC-IT physical view.

General Comments on User Defined Extensions in General

An item that cannot be represented by an ARC-IT physical object or information flow may be included in the Regional or Project Architecture as a “user defined physical object” or “user defined flow”. Any element not associated with an ARC-IT physical object (or PObject) can be associated with a user defined physical object in the Regional or Project Inventory. As an example, this feature can be used for unique items, such as “red-light cameras” or “flood control”, that are not ARC-IT physical objects.

There are two types of locally defined items:

- “User defined physical object” - with characteristics similar to an ARC-IT subsystem or terminator, these have flows associated with them and may be mapped to any element in the architecture.
- “User defined flow” - with characteristics similar to an ARC-IT flow. A user defined flow must be hooked to the architecture by establishing relationships with other elements and entities within the architecture. The user defined entity may be defined first, then the flow that references it.

GUIDELINE: A user defined flow may be connected to a user defined PObject or to an ARC-IT PObject (subsystem or terminator). Their names must, however, be distinct and separate from ARC-IT names.

GUIDELINE: User defined PObjects and flows may be added to an architecture at any time before or during the customization process, while on any tab. However, in order to see the user defined flows on the Interfaces tab, a “Build” must be done to add them to the architecture. These extensions may then be reassigned or modified on the Interfaces tab.

Remember that when creating locally defined objects and flows that this information is not mapped to any standards. This mapping may be required and will be a manual process of defining customized standards and mappings to the user defined flows. This process of defining custom standards along with other communications profiles is done in SET-IT.

Connecting the Local Physical Object to the Architecture

If adding a locally defined Physical Object (PObject) to the Regional or Project Architecture (for example, a “flood monitoring” element, or “snowplows and maintenance vehicles”), you may do this in various ways. First, look at the “Inventory” tab to display a list of all existing Physical Objects in the architecture. This list also includes user defined objects that have already been created. Pick a name not on the list to call the new user defined PObjects. Then, define this PObject in one of several ways:

1. If some of the data elements for the new system element exist in ARC-IT, you may connect to these subsystems, terminators, and information flows for this capability from ARC-IT. Do a “Build” in order for the new user defined PObjects and flows to appear during the customization step. This allows for reuse of ARC-IT flows. You may also add additional user defined PObjects and flows that are not in ARC-IT during this step.
2. OR, you may add an ARC-IT service package, then select certain flows that apply to the new capability, and add the additional user defined PObjects and flows that are not in ARC-IT. Do a “Build” in order for the new user defined PObjects and flows to appear during the customization step.
step. The tool allows a user defined flow to connect to an ARC-IT source/destination PObject (subsystem, terminator). However, an ARC-IT flow cannot be used in a way that is inconsistent with the Architecture.

3. OR, If there are no data elements within ARC-IT that match the functions of the new capability or user service, you may add all the data elements for the new capability, connect them to user defined PObjects and flows, then “Build” and “Customize” on the “Interfaces” tab.

It is your responsibility to ensure that new locally defined physical objects (similar to ARC-IT subsystem and terminator physical objects) and user defined flows (similar to ARC-IT flows) do not conflict with the existing ARC-IT physical objects and information flows.

**Iterations through the RAD-IT Tool**

Certain steps during the architecture creation process do not have to be done in any order. For example, you may re-enter the Inventory Generation step (“Inventory” tab) at any time during the process after creating the initial element inventory.

Where applicable, the tool will allow iterations in the process of defining a Regional or Project Architecture. You may create an inventory of elements associated with subsystems and terminators, map to service packages, and create an initial list of information flows (through the “Build” step). You may then reassign an element to a new subsystem (“Inventory” tab), terminator (“Inventory” tab), or service package (“Services” tab), select other service packages (“Services” tab), select new information flows (“Interfaces” tab), or de-select information flows (“Interfaces” tab) from his Regional or Project Architecture.

Where applicable, i.e., where process steps are sequential, if a previous step has not been completed, the tool will not allow you to continue until it has completed successfully. This does not apply to the iterative steps in the process. In most cases, a “Build” must be done before any outputs can be generated (tables or diagrams). If there is no data for an output table or diagram, then a popup window will appear saying this. The steps below must be completed before data may be available for these outputs. If a “Build” has not been done, there is no data available for the “Interfaces” window, and this table will be blank. The tool finds all situations possible to prevent an empty window from appearing, or from allowing you to attempt an option that must be preceded by some other option.

The following is a list of processes or steps in RAD-IT and what prerequisite processes or steps (if any) are associated with them:

1. You can characterize service packages before selecting an element inventory (characterizing subsystems and terminators) in the Regional or Project Architecture. Service packages may be selected. However, elements must exist in order to associate the service packages to elements, so after entering new elements on the “Inventory” tab, you must return to the “Services” tab to associate the elements to the selected service packages.

2. You will be able to return to the “Inventory” and “Services” tabs and remove service package associations (i.e., disassociate them from the architecture) if you have only previewed the uncustomized architecture in the “Build” step (before answering “Yes” to the final question about adding the flows to the architecture and to the “Interfaces” tab). After completing the “Build”, if a service package association is removed from the architecture, the associated interconnects and flows must be deselected manually on the “Interfaces” tab. “Build” is an additive function - it does not remove anything from previous builds or customization.
3. The customization step for the architecture cannot be executed before subsystems or terminators (or service packages) have been characterized from ARC-IT. There will be no source or destination elements, and no information flows defined between them.

4. Once you enter the “Interfaces” tab and begins to customize the architecture, you may return to the “Services” tab to change service package associations, or you may return to the “Inventory” tab to change element/stakeholder mappings. A new “Build” will pick up any new element and flow selections, but not change his customization.

5. The “Extend” step to add user defined entities or flows to the architecture cannot be executed before subsystems, terminators, or service packages have been characterized from ARC-IT.

6. The “Extend” step for the architecture can be executed before or after the customization step. If after, then a “Build” should be done before “Customize” on the “Interfaces” tab to pick up any new user defined flows.

7. The “Merge” step (i.e., the “Project to Region” option on the “Start” tab) can be executed once a Project Architecture has been defined in the open database file (“Build” the project before “Merging” it into the Regional Architecture). This step may be used to initially define a Regional Architecture from an existing Project Architecture. To do this, simply create an empty Regional Architecture and return to the Project Architecture that is to be merged.

8. The “Standards Activities” output table for the architecture cannot be generated before subsystems, terminators, or service packages have been characterized from ARC-IT, and a “Build” has been completed (answer “Yes” to the last question about completing the “Build”).

9. The “Standards Activities” report for the Regional Architecture can be executed before or after the customization step.

10. The “Interconnect” Diagram for the architecture cannot be generated before subsystems, terminators, and service packages have been characterized from ARC-IT. Information flows are required from the Service Package analysis to generate the “Interconnect” Diagram.

11. The “Interconnect” Diagram for the architecture can be generated before the customization or extend steps.

12. The “Flow” Diagram for the architecture cannot be generated before subsystems, terminators, and service packages have been characterized from ARC-IT. Information flows are required from the Service Package analysis to generate the “Flow” Diagram.

13. The “Flow” Diagram for the Architecture can be generated before the customization or extend steps.

14. The “Project Inventory based on a Regional Architecture - Element Inventory” step cannot be executed before a Regional Architecture has been defined. The Regional Architecture may or may not include a Project Architecture.

15. The “Extend the Project Architecture to include additional parts of an existing Regional Architecture” step for the Project Architecture cannot be executed before subsystems, terminators, or information flows have been selected from an existing Regional Architecture.

16. The “Extend beyond the Regional Architecture” step for the Project Architecture cannot be executed before subsystems, terminators, or information flows have been selected from an existing Regional Architecture.

17. The customization step for the Project Architecture cannot be executed before subsystems, terminators, or service packages have been characterized from ARC-IT or selected from an existing Regional Architecture.

18. The “Extend” step for the Project Architecture cannot be executed before subsystems, terminators, or service packages have been characterized from ARC-IT or selected from an existing Regional Architecture.

19. The “Standards Activities” report for the Project Architecture cannot be created if no information flows have been identified from ARC-IT or selected from an existing Regional Architecture.

20. The “Interconnect” Diagram for the Project Architecture cannot be generated before subsystems, terminators, and service packages have been characterized from ARC-IT or selected from an existing Regional Architecture.
existing Regional Architecture. Information flows are required from the Service Package analysis to generate the “Interconnect” Diagram.

21. The “Flow” Diagram for the Project Architecture cannot be generated before subsystems, terminators, and service packages have been characterized from ARC-IT or selected from an existing Regional Architecture. Information flows are required from the Service Package analysis to generate the “Flow” Diagram.

22. The additional RAD-IT tabs that bring the architecture in line with the Rule 940 and FTA Policy on ITS Architectures and Standards may be populated at any point during development of a Regional or Project Architecture. These functions include:
   - Defining the operational concept for the architecture, i.e., adding role and responsibility areas to the architecture based on service package choices.
   - Assigning functional objects to all elements in the architecture based on service package selections.
   - Selecting the ITS standards used in the architecture.
   - Defining a list of agreements between stakeholders for the architecture.

Managing Subsystem Permutations

When an uncustomized architecture is initially generated in RAD-IT, it is possible for all valid [source element / information flow / destination element] triplets for that architecture to be created. These triplets include all possible permutations of source/destination pairs based on ARC-IT and will typically number in the thousands for an actual Regional Architecture. Many of these triplets will not be selected in the final customized architecture. The task of “deselecting” possibly thousands of these irrelevant triplets is very time consuming.

The RAD-IT tool will identify and remove many of these extraneous permutations of subsystem interfaces. However, the software does not have enough information to generate a perfectly tailored architecture based on the PObject and service package mappings that you generate. Some must be removed manually.

Extraneous permutations are defined as sets of interfaces that do not have the same stakeholder. Some of the interfaces defined by the architecture rarely span multiple stakeholders. For example, the Traffic Management Subsystem to Roadway Subsystem interface normally represents intra-agency communications. This class of interfaces has been identified as having “product interoperability” in ARC-IT. For these interfaces, RAD-IT must only select triplets by default that represent communications between elements that are owned or operated by the same stakeholder.

Some connections are resolved by the tool, where others may be impossible to resolve and will have to be done manually. The tool will assist you to the extent possible with resolving permutations. You may also view the list of subsystems, terminators, and information flows on the “Interfaces” tab to determine which were included because of the permutation problem and should to be deleted.

You may display a permutation report that lists the permutations that were created during the initial data entry. This is actually a portion of the regional and project output tables on the “Output => Tables” pulldown menu (“Regional Architecture”, “Project Architecture”, and “Additional Integration Options” reports for both the Regional and Project Architectures). [A “Build” may be required before generating these reports.]

You must then do a “Build” and customize the architecture on the “Interfaces” tab. On the “Interfaces” window, you will be asked for element name with the option to look at “All”. “All” will include a “Connect” and an architecture “Flows” view for all interconnections between elements, and all
information flows in the architecture. All subsystems may be connected to all subsystems through the source and destination elements and flows listed. This must be corrected on this screen. Interconnects may be defined at the element level, e.g., TMC to RS connections.

On the “Interfaces” tab, it is recommended that you look at the “Connect” view first and remove extraneous permutations there before examining the architecture “Flows” view and deciding which information flows should be removed. However, you may look at the “Flows” view first then continue with the “Connect” view. You will be able to move from interconnect to flow or from flow to interconnect views during the customization process.

You generate an uncustomized architecture when the system inventory and service package mappings have been completed to your satisfaction. This is the only time that the permutation filters will be applied. Because this generation process is somewhat different between Regional and Project Architectures, the permutation requirements are addressed differently by the tool in the two cases.

**Regional Architecture Permutations**

As the final step in the uncustomized Regional Architecture generation process in the “Build” step, the tool will attempt to deselect all flows that connect different stakeholders on the identified interfaces. This process does not deselect an information flow if it has been manually selected or customized already. In the general case, this should never occur since this query will be run as part of the uncustomized architecture generation process.

**Project Architecture Permutations**

In the uncustomized Project Architecture generation process in the “Build” step, the valid triplets are added to the Project Architecture by the tool. Invalid permutations are identified exactly as they were before, and the entries are deleted from the Project Architecture by the tool. Also, there is no need to “deselect” the flows in the Regional Architecture since these flags are not set by default when a new uncustomized Project Architecture is generated. In this case, a delete query is executed by the tool that will delete the references to “stakeholder spanning” flows in the Project Architecture.

**What’s New**

This section highlights the new features and changes to RAD-IT Version 8.0. It is written for users of previous versions of RAD-IT who are interested in a quick overview of the enhanced features of the new software.

In addition to the new features and enhancements described below, RAD-IT Version 8.0 also corrects all known software issues from previous versions.

**RAD-IT Version 8.1:**

1. Is compatible with Version 8.1 of the Architecture Reference for Cooperative & Intelligent Transportation (ARC-IT), released in February 2018. RAD-IT v8 allows development of Regional and Project ITS Architectures that take advantage of the features in Version 8 of ARC-IT including the merge of connected vehicle services and interfaces with existing ITS services. Version 8 also includes an updated mapping to the latest ITS standards.
2. Converts existing user architectures from previous versions of the National ITS Architecture or ARC-IT.
3. Automates the creation of regional ITS architecture documents that can be customized based on user inputs for styles and templates.
4. Includes a spell checking capability for user entered fields.
5. Creates tabular versions of the key RAD-IT outputs such as stakeholders, inventory, service packages, etc. The tables can be saved as a MS Word table or Excel spreadsheet on PCs that have Office installed, or as a Comma Separated Variable (CSV) text format.
6. Supports import of SET-IT projects into RAD-IT

**How do I know if I have the current version?**

Go up to the menu bar and click “File” and then “About”. There you will see a window showing the versions of RAD-IT and the underlying databases that is being used from ARC-IT to build your regional and project architecture. It should look something like what is shown below.